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PREFACE

Pursuant to Arizona Revised Statutes, Title 37, Chapter 7, State Claims to Sfeambeds

(ARS $37-l l0l et. seq.), an administrative process is established to gather infonnAion and

determine the extent of the State's claims to the beds of the watercoufses wiftin Arizona

arising from a f,nding of navigability for title purposes. The statute's purpose is to

deærmine a mêthod for assessing if watercourses wiüin fuizona were navigable for title

pr¡rposes as of the date of Statehood on February 14, l9l2'

The Arizona Navigable Stream Adjudicæion Commission (ANSAC) was esøblished as a

State Agency to gather evidence and informUion regarding navigabilþ or non-navigability

of watercourses within Arizona as of Statehood. There a¡e over 13,000 documented

watercourse segmen6 within fuizona, the vast majority of which are minor or small

watercourses which ANSAC has determined should be considered separately from the

major river investigations. ANSAC needs to gather information and develop criteria and

meürods regarding the study of small and minor watercoufses as of February 14, l9l2'

The content of üris report is intended to provide the necessary tools for AI'ISAC to make

findings as to the navigability or non'navigability of minor and small watercourses' and

subsequently forwa¡d recommendations to the Legislature'

This report yf¡:¡ prepared for ANSAC under Contract No' A7-0109-001 by Stantech

Consulting Inc.(Stantech) in association with JE FulleriHydrology & Geomorpholory' Inc'

(JEF, Inc.) and University of Arizona Water Resources Resea¡ch Center (WRRC)' The

project team consisted of Ch¡istina Waddell, MBA, ANSAC, former Execuúve Director;

Pat Deschamps, PE, RLS, Stantech, Project Manager; George V' Sabol' PhD' PE'

Stantech, Senior Technical Advisor; Ca¡los Carriag4 PhD, PE, Stantech, Project Engineer;

Ion Fuller, PE, PH, JEF, Inc,, Project Hydrologist; Barba¡a Tellman, University of Arizona

WRRC, Project Historian; and Diana salisbury, Database Programmer.

The progress of this project was monitored and guided by a Technical Review Committee

comprised of representatives of various agencies of the State of Arizona' The Committee

members included Tom Vogt, ANSAC, Acting Executive Director; John Hathaway' PE'

Arizona Department of Environmental Quality; Don Gross, PE, Arizona Department of

Water Resources; Bill Wemer, Arizona Game and Fish Depa^rtment; Bob Sejkor4 Arizona

State Pa¡ks; Clyde Anderson, PE, Arizona State Land Department; and Curtis Jennings'

ANSAC Legal Counsel.
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Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION

The Arizona Navigable Stream Adjudication Commission (ANSAC) is directed by

statute to establish administrative procedures, hold public hearings, and make

recommendations regarding the navigabitity or non-navigability of all watercourses in

Arizona as of Statehood on February 14, 19L2. ANSAC is to set the priorities for

investigating and conducting hearings on watercourses and then to report its

recommendation as to which watercourses or reaches of watercourses vr'ere navigable

or non-navigable at Statehood to the Arizona Legislature. The Legislature then makes

a finding upon consideration of the ANSAC recommendation and enacts appropriate

legislation in response to the determination.

AIISAC is required to complete the legislatively mandated tasks described above by

July 1, 2002. The watercourses currently in the process of being assessed only include

the major river systems in the state. There are ovef 13,000 documented watercourse

segments in Arizona, the vast majority of which constitute minor ot small

watercourses ANSAC determined should be considered separately from the major

rivers. In order to expedite the evaluation process and meet the target date for

completion in the year 2002, ANSAC contracted with the Stantech project team in

1997 to develop an efñcient and effective evaluation system to assess the small and

minor watercourses within the state for characteristics of navigability, non-navigability,

or susceptibility to navigation as of statehood on February T4, 1912. The contract

also includes the identifrcat¡on and cataloging of all small and minor watercourses to

be evaluated utilizing that system.

The project work products are technical and historical criteria, the evaluation system,

the catalog of small and minor watercourses, and a summary report. The application

of the evaluation system to each of the small and minor watercourses cataloged is not

part of this project scope. It is anticipated that all the cataloged small and minor

watercourses will subsequently be assessed utilizing the criteria, the evaluation system,

and the watercourse catalog developed under this contract. That work will be

perfiormed in a priority to be established in the future by ,{Ì'{SAC and under a separate

contract.

Stantech svp:\289ooûtJvêpoß\arEc 6¡¡l reportdæ vll



TECHNICAL CRITERIA

Historical records of navigability are lacking for the vast majority of small

\Ã'atercourses in Arizona. Therefore, most navigability fìndings will be decided based

on a stream's susceptibility to navigation, rather than its historical record. To

determine susceptibility to navigation, certain technical data about the stream are

required. Technical information, as def,rned for this project, includes data relating to

the physical characteristics of a watercourse. Physical characteristics include the

following intenelated variables :

. Flow rate

. Flow depth

. Flow velocity

. Flow width

For natural streams, these flow characteristics are highly variable - streamflow changes

throughout the year, from year to year, and from one point along the stream to the

next. Therefore, direct measurement of the changing physical characteristics of every

small watercourse in fuizona is not practical or possible. Indirect methods for

estimating key flow characteristics are recommended to evaluate whether a

watercourse was susceptible to navigation under specific flow conditions.

Criteria and Methodology

The following recommendations are made for estimating the physical characteristics of

small rvatercourses in Arizona:

Navigøbility Criteria. The navigability criteria addressed in ARS $37-1128 describe

actual navigation in fact, leaving the issue of susceptibility to navigation open to

interpretation. AIISAC should firmly establish criteria that define susceptibility to

navigation. These criteria should include standards for type of boats to be considered,

whether ordinary high water vs. ordinary low water flow conditions are to be used, a

minimum flow duration for boating, the minimum degree of predictability of flows, and

a minimurn length of boatable stream reach

The following are recommended by the project team for ANSAC's consideration in

establishing the criteria to be used in evaluating susceptibility of watercourses to

navigation:

Boat Type Minimum boatable conditions should be based on use of inflatable

rafts or canoes, both of which were available at statehood.

Stantech rclp:UßX!00.i{Vcpoß\apc 6¡¡l ¡cportdæ vlll



Flow Condition. Ordinary high water conditions, or the mean annual flow rate,

rather than ordinary low water conditions should be used to determine

susceptibility to navigation.

Flow Duration. Boatable flows should be defrned as those continuously susta¡ned

for at least one month of every year.

Predictability. Boatable conditions should be defined as occurring annually at

regularly occurring periods of the year.

Length of Reach. A boatable reach should be defineã as at least one mile in length.

Methodologt A combination of use of stream classification data, engineering

methodologies, and engineering judgment is recommended to estimate physical and

navigability characteristics of Arizona watercourses. Stream classification data from

agency database sources is suitable for initial screening, but cannot provide the level of

detail required to estimate actual flow conditions of a specific stream reach. The level

of effort required to use the engineering methodologies is not appropriate or

warranted for application to all 13,000 stream segments in fuizona. Therefore, a

multi-level approach, with varying degrees of effort and types of analyses is

recommended, as described in Section 4 of this report.

Diagnostic Technical Criteria/ Analyses

Regardless of the exact evaluation scheme adopted by ANSAC, certain technical data

are required to identifu non-navigable streams and to determine susceptib¡lity to

navigation.

Non-Navigable Streant Technical Crileria. The following technical data are

recommended for consideration when identifoing non-navigable streams:

USGS gage data indicate that the stream is ephemeral

Stream is listed as ephemeral in Arizona State Parks (AZSP), Arizona Game &

Fish (AZGF) and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFW) databases

Stream is not listed as boating stream by AZSP, AZGF and Central fuizona

Paddlers Club (CAPD)

a
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Nøvigability Susceptibility Technical Criteria. The following technical data are

recommended for consideration when determining susceptibility to navigation for

fuizona streams:

Flood peak discharge rates

Mean annual flow and median flow rates

Mean monthly or seasonal flow rates

Channel flow depth, widtt¡ and velocity at flow rates

Channelslope

Channel bed and bank material

Channel bank vegetation characteristics

Methods for estimating these recommended technical criteria are described in detail in

Section 4 of this report.

HISTORICAL CRITERIA

One objective of this study is to determine what kinds of boats were available in

Arizona and vicinity circa Statehood. Investigations involved searching available

literature for refeiences to historic boating and visiting museums' libraries and

historical societies. General books on the history of boating were examined, along

with sources specifìc to Arizona. Several indexes of newspapers from the turn of the

century weie examined and appropriate articles located where available. Legal cases

r¡¡ere surveyed and relevant sections from the Utah Riverbed Case copied' All of these

references appear in Appendix B-i. Photographic collections were examined and

relevant photos cataloged. A list organized by type of boat is contained in Appendix

B.2.

Boating History

The results of the research into the history of boating in fuizona are described in

Section 3.2.

Arizona has a long tradition of boating, despite its desert environment. Prehistoric

peoples used boats to cross and travel along the lower Colorado and lower Gila rivers.

Ferryboats were used on the Colorado, Gila, Salt, and Little Colorado rivers in historic

times, especially in flood situations. Steamboats transported people and goods up and

down the Colorado River until the arrival of the railroad. Recreational boating became

popular on man-made lakes starting in the 1880s, and accelerated with the
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construct¡on of large dams such as Roosevelt. Some daring adventurers traveled on

the Gila and other rivers throughout the historic period, but rivers were not generally

used for recreational travel until the development of new materials such as fiberglass

and artificial rubber after World War II. The construction of Glen Canyon Dam

increased the feasibility of commercial recreational rafting, boating, and kayaking

through the Grand Canyon by reducing very high flood flows downstream of the dams'

The sequence of man-made lakes along the lower Colorado has increased recreational

use of that area by motorboats, canoes and personal watercraft'

Stream Boatability

Section 3.3 contains a discussion of the boatability of various kinds of watercourses'

It is difficult to develop hard and fast rules for boatability of streams in the Arizona

context. Water supply varies dramatically throughout the year, but even with enough

water, a stream may not be boatable. Boatability depends on a number of factors -

water supply, slope of the stream, obstacles such as boulders or sand bars, and width

and depth of the channel. The draw of a boat varies with the amount of load, so that a

boat used for a single run on the river carrying few supplies draws less than one loaded

for a long journey. Rapids are classified on a scale of 1-6, with 6 being unrunnable' A

stfeam with Class 6 rapids or obstacles may be boatable if it is possible to portage

around the rapids. There is no simple formula which applies automatically to all

streams. However, Table 3.3 provides the range of boatability for various stream

types. Information is presented in Table 3.4 regarding some estimates of depth of

twater and width of stream needed for boating for certain watercraft types'

Court Rulings on NavigabilitY

The U.S. Supreme Court has made rulings on navigability in over one hundred cases,

but has never set hard and fast rules on what kinds of boats are needed to show

navigability, what stream conditions are required or what length of flow season is

necessary for a determination. Excerpts from U.S. Supreme Court rulings on

navigability are presented in Section 3.4. Some trends can be determined from rulings

in major cases, but any past ruling does not necessarily apply to a particular river'

WATERCOURSE EVALUATION SYSTEM

A primary work product of this project is an evaluation system for assessing

characteristics of navigability, non-navigability, and susceptibility to navigation for the

small and minor watercourses in fuizona at the time of statehood in l9i2 That
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evaluation system is to be effrcient and economical in application, practical in

implementation by utilizing readily available information, and technically and

historically sound. To that end, a three-level watercourse evaluation system is

proposed as shown in Figure 4.1,

The State's definition of navigability addresses both susceptibility to navigation and

actual navigation in fact. Therefore, the project team prepared a multilevel screening

process designed to identify stream segments least likely to meet the statutory and

legal deñnitions of navigability as follows:

. Levets I and 2 of the screening process, described in Sections 4.1 to 4-3, are

intended to eliminate non-navigable streams, such as ephemeral washes with no

record of historical or current boating, from further consideration by ANSAC.

The Level I screening process is designed to be completed using only information

from existing databases.

. The Level 2 screening process will be completed using a subjective quality

assurance review provided by a technical working group familiar with navigability

issues, as well as the characteristics of the specific Arizona watercourses identified

by the Level2 screening.

. The Level 3 screening process requires that engineering analyses be performed to

estimate flow characteristics for specific watetcourses. Section 4.4 summarizes

the recommended Level 3 engineering analyses to be used to estimate flow

characteristics on speciñc small watercourses in Arizona.

The multiple levels of the watercourse evaluation system comprise a series of

screening tests of increasing refinement and work effort. Only those watercourses that

survive the Level I evaluation are tested at Level 2, and so on. The benefrt of this

approach is the economy of effort that is realized in eliminating the need for a full,

multiple-level assessment of each watercourse. Little justification exists to undertake

more intensive and expensive evaluation at the next level when it is evident that the

watercourse does not meet the technical criteria indicative of the susceptib¡lity to

navigation and the historical criteria indicative of navigation in fact. This is the only

prudent approach to avoid unnecessary, detailed assessment of each watercourse even

when basic susceptibility criteria are clearly not met.

Stantech scy'p:\289000ólVcporo\eNc 6tBl rcpon.d6



WATERCOURSE DATABASE CATALOG

The multi-level evaluation system and the watercourse database catalog function

interdependently. The database catalog was compiled from available existing

watercoursedatabasesmaintainedbyvariousagencies.section5.4describesthedata

fields populated for each documented watercourse segment'

The merged small watercourse database was customized for the Level I screening

process by programming data queries in the database based upon the six test criteria

comprising the Level I evaluation - river type, with dam, historical boating, modern

boating, with fish, and special status. Section 5.5 contains detailed information

regarding the database queries. The database is structured so as to keep a running

notation of the results of the testing for each criterion in a narrative format for each

stream segment. This feature will provide ANSAC with a full record of information

which presents the reasons for the disposition of each watercourse segment as it

proceeds through the screening process. Potentially, an individual not in agreement

with the disposition of a particular watercourse at any level may challenge that finding

based on submitted evidence relative to that watercourse. ANSAC has a ready

resource for use in considering further evaluation of the watercourse finding being

challenged.

Testing and refinement is an important element in the development of a workable,

efficient, and sound evaluation system. To that end, testing was conducted for each of

the of various categories of watercourses. Results were instructive in terms of needed

modifications to the testing criteria at each level. Section 5.6 contains further

discussion ofdatabase testing and results.

RECOMMENDED WORK PLAN

Section 6 presents a recommended future work plan for applying the multilevel

watercourse evaluation system to the \¡/atercourses in the database catalog'
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1.0 Project Summary

1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

Public Trust principles date back to English Common Law when the King held the

beds of rivers affected by tides in Trust for the general public and for the public good.

This provision was founded on the principle that there is a public need to use the

waterways for commerce. When the United States gained independence from the

British Crowrç Public Trust principles were recognized so that the lands beneath

navigable waters within the original thirteen states became the sovereign property of

those states. The Equat Footing Doctrine provided that future states were entitled to

sovereign ownership of riverbeds located within those new states on an "equal

footing" with the original thirteen states.

At the time of statehood on February 14, 1912, the State of Arizona received

sovereign title to the beds of navigable rivers located within state boundaries. Under

the Equal Footing Doctrine, the United States government previously held these lands

in Trust pending the creation and admission of the State of fuizona to the Union.

Although the State owned the land, in order to perfect title to the navigable

streambeds, the State was required to make its claim of ownership. From statehood

until the mid-1980's, Arizona claimed only the bed of the east half of the Colorado

River. The State failed to act on all other claims of streambed ownership and other

parties asserted title to certain streambed lands. In assuming ownership of lands

located in or near these streambeds, many of the current record title holders

constructed projects and improvements to the land, paid property taxes, and altered

the stream ecosystems and riparian habitat.

During recent years, the State, as well as a number of private and public entities,

asserted claims of ownership of streambeds throughout Arizona, These claims turned

on whether or not the streams were navigable or susceptible to being navigable at the

time of statehood. The titles held by landowners whose property includes all or a

portion of the streambed of potentially navigable streams are clouded. As a result of

litigation addressing in-stream sand and gravel mining activities in the Verde River, the

Arizona Legislature recognized the economic hardships created by the uncertainty of

the State's potential future claims on streambed lands. In 1987, House Bill (HB) 2017

was passed outlining a procedure to quit claim any interest of the State in the beds of
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the Salt, Gila, and Verde Rivers for a nominal fee, reafürming the State's claim to the

Colorado River, and waiving any claim to all of the other streambeds in the State. A

lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of IIB 2017 was successful in l99l and the

Court found that one flaw in the bill lvas that it did not provide for an evaluation of the

validity and value of the State's Public Trust interest on the individual \ /atercourses.

In 1992, the Govemor signed Iß 2594, which repealed HB 2017 and established a

systematic administrative procedure for gathering information and determining the

qitent of the State's ownership of streambeds. The main purpose of the legislation

w¿ls to confirm State ownership in Public Trust lands located in the beds of streams

determined to have been navigable at statehood. HB 2594 also created the fuizona

Navigable Stream Adjudication Commission (AIISAC), a five-member board

appointed by the Governor. AIISAC was directed to establish administrative

procedures, hold public hearings, and make determinations of navigability. The

legislation also directed the Arizona State Land Department (ASLD) to facilitate

determination of navigability and to act as support stafffor the ANSAC.

In early 1994, HB 2589, amending Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) $37-1101 through

37-1156, was adopted. IIB 2589 sets the criteria to be used for determinations of

navigability and non-navigability, and establishes an ombudsman office to represent the

interests of private property owners in proceedings involving govemmental action. fIB

2589 requires the ANSAC to set priorities for investigating and conducting hearings

on watercourses within this state and then to report its recommendation as to which

watercourses or reaches of watercourses were navigable or non-navigable at

Statehood to the Legislature. The Legislature then makes a finding upon

consideration of the ANSAC recommendation and enacts appropriate legislation in

response to the determination.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

AI.ISAC is required to comptete the legislatively mandated tasks described above by

July I, 2002. The watercourses curently in the process of being assessed only include

the major river systems in the state. There are over 13,000 documented watercourse

segments in Arizona, the vast majority of which const¡tute minor or small

watercourses ANSAC determined should be considered separately fiom the major

rivers. In order to expedite the evaluation process and meet the target date for

completion in the year 2002, ANSAC contracted with the Stantech project team in

aStantech tcy'p:ut90o06fvcpoß\¡Nc 6ru¡ fcpo(dd



1997 to develop an efficient and effective evaluation system to assess the smatt and
minor watercourses within the state for characteristics of navigability, non-navigability,
or susceptibility to navigation as of Statehood on February 14, Lglz. The contract
also includes the identification and cataloging of all small and minor watercourses to
be evaluated utilizing that system.

I.3 STIIDY OBJECTTVES

a Develop criteria for determining navigability, non-navigability, or susceptibility to
navigation for small and minor watercourses in Arizona at the time of statehood on
February L4, l9l2 which are supported by technical data and hisroric information.

Develop and test an evaluation system which addresses the criteria as described
above, in addition to the navigability criteria provided in A.R.s. g37-l l2g, in an
efficient and economical manner.

Identify the u/atercourses to be assessed utilizing the evaluation system described
above and categorize according to a scheme consistent with the navigability
criteriq the evaluation system, and the needs of the ANSAC to facilitate future
study.

Catalog the small and minor watercourses according to a categorization scheme
including categories such as political boundaries and watershed boundaries, among
others.

a

o

o

The project work products are the technical and historical criteria, the evaluation
system, the catalog of small and minor u/atercourses, and a surnmary report. The
application of the evaluation system to each of the small and minor watercourses
cataloged is not part of this project scope. It is anticipated that all the catatoged small
and minor watercourses will subsequently be assessed utilizing the criteria, the
evaluation system, and the watercourse catalog developed under this contract. That
work will be performed in a priority to be established in the future by ANSAC and
under a separate contract.

1.4 PROJECT METEODOLOGY

The scope of work is comprised of three major work tasks which proceeded
concurrently for this project.

Stantech
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Task I - Develop Minimum Criteria and Watercourse Evaluation System

General Description - Task I addresses the development of technical and historical

criteria in accordance with the definition of navigability and non-navigability contained

in ARS $37-1128 and such other sections of Title 37, Chapter 7, Anzona Revised

Statutes, as may be applicable. The criteria are incorporated in the development and

testing of an evaluation system for finding that specific minor and small watercourses

have characteristics of navigability. The work product for Task I includes the technical

and historical criteria and the watercourse evaluation system. The evaluation rystem is

to be subsequently applied to each of the watercourses listed in the database catalog

(Task II) as part ofa separate contract.

Work PIan - The specific work tasks for Task I are listed below:

L Literature Searct/ Data Collection

Technical Data

Identified va¡ious information sources for the hydrologic criteria.
Completed literature search for hydrology and geomorphology criteria
tasks.

Researched engineering methodologies.

Hi stor i c a I I nfor ma t i o n

Researched information sources for the historical boating criteria.
Contacted museums and appropriate groups.

Collected approximately 200 books and journal articles and another 25

newspaper articles dealing with boats used in or near fuizona before about
1925.

Located and copied, or ananged for copying, close to 100 photos and

drawings of boats in A¡izona and vicinity before about 1925.

Researched previous legal decisions, with emphasis on the üah Riverbed
Case (1930).
Performed additional literature and photo searches at the University of
California at Berkley.
Completed a literature review.
Compiled a bibliography of over 225 books, manuscripts and articles, and

approximately 135 photographs dealing with boats in fuizona up to the

1920's.

Drafted a literature search summary.

o

O

a

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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2. Criteria Development

Technical Data

Reviewed, evaluated, and recommended appropriate methodologies.
Prepared draft criteria and decision flow charts.
Prepared surnmary of recommendations on engineering methodologies for
advanced level screening ofwatercourses.

Histor i cal Informati on

Reviewed the findings of the preliminary research into the historical boating
criteria.
Evaluated alternatives for structure and content of historical, boating, and
navigation criteria.
Searched records to determine what kinds of \ /atercraft were used at
Statehood and under what conditions.
Researched the criteria used for special status designations for
watercourses by various entities.
Drafted a short history of boating in Arizon4 a glossary of boating terms
and boat types, a list of available Arizona boating photos, a list of types of
boats and classification of boating requirements for various kinds of
streams.

3. Watercourse Evaluation System

¡ Evaluated implications of technical and historical criteria development
upon the conceptual design of the watercourse evaluation system.

o Reviewed the data fields available within the existing watercourse
databases for applicability to criteria and evaluation system development.

o Worked to develop a decision flow chart for evaluating watercourses using
readily available data from the databases and the technical and historical
criteria.

. Revised decision flow charts tkough severaliterations of development.

. Refined the evaluation system to include th¡ee levels of screening for
characteristics of navigability of watercourses.

c Determined the appropriate data fields to apply to various levels of the
evaluation system.

. Programmed the database queríes for the watercourse evaluation system.
o Tested the watercourse evaluation system using a sample set of

watercourses.
. Modified the decision flow charts based on those sample test results.
¡ Further reftnement of the three levels comprising the evaluation system.

a

o

a

a

a

a

a
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Task II - Identifu and Catalog Watercourses

General Description - Task II addresses the identification and cataloging of all minor

and small \ /atercourses within the State of Arizona. Watercourse databases obtained

from various agencies are compiled. Data fields are selected appropriate to the

technical and historical criteria and the evaluation system being developed

concurrently. Data queries for the initial screening level of the watercourse evaluation

system are progfammed into the database catalog and a categorization system

incorporated. The work product for Task II is the small watercourse database.

W'ork Plan - The specific work tasks for Task II are listed below:

4. Watercourse Database Catalog

Contacted several state and federal agencies and obtained information

regarding the existing databases for small watercourses in fuizona.

Acquired the Arizona Land Resource Information System (ALRIS),

Arizona State Parks (ASP), and Arizona Department of Water Resources

(ADWR) watercourses databases in digital format.

Evaluated content and format of the databases.

Merged the databases based upon the hydrologic unit code and/or stream

name data field, as available.

Determined the data fields most applicable to the criteria under

development in Task I.

Reviewed the available, substantially populated data frelds within the

eústing watercourse databases for use in the further refinement of the

watercourse evaluation system.

Completed the collection of all available \À,atercouße data f¡elds for the

database catalog.

Provided information for populating some additional data frelds of the

watercourse database.

Developed a conceptual categorization system aS part of the watercourse

evaluation system.

Compìled database queries for the initial Level I screening components of
the watercourse evaluation system.

Tested the database using sample watercourse data.

a

a

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Performed programming and data processing work tasks to merge all data

tables, refine the Level I data queries in the database, and various data
processing tasks to customize the database utility for this application.

Tested the database using actual watercourse records.

Task III - Coordinatioj and Reportins

General Description - Task III addresses the communication of the project work and

study findings between the project team and ANSAC. The project team works in

conjunction with the professional staff of ANSAC, the Commission itself, other state

agencies, and the Technical Review Committee to achieve the study objectives and

perform the scope of work for this project. The work product for Task III includes

monthly progress reports and the final report summarizing findings.

Work PIan - The specific work tasks for Task tII are listed below:

5. Coordination and Reporting

a

a

o

a

a

a

a

Coordinated all project activities with AITISAC professional staff and

reported project status monthly in written Progress Reports.

Attended all ANSAC public. hearings during the performance time for this
project and provided informal project updates, as needed.

Provided a prepared presentation to the AIISAC addressing project status,

small watercourse database catalog, the watercourse evaluation system,

upcoming work tasks, project schedule, and project deliverables. AIISAC
reached consensus agreement regarding the design of the watercourse

evaluation system.

Held four Technical Review Committee Meetings to report project status,

assess alternative options for the watercourse evaluation system, and

review the database catalog and test results. The Technical Review
Committee reached consensus agreement regarding the design of the

design of the \¡/atercourse evaluation system.

Prepared the final report.
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2.0 Technical Criteria

Historical records of navigability are lacking for the vast majority of small

watercourses in A¡izona. Therefore, most navigability ñndings will be decided based

on a stream's susceptibility to navigation, rather than its historical record. To

determine susceptibility to navigation, certain technical data about the stream are

required. Technical informatior¡ as deñned for this project, includes data relating to

the physical characteristics of a watercourse. Physical cha¡acteristics include the

following intenelated variables :

o Flow rate
o Flow depth
o Flow velocity
. Flow width

For natural streams, these flow characteristics are highly variable - streamflow changes

throughout the year, from year to year, and from one point along the stream to the

next. Therefore, direct measurement of the changing physical characteristics of every

small watercourse in Arizona is not practical or possible. Indirect methods for

estimating key flow characteristics are recommended to evaluate whether a

watercourse was susceptible to navigation under specific flow conditions.

2.L TECHNICAL LITERATURE/DATA S EARCE

2.L.1 Reference List

A literature search was conducted to identifo technical methodologies for estimating

existing and historical flow characteristics. The key literature sources appropriate for

Arizona streams are identified below. The following types of literature are listed:

o Descriptions of existing river uses, including boating
o Lists of Arizona streams
¡ Lists of A¡izona boating streams
¡ Records of Arizona stream gaging stations
o Methods for estimating flood peak discharges
. Methods for estimating average annual flow rates

. Methods for estimating stream channel geometry
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2.1.2

Discussion of these publications is provided in Section 2.2 of this report. A reference

list is provided in Appendix A-l of this report.

Definitions

In addition to the references cited above, the literature supports the following

definitions of flow regime. Note that a change of regime could occur as a result of

man-made or natural causes.

Ephemeral. An ephemeral stream is one that flows only in direct response to

precipitation, and whose channel is at all times above the water table. An ephemeral

stream has measurable discharge less than l0% of the time, no sustained snowmelt

discharge, and no sustained disoharge from springs or seepage (Meinzer, 1923;

Hedman & Osterkamp, 1982).

Intermittenf. fui intermittent stream is one which flows only at certain times of the

year when it receives water from springs or some surface source such as melting snow

in mountainous are¿u¡. An intermittent stream experiences measurable discharges

between l0% and 50% of the time (Meinzer, 1923), and has a seasonal period of

continuous flow at least one month in duration (Hedman & Osterkamp, 1982).

Perennial. A perennial stream flow continuously, except during period of extreme

drought, and has measurable flow more than 80% of the time (Meinzer, 1923;Hedman

& Osterkamp, 1982).

Interntpted. An intemrpted stream has short perennial reaches interspersed among

intermittent stretches (Meinzer, 1923).

2.2 EVALUATION OF AVATLABLE METHODOLOGIES

The available methodologies for estimating the physical characteristics of Arizona

watercourses were evaluated relative to the following objectives of this project:

. To identiS streams that have no characteristics of susceptibility to navigation,

given the broadest reasonable definition of navigability.
. io identi$ streams that have no characteristics of susceptibility to navigation,

using the definition of navigability given in ARS $37-l128.
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2.2.1 Limitations and Assumptions

Susceptibility to Nrvigation. The following questions have not been clearly and

deñnitively addressed in the legislation, by court decision in Arizon4 or by Aì'ISAC:

1. Type of Boar. ARS 937-l l2S identifies specific types of boats to be considered in

obtaining evidence of navigability. However, historical research indicates that

several types of boats other than those listed in ARS S37-1128 were available at

the time of fuizona statehood (See Section 3.2). Also, there is some dispute

whether case law supports restricting the types of boats to be considered. For

instance, if all states enter on an "equal footing," can different boat types be used

as the standa¡d of susceptibility for each state (e.g., Would hard shell kayaks or

inflatable rafts be the standard ifPuerto Rico were to become a State?).

2. Ordinary High Hratur vs, Ordinary Low I{ater. Is annual low water to be

considered the flow rate at which navigation must occur, or is the low water mark

only to be used to define the limits of the State's claim if the stream is found to be

navigable? In the latter case, should ordinary high water conditions be used to

determine navigability, or should some other flow rate/condition be used?

3. Flow Duration, Is there a time period over which the stream must remarn

navigable? For example, is a stream that has regular, predictable annual high flows

that could be boated a navigable stream if annual low flows on that stream are not

usually boatable?

4. Predicfabitity. Must regular periods of boatable flows be relatively predictable

(e.g., spring snowmelt runoff) or can boating conditions be more opportunistic

(e.g., boating in floods or during rainfall-runoffevents)?

5. Interntpted Streams. Numerous streams have short reaches of perennial flow

interspersed between intermittent or ephemeral reaches. Over what length of

stream could boating occur to make a stream boatable? Meters? Kilometers? In

Arizona, most interupted streams have low flow rates and correspondingly low

flow depths

Exisfing Conditions. For most streams, the available data only describe existing or

recent conditions. The assumption must be made, lacking data to the contrary, that

existing conditions are representative of conditions as of the time of statehood. [t is
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noted that, in general, this is not a conservative assumption with respect to non-

navigability since many fuizona streams experienced higher average flow rates as of

the time of Statehood. The exception to this assumption is for the effluent-dominated

stream reaches that occur on watercourses such as the Santa Cruz River and Salt

River.

2.2.2 Sources of Data

Data Source Criteria. The data used to assess the physical characteristics of a stream

and its susceptibility to navigation must have the following characteristics:

l. Available. The data must be readily available to facilitate its practical use.

2. Acc-urate. The data must be published by an organization with internal and

external quality control mea¡iures, and must reasonably depict achral freld

conditions.
3. Published. The data and methodologies used should be documented in juried

publications.

Data Sourc¿s, The following data sources \¡/ere identified:

1. US Geological Survey (USGS) Gage Summaries

2. USGS Topographic Maps

3. Flood Control District Streamflow Gage Records

4. Published Reports. See literature search summary (Section 2.1)

5. Boater Suweys - e.g., Central Arizona Paddlers Club Member Survey

Required Data Types. The following categories of physical data types could be

required for estimating navigability criteria on different stream types:

Hydrologic Data.

. Streams with USGS Streamflow Summaries

. Streams Tributary to Streams with USGS Streamflow Summaries

. Sources of Flow - springs, precipitation, snowmelt, tributaries

. Flow Regime- ephemeral, perennial, and intermittent

Hydraulic Data

Flow width, depth & velocity at Mean Annual Discharge
Flow width, depth & velocity at Median AnnualDischarge
Flow width, depth & velocity at l0o/o &.90% discharge

Flow width, depth & velocity at lowest monthly average discharge
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. Flow width, depth & velocity at highest monthly average discharge

. Flow width, depth & velocity at Z-year peak discharge

. Channel Slope

. Channel Materials - bedrock, boulders, and sand

. Channel Width

Waterqhed Characteristics.

. SnowfalVSnowmeltPotential

. Elevation

. Watershed A¡ea

Stream-Specifi c Published Information.

. USGS Studies & Engineering Reports

. Arizona State Parks Riparian Classification

. A¡izona Game & Fish Stream Classification

. Fishery Designation / Fish Habitat - No fish may indicate no pennanent water

. Recreational Classification - Classified for boating, swimming, or wading

. ADEQ Water Quality Classifications - Full body contact, drinking, limited use

2.2.3 Potential Methodologies

Three potential methodologies for considering the physical navigability characteristics

are described and evaluated below:

Classifed Streams vs. (Jnclassifed Streams. AIISAC could simply make a policy

statement that only the streams listed in some combination of lists of watercourses

(ASP, USF&W, AZGF, etc) willbe considered for characteristics of navigability. futy

stream not listed is assumed to be too small to have characteristics of navigability, and

would therefore be declared non-navigable. Al.tSAC could make a declaration of this

statement in each county, asking for evidence of navigability for any streams not on

the list. If no new evidence is received, then forward the recommendation of non-

navigability to the legislature.

a. Limits consideration to a finite number of streams, albeit a large number.

b. Eliminates consideration of the Nù tributary, as in the Corps of Engineers

definition of "waters of the United States."
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c. Eliminates discussion of what constitutes a "watercourse".

d. Logical. If a stream is too small to have been noticed by any State or Federal

resource agency, its probably too small to have significant flow, and therefore too
small to boat. In an arid state like fuizona, any stream with significant flo\r/ is
Iikely to have been noticed by some agency.

Disadvantages:

a. May be challenged for not explicitly considering each individual stream's public

trust values, like the original Streambed Bill (HB 2017).t
b. Does not address the issue of boating ephemeral streams (opportunistic boating).

Data Bases:

a. AZ State Parks lists 74 stream segments in the Arizona Rivers and Streams Guide
(1989), which includes 47 individual rivers- Of these, 9 are listed for whitewater

boating, I for flat water boating, l0 for low water boating, 45 for cold water
fishing, and 20 for warm water fishing (categories overlap),

b. AZ State Parks SCORP document (1989) lists 42 boating stream segments on 17

different rivers in Arizona. Only 13 of these stream segments (10 rivers) have not

had detailed navigability reports prepared for AI.{SAC alread¡ excluding the

Colorado River (navigable by statute).
c. AZ State Parks (1995) lists l4S rivers in Arizona that provide sport fisheries, with

another 35 rivers that have the potential for development as sport fisheries.

Template Methodologt The A¡izona State Parks/ Arizona Game & Fist/ U.S. Fish &

lVildlife Master List of Rivers divides streams into three overlapping categories: (l)
boating streams, (2) fishing streams, and (3) streams with riparian habitat. USGS gage

data and streamflow summaries are available for approximately 250 watercourses in

Arizona. The USGS data are probably available for a number of watercourses within

each of the three AZSPI AZGEI USFW categories, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. A
relationship showing measured flow characteristics, such as flow duration, minimum

monthly flow, seasonal flow, and flood peaks, could be established for each

watercourse category. These retationships could then be applied to other listed

watercourses within each category to assess their susceptibility to navigation.

/ A.lthough tle challenger would lirst havc to prove that a stream left off the master list exists, since there is no

public record ofsuch streams, and then that that stream had some public trust value.
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Arizona State Parks/Arizona Game & Fish/U.S. Fish & Wildlife Master List

Figure 2.1 - lllustration of overta¡l between strenm nraster list and gaged

streams.

a. Uses published gage data and does not require use of regression equations for

discharge and stream geometry.

b. ProvidÃ a physical clescription of flow characteristics o[ streams known to be

boatable

Disadvantages:

a. Does not address the issue of boating ephemeral streams (opportunistic boating).

b. USGS streamflow data may not be diagnostic between the three stream

classifications, That is, rhere rnay be a high degree of similarity between the

physical characteristics of boating, fishing, and riparian habitat streams.

Ettgitrceritry Methotlology A variety of engineering methodologies are available from

which physical characteristics of strearìs rnay be estimated. A list of publications

potentially applicable to Arizona streams is provided in Appendix A-1. Published

regression equations could be used to estimate flood peak discharge rates. Assumed

peak to volume relationships could then be used to estimate average flow conditions.

Finally, regression equations or regime relationships could be used to estimate flow
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depth, width, and velocity at specific flow rates, such as the mean annual flood or the

mean annual discharge.

Advantages:

a. Provides specific numbers for specific watercourses that can be compared to

boating criteria established to define susceptibility to navigation.
b. Considers physical cha¡acteristics ofstream and reaches.

c. Does not rely on classification systems done by other agencies.

Disadvantages:

a. Requires many levels of assumptions to achieve an estimate of flow conditions.

The accurary of discharge regtession equations is typically +l- 50yo. The accuracy

of regime equations typically are no better than +/- 50%. The combined accuracy

estimates made using both discharge regfession equations and regime geometry

equations could be offby a factor of two or more.

b. Hydraulic geometry equations generally are not accurate in semi-arid regions like

Arizona because: (1) they assume a relatively constant channel forming discharge,

(2) they assume floods are essentially non-erosive, and (3) they are most accurate

for cohesive bank materials with high silVclay content.
c. The engineering methodology requires extensive computations and effort to obtain

estimates for each strearn, each stream reacl¡ and each concentration point. Data

required for each estimate could include drainage area (planimetering watersheds),

mean elevation, mean annual precipitatior¡ and/or mean annual evaporation.

Given that there are more than 10,000 stream segments recognized in the available

databases for Arizon4 an effort as low as one hour per stream segment would take

five person-years to complete.
d, The methodology requires direct knowledge of the flow characteristics of the

stream (perennial, intermittent, ephemeral).

e. Regime equations generally not applicable to non-alluvial streams (bedrock

channels, channels in urban areas, channels downstream of dams, etc.), and may

not be appropriate for braided or distributary systems. Many Arizona streams are

either bedrock controlled, or are braided/distributary systems.

f. Mean annual or peak flow data may not accurately depict boatable conditions on

streams that flow for briefl, regular periods, such as snow melt streams.

E. Many streams that may not be boatable due to boulders, vegetation, frequent

waterfalls, or significant natural hazards may have average annual flow rates or

flood peaks that, when combined with hydraulic geometry relationships, indicate

that boating could. occur.2

2 For example, using Thomas et. al. (1994) 2-year peak flow regression equation, a 450 acre watershed in Region

t3 @ima County) draining to a l0 ft wide ephemeral stream will indicate at2-,¡ear flow depth of 1.7 ft, which

would be boauble by a canoe. Using Hedman & Osterkamp (1982) mean annual discharge equation, tlte same

channel rvould indicate a rnean annual flow rate of0.00t cfs, which would be non-navigable by any boat type.

However, Hedman & Ostcrkamp's equation for ephemeral streams in the desert southrvest, the stream rvould
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h. Does not address the issue of boating ephemeralstreams (opporn-rnistic boating)

2.2.4 Summary

The following recornmendations are made for estimating the physical characteristics of
small watercourses in Arizona:

Nøvigability Criteria. The navigability criteria addressed in ARS $37-1128 describe

actual navigation in fact, leaving the issue of susceptibility to navigation open to

interpretation. AI.{SAC should firmly establish criteria that define susceptibility to

navigation. These criteria should include standards for type of boats to be considered,

whether ordinary high water vs. ordinary low water flow conditions are to be used, a

minimum flow duration for boating, the minimum degree of predictability of flows, and

a minimum length of boatable stream reach

The following are recommended by the project team for ANSAC's consideration in

establishing the criteria to be used in evaluating susceptibility of watercourses to

navigation:

. Boat Type. lvfinimum boatable conditions should be based on use of inflatable

rafts or canoes, both of which were available at statehood.
. Flow Condition. Ordinary high water conditions, or the mean annual flow rate,

rather than ordinary low water conditions should be used to determine

susceptibility to navigation.
. Flow Duration. Boatable flows should be defined as those continuously sustained

for at least one month of every year.
. Predictability. Boatable conditions should be defined as occurring annually at

regularly occurring periods of the year.
. Length of Reach. A boatable reach should be defined as at least one mile in length,

Methodologt A combination of use of stream classification data, engineering

methodologies, and engineering judgment is recommended to estimate physical and

navigability characteristics of A¡izona watercourses. Stream classification data from

agency database sources is suitable for initial screening, but cannot provide the level of
detail required to estimate actual flow conditions of a specific stream reach. The level

of effort required to use the engineering methodologies is not appropriate or

warranted for application to all 13,000 stream segments in Arizona. Therefore, a

need to be 72,000 leet wide to predict a mean annual fìow rate of 100 cfs. Compare these numbers to fullito
nea¡ Tucson (#09486000): (l) USGS Gage Data: Q2=5,120 cfs; Qav= l.,l cfs; Q50%=0.0 t cfs; W=400 ft; (2)

Hedman & Osterkamp Qav:0.2.1 cfs, (3) Tlromas et. at. Q2=3,400 cfs.
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warranted for application to all 13,000 stream segments in Arizona. Therefore, a

multi-level approach, with varying degrees of effort and types of analyses is

recommended, as described in Section 4 of this report.

2.3 IDENTIFICATION O F D IA GNO STIC TE CHNICAL CRITTRIA/ANALYSES

Regardless of the exact evaluation scheme adopted by ANSAC, certain technical data

are required to identify non-navigable streams and to determine susceptibility to

navigation.

2.3.1 Non-NavigableStreamTechnicalCriteria

The following technical data are recommended for consideration when identi$ing non-

navigable streams:

. USGS gage data indicate that the stream is ephemeral

. Stream is listed as ephemeral in AZSP/ A GF/USFW databases
o Stream is not listed as boating stream by AZSP/ êZGF/CAPD

2.3.2 NavigabilitySusceptibilityTechnicalCriteria

The following technical data are recommended for consideration when determining

susceptibility to navigation for fuizona streams:

. Flood peak discharge rates
¡ Mean annualflow and median flow rates
. Mean monthly or seasonal flow rates
. Channel flow depth, width, and velocity at flow rates
. Channel slope
. Channel bed and bank material
. Channel bank vegetation characteristics

Methods for estimating these recommended technical criteria are described in detail in

Section 4.4 of this report.
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3.1

3.0 HistoricalCriteria

INTRODUCTION AND METIIODOLOGY

One objective of this study is to determine what kinds of boats were available in

A¡izona and vicinity circa statehood. Investigations involved searching available

literature for references to historic boating and visiting museums' Iibraries and

historical societies. General books on the history of boating were examined, along

with sources specific to Arizona. Several indexes of newspapers from the turn of the

century were examined and appropriate articles located where available' Legal cases

were surveyed and relevant sections from the Utah Riverbed Case copied' All of these

references appear in Appendix B-1. Photographic collections were examined and

relevant photos cataloged. A list, organized by type of boat, is contained in Appendix

B-2.

The results are summarized in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 contains a discussion of the

boatability of various kinds of watercourses, including some excerpts from U'S'

Supreme Court cases dealing with navigability. A glossary of terms appears as

Appendix B-3.

A listing of the historical information sources follows:

o Historical Societies and Museums

A¡izona Historical Society - Tucson, A¡izona
Arizona State Museum - Tucson, Arizona

Caballeros Historical Museum - Wickenburg, Arizona

Colorado River Indian Tribes Museum - Parker, A¡izona

Gila Bend Historical Society - Gila Bend, Arizona

Mohave County Historical Society - Kingman, Arizona

Oklahoma Historical Society - Norman, Oklahoma*

Pinal County Historical Society - Florence, fuizona

Quechan Indian Museum - Winterhaven, California

Sharlot Hall Museum -Prescott, Arizona

Utah State Historical Society - Salt Lake City, Utah*

Yuma County Historical Society - Yuma, Arizona
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o Libraries

Arizona Historical Foundation - Tempe, Arizona

A¡izona State Library and Archives - Phoenix, Arizona

Arizona State University Library, Arizona Collection and Indian Collection -

Tempe, Arizona
Huntington Research Library - San Marino, California

National Archives and Records Administration Library - San Bruno, California

National Guard Library - Phoenix, Arizona*
Phoenix Historical Society - Phoenix, Arizona

University of fuizona Library, Special Collections - Tucson, A¡izona

University of California at Berkeley, Bancroft Library - Berkeley, California

Water Rèsources Center Archives, University of California - Berkeley, California

Other Sources

fuizona State Land Department - Phoenix, Arizona

Central Arizona Paddlers' Club - Phoeni4 Arizonat

Center for Law in the Public Interest - Tucson, fuizona
Lynne Ctark Photography (Historic photos) - St. George, Utah

* Contacted by mail to obtain photos or information, not visited.

9.2 A BRIEF HISTORY OF BOATING IN ARIZONA

Then one day Mon tezuma
ts

friend Coyote, came by and told him

he should bu íld big dugottt canoe Mcntezuma could make an.,-thing,

but didn ,t lçtow why he needed a cqnoe. Coyote told h¡m to build I t

anywav, so he did, and kept tn on a mountain top. Coyote made himself

the things they would need to know to survive. ..."
Tohono O'odham Creation

3.2.1 Introduction

The following is a brief overview of the history of boating in A¡izona' Appendix B-2

contains a list of boat illustrations available in libraries and museums and other

sources. Appendix B-4 consists of a series of quotes describing boating in fuizona'
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3.2.2 Chronological Summary

Prehistoric Boating - Flood stories are common throughout the world from the

Hebrews to the Tohono O'odham, Pima and other Arizona Indian tribes. Many of

those stories include boats, as does the Story quoted above. The Apache flood story,

on the contrary, has people going on foot to the top of the mountain to be saved.

Whether or not boats were actually used by those peoples, it seems clear that the

concept of boating was prevalent in some A¡izona prehistoric societies.

Boats were used on the Colorado River long before the arrival of the Spaniards. One

of the names the Spanish explorers gave the Colorado River was "Rio del las Balsas"

because of the large number of rafts (balsas) Indians were using on the river. These

rafts were made of reed-like materials, wood, or a combination. Rafts were sometimes

made of bundles of reeds, agave stalks, or willows fastened together either so that one

or both ends was pointed and the sides elevated - in the shape ofa canoe or so the raft

lay flat in the water. Such rafts are known from Califomiq all along the coast and

inland to South America. The Seri Indians who lived on the coast about 100 miles

south of the Colorado River delta built reed rafts of highly sophisticated design, well

suited for open-water travel on the Sea of Cortez. Rafts were propelled by paddles,

poles or swimmers.

Wooden rafts were flat, made of stems or trunks attached horizontally. Both were

propelled by poles or swimmers. The frrst Spaniards reported seeing and traveling on

rafts of both types. The rafts were highly maneuverable. There is no evidence that

either type of raft was used prehistorically in Arizona beyond the Colorado River and

lower Gila River, although it seems possible that such rafts were used on the middle

Gila and Salt at some times. Because of the perishability of the materials, proof is

unlikely to be found, but archaeologist, Frank Cushing, is reported to have found

remains of a canoe in a Hohokam site from the Salt River Valley.

Other prehistoric vessels were made of woven twigs (usually willow) in the shape of a

basket and made waterproof with what the Spaniards described as "a bitumen-like

substance." Similar boats from southern California were made watertight with tar,

probably from the tar pits in the area. Sap from agaves was used to waterproof

smaller baskets and may also have been used for these larger vessels. Basket-type

boats are reported to have been used by Apaches on the Gila River.
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The Quechan made ceramic vessels large enough to carry goods, children and even

wives. These vessels were propelled by swimmers. One w¡iter described these as

nearly flat vessels, while others describe them as "ollas," rounded vessels for carrying

water. There is some evidence of the use of dugout canoes, but these were never a.r¡

popular as they were farther north all the way to what is now British Columbia where

plenty of trees of appropriate wood of fir, cedar, or pine could be easily found.

Beaver trapper, George Yount, said that he built a dugout canoe "after the manner of
the Mohave Indians" in the 1820s.

The Arrival of the Spaniards - Several groups of Spaniards arrived by sea along the

California coast and the Sea of Cortez in large sailing ships. They proceeded up the

Colorado River probably not much farther than the mouth of the Gila River in their

ships or in smaller ship's boats of various types - rowboats or canoes. The tidal bore

"burro" was often a major problem, but they were able to deal with it. The Spaniards

are not known to have used boats on other Arizona rivers as their exploration inland

\¡/as on horseback and on foot. Most of the missions were established and served by

routes inland from Mexico and New Mexico. One description has Father Kino felling

a large cottonwood tree in Caborca to provide lumber for a boat to explore the coast

and to determine whether Baja California was a peninsula or an island, and determine

the character of the Colorado River, but the boat was not completed.

Anglo Trappers - Anglo trappers came to A¡izona from the north and east. They were

traveling on horseback and on foot, but sometimes constructed boats to get across and

down rivers. The most common type of boat was the "bullboat" developed by plains

Indians. Originally these boats were made of one bull buffalo hide stretched over a

framework of willows or similar wood. In fuizona where there were no buffalo, elk

or horse hides were stitched together for this purpose. These boats were propelled

with paddles or poles were sturdy but were not very maneuverable and were usually

abandoned after serving a particular purpose. In one exploration from Idaho to the

Sea of Cortez, two of the trappers' horses were killed for their hides on the first

Colorado River crossing and another two later for the return journey. Some trappers

used these boats for some distance downstream on the Colorado and Gila fuvers.

Trappers sometimes built dugout canoes where they could f,rnd appropriate wood

along the upper Gila and upper Colorado rivers. There are no appropriate trees in

Arizona for the kinds of birchbark canoes common in the eastern parts of the

continent.
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American Exploration and Stmeys along the Lower Colorado River - After 1850 the

U.S. Govemment sponsored a number of surveys of the new tenitory. Most of these

were cross-country trips involving crossing the Colorado River by ferry, but some

were designed to explore the river itself by boat. Joseph lves took a steamboat up the

river in 1861 as far as Vegas Wash. The Wheeler Expedition used rowboats (with the

occasional addition of sails) to explore parts of the lower Colorado River as far as

what they considered the limits of practical navigability - somewhere around the

present Hoover Dam. Jacob Hamblin explored the lower Colorado River in the

vicinity of the mouth of the Virgin Nver and in the Lee's Ferry region, usually on foot,

but also using rafts and rowboats over a period of about twenty years at the end of the

nineteenth century. The first inflatable boat was used in Arizona in 1854 to cross the

Colorado River somewhere near Needles on the second Ives Expedition. Balduin

Mollhausen drew a picture of this boat and humorously described how the Indians on

their easily maneuvered rafts laughed at the Anglos tryrng to get their clumsy raft

across the river. A few years later Edward Beale used an inflatable raft with slightly

more success. Use of inflatables, however, did not become common until the

development of a¡tificial rubber in the 1940s.

Godfrey Sykes spent many summers boating on the Colorado River, exploring the

Delta" often with his family. He conducted scientific explorations along the Colorado

and to the Salton Sea for the Carnegie Institution's Tumamoc Hill facility in Tucson.

He sometimes hauled lumber to the shore and built his boat on the spot. His boats

were generally rowboats or a combination of oar and sails.

Ferryboats - The Califomia Gold Rush, California statehood and acquisition of

A¡izona in the 1840s and 1850s increased the demand for cross-river travel on the

Colorado, At ñrst the demand was met by Quechan and Mohave Indians who ferried

travelers across the river for a fee. The business became so lucrative that Anglo

entrepreneurs soon challenged Indian domination of the river. Several outright battles

ensued, especially at the Yuma crossing. For a while Anglos dominated the passenger-

freight business while Indians ferried and swam animals across the river. Farther north

at the Mohave crossing, Indians bitterly resented Anglos who cut down their sacred

and valuable cottonwood trees to buitd rafts for single crossings. Here, too, Indians

crossed travelers for a fee, especially if convinced that the travelers were moving on,

not settling nearby. In nearly all cases, wood rafts were used as ferries, though

travelers report seeing Indians using reed rafts.
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For the most part, cross-country travelers came on horseback, covered wagons, on

foot, or, later, stagecoach, fording rivers such as the San Pedro and Gila. Some

travelers attempted travel down the Gila by converting their wagons to boats or by

building rafts. In several cases, when the river was higtr, they did travel for some

distance along the Gila from Gila Bend to the Colorado. One pioneer designed his

wagon to be easily convertible as he crossed the country, but seldom used that feature

in the West.

Anglo fenies originally were rowboats or flatboats, but later often developed into

more complex structures. By the early twentieth century, boats were large enough to

carry six or more automobiles. Many of the early fenies were operated by cables for

stability in crossing changeable rivers. Some of these were propelled by people on the

ferry pulling the cable while others were operated from the shore. In most cases the

boat was in the water, but some ferries were suspended above the river. Many of the

fenies were operated by Mormons to facilitate travel by Mormons between Salt Lake

City and the Arizona communities. The Mormon fenies at the mouth of the Virgin

River and Lee's Ferry were the most long-lived as they were major points along the

Mormon Trail. The ferries at Yuma were used more than any others because of the

many people wanting to cross to the gold fields. Hayden's ferry was an important

crossing of the SaltRiver in Tempe. There were other fenies in the Phoenix area as

far downstream as Maricopa. One ferry operated across Roosevelt Lake to connect

with the road to Young. A suspended cable ferry crossed the Little Colorado River,

serving Mormon settlers.

The arrival of the railroad and highway bridges led to the demise of the ferry business.

With the development of gas engines, ferries in areas without railroads or bridges

became larger and much easier to maneuver than the old ones powered by oars. In

more recent times, gas-powered ferries have taken gamblers and tourists across the

Colorado River to Nevada casinos.

Figure 3. I shows a map of the major ferryboat stations in fuizona.

"The watercraft nost conrnronly used in commercial navigation
hove been row boats of16-18'in length, drawing 6-12"; row boats
18-22' long, drawing l1-18"; steel rowboats 18'long, drawing 7-

19"; motor boats of 20-27' Ienglh drawing 10" - 2'; rowboats l6-
I8' Iength, propelled by outboard nrctors draving l5-18"; sco'tvs

32'-8', and 2J'-6', dratving 8"; and rofts."

Summarylront lhe Utah Riverbed Case (1931).
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Lee'e Ferry

lìlinslow

Flagetaff

Wlllam¡

È HISTORIC FERRIES

Figure 3.1 map of major ferryboat stations

The Steamboat Era - After the end of the California Gold Rush, many miners sought

and found treasure along the Colorado River. After the Civil War, several forts were

established along the river. Getting supplies in and ore out and supplying the forts

offered new opportunities for boating entrepreneurs. Surveyors were needed to

establish boundaries and explore the new territory. The history of steamboats on the

Colorado is thoroughly described in Lingenfelter's Sleamboqts on the Colorado. The

first steamboats were only partially successful, but were followed by a series of

commercial steamboats which could travel during the high water months of spring and

early summer. Captains developed techniques for getting their boats off the sandbars

so common along parts of the river.

Before the arrival of the railroad, most commercial freight along the Colorado River

vvas transported by steamboat. The limit of navigation was considered to be in the

vicinity of the present day location of Lake Mead, as far upstream as the mouth of the
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Virgin River (Callville and Rioville) in many years. The Mormons were interested in

developing a network of communities, roads, and ferries all the way from Salt Lake

City to the coast. At one time they had great hope for a steamboat-land route to carry

freight from California or the East to Salt Lake City, along the Virgin River alignment.

One steamboat operated for a while in the Lee's Ferry area and others in the Upper

Basin of the Çolorado, but steamboats are not known to have been used on other

Arizona rivers.

Boat Use by Seltlers and Prospectors - People who traveled ttrough fuizona on their

way to someplace else used ferries, but were not usually involved in travel up and

down rivers. Settlers sometimes used boats, especially during spring snowmelt periods

or other flood times. People in rural areas depended on horses to a large extent and

seldom needed boats as their horses or tvr/agons could easily ford the rivers. In more

urban areas along the Gila and Salt rivers, especially the Florence-Kelvin and Phoenix-

Tempe areas, boats were slightly more common. While boats are seldom mentioned

either in journals or newspapers, they were clearly available for use when needed in

situations such as flood rescue, suggesting they may have been used at other times for

uses such as hunting or fishing.

The Colorado River and some of its tributaries were used by prospectors in the late

19ü and early 20ù centuries. Various kinds of rowboats are reported traveling

extensively in the Lee's Ferry area and surrounding areas, but most of the prospecting

activity was in the lower Colorado fiom somewhere around present day Needles to

Yuma. Marshall Bond, a gold prospector, was one of the few prospectors who

described his travels on the Colorado River in the early years of the twentieth century.

In 1912, he took his wife and children down the river from Needles to Yuma in a

canoe and a 20-foot scow which he described as a "luxury." He also described travels

by boat in the delta region and up the Alamo River to Imperial Valley.

Flood Rescue and Travel at Flood Time - Water flowed in the Salt and Gila rivers in

urban areas almost every year until the construction of upstream dams. Regular ferry

service operated during several high-water months of the year in Tempe, Phoenix on

the Salt River, and Maricopa, Kelvin, Florence, Dome and other places on the Gila

River. At low-water times the river could be forded. At some times, however, the

rivers fìowed too strongly for even the ferries to operate. At one point, cross country
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train travelers headed for Phoenix had to embark at Casa Grande, take the stage to

Florence where they were ferried across and from then one went by stage.

During the winter and spring of 1905, heavy flooding occuned along the Gila River.

Bridges went out at several places and the ferry business tkived at Florence and

Kelvin. Each issue of the weekly paper described the lengths people went to transport

passengers and freight and keep the Ray Mine at Kelvin supplied. Extrads from

Editor Tom Weedin's humorous descriptions of the competition, and the trials and

tribulations experienced are briefly excerpted in Appendix B-4. Two "navigation

companies" were in fierce competition for tkee months until the completion of cable

"cages" and subsidence of the flood waters in May. These rescue boats are seldom

well described except as "rowboats" or "flatboats" sometimes large enough to

transport a horse and buggy. The editor, tongue-in-cheeþ spoke of the "Gila Fleet"

and of an important person he called "Admiral of the fleet" that operated near

Florence, but it seems probable that the fleet was much less grandiose than described.

But it is clear that a number of boats, some of which were large enough to haul tons of

freight were in use there.

Exploring the Grand Canyon - The history of river running in the Grand Canyon and

the development of boat types and boat skills are discussed in great detail in

Lavendar's River Runners of the Grand Canyon. John Wesley Powell \¡/as

undoubtedly the first American to travel from the Green River through the Grand

Canyon, although there are unproven reports of an earlier traveler through the Grand

Canyon. Powell's first boats were made of sturdy oak of a typical rowboat design of

the period. His boats were propelled by an oarsman facing backward in the traditional

rowing fashion, providing power as the oars were pulled forward. Nathan Galloway

changed this traditional method to one in which the oarsman faced forward going

through the rapids, making it possible to clearly see exactly what the obstructions were

and how the rapids were behaving. This revolutionized Grand Canyon travel at least

as much as the new boat design, also developed by Galloway. He was a trapper who

traveled alone in the Grand Canyon in the late 1800s and early 1900s for months at a

time. His boat was lightweight and easily maneuverable - ideal for one man. Airtight

compartments were built into the boat fore and aft, allowing both for waterproof

storage areas and increased buoyancy.

Later explorers, especially those doing offìcial surveys for the railroad and the

government used variants on Galloway's design. In 1909 Julius Stone brought
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Galloway to Ohio to design boats for a trip on the Colorado. These boats had to be

larger than the traditional Galloway design to hold several men and heavy supplies,

including survey and photographic equipment. Because they were much larger and

heavier they were much less maneuverable in the rapids, but were adequate for the

purpose as long as they were built of sturdy materials. One explorer ordered boats

built in the Galloway-Stone pattern, but they were constructed of lightweight cedar

which was far too fragile for the Grand Canyon and some were even broken in transit

before they reached the river. Fiom then on until the development of modern

materials, Grand Canyon boats were built of oak or pine, not cedar. While later

explorers modified the designs, the most successful boats were the Galloway-Stone

type made of srurdy wood until the development of modern materials after World War

II.

In 1938 Buzz Holmstrom took the fìrst modern-type inflatable raft (provided by

Goodyear) through the Grand Canyon with mixed results. In the 1940s the

development of artificial rubber made it possible to design durable, maneuverable rafts

which did well in the Grand Canyon, due largely to experiments with war surplus rafts,

conducted on the river by Georgie White. It was not until after construction of Glen

Canyon Dam that rafting the Grand Canyon became relatively safe and popular for

tourists. Today boats of many kinds are used in the Canyon, including kayaks, canoes,

inflatable rafts, and rowboats made of various materials from wood to fiberglass.

Boats in the Dam-Buildittg Era - Boats were used in the process of building dams,

fìrst for exploring for appropriate dam sites and later for moving people and material

to the sites. Such boats ranged from rowboats to barges. Dignitaries were taken to

the dams by boat. Once the reservoirs were in place, the lakes became popular boating

areas. Photos of boats on reservoirs are available from the 1880s and later. After

construction of Roosevelt Dam, boating was a popular pastime. One photo shows a

tour boat at a boat landing there, while another shows people in a tourboat on the

lake. Murl Emery and others operated tunnel-stern motorized boats in the

Needles/Floover Dam area both before and after dam construction, serving both dam

workers and tourists.

Recreationa! Boat Use - Recreational boating was popular in Arizona as early as the

i880s. The first man-made lakes made the use of boats for hunting, fishing, or daily

adventures common. A picture of the lake formed by the Walnut Grove Dam near

Wickenburg shows a number of boats under full sail in the late 1880s. Other photos
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show boats on lakes Mary and Rogers near Flagstaffin the late 1800s. The Granite

Dells Lake near Prescott opened in 1907 offering both boating and swimming. A 1900

promotional pamphlet by the Phoenix Chamber of Commerce talks about

opportunities for boating "nearby." One photo shows eight men in a rowboat on the

San Francisco River at Clifton, while another shows men in a rowboat traveling down

a Salt River canal and a third shows people in a boat on Clear Creek near Winslow in

the late 1800s.

Newspapers describe several adventuresome trips down the Salt and Gila Rivers in the

1880s and 1890s. In some cases, the adventurers sent a letter to a newspaper part way

through a journey reporting progress, but there is no record of whether the journey

was completed. Godfrey Sþes' brother Sydney built a canvas boat around l9I0

which he used for an only moderately successful winter low-water trip down the Gila

from somewhere downstream of Phoenix to the Colorado, having to tolv the boat

much of the way.

Even in the early 1900s, people took boats down to Mexico for fishing and recreatìon.

One description in the Florence Blade Tribune describes some men from Florence

taking a "yacht" to the gulf in 1905 and not finding good hunting and fishing

proceeded 500 miles to Tiburon Island.

In the 1930s Bus Hatch and Norman Nevill began commercial river trips on the San

Juan and upper Colorado rivers, using wooden boats and charging $65 per trip. After

World War II, inflatable rafts made of the new artificial rubber (neoprene) developed

during that war, became popular on Arizona rivers. The development of fìberglass in

the 1950s led to the popularity of river recreation on rivers such as the Verde, Gila,

Salt and Colorado, although wooden canoes and rowboats continue to be used. More

recently the development of one-person lightweight kayaks and "rubber duckies" has

made it possible to boat shallow rivers previously thought unboatable.

Lake recreation also increased about the same time with the increase in large man-

made reservoirs throughout the state. Today more than 150,000 boats are registered

in Arizona, almost alL for recreational use on lakes, for uses such as fishing and water

skiing. Small "personal watercraft" have become popular on dammed rivers such as

the Colorado. It is often stated that Arizona has more boats registered per capita than

any other state. While A¡izonans do own a large number of boats, this statistic is

somewhat misleading since Arizona requires registration of all boats no matter how
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small, while other states such as Michigan only require registration above a minimum

size, skewing the comparison. Watercraft registration increased from 20,866 in 1959,

the first year registration was required, lo 241,280 in 1997 (of which 16l,06l are

"active" registrations.) See Table 3.1 for a breakdown of registered watercraft in

Arizona by boat tlpe in 1998.

TYPE OF BOAT ACTIVE INACTIVE TOTAL

Runabout 66,4L3 30,817 97,230

Day Cruiser 9,039 3 t899 12,938

Cabin Cruiser 4453 2505 6955

Houseboat 991 433 L,424

Pontoon Boat - Cabin 8073 2l4l 10224

Sailboat 2,857 2,L74 5,031

Catamaran 788 828 1,616

Sailboard 538 1,I59 L,697

Utilrty 26,542 14,864 41,406

Canoe 9,154 5,460 14,614

Inflatable 3,1 l8 3,430 6,548

Kayak 1,899 981 2,880

Personal Watercraft 26,268 10,3 14 36,582

Airboat 35 t4 49

Hovercraft I8 JU .t8

Amphibious 7 2 9

Other 848 l,17l 2,019

Total 161,061 80,219 24L,28O

Table 3.1 - Arizona boat registration in 1998

"Runabout" includes fishing and ski boats, usually motorized.
"Utility" includes rorvboats and srnall outboard motor boats.

"Inactive" means that the boat rvas registered at one time, but the registration was not kcpt up.

AGF does not know rvhether the boat is still in use in A¡izona.
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"... A desert, yes. But Arizonans own and use

twice as many boats per capita as Caliþmians.
Our watensays offer exciting variety and

adventure, the dramatic complement of water to

an already majestic land. ll"e're proud of our
remarlcable variety which ranges from quiet
coves on calm lakes to the pounding excitement
of white water; from the thundering night of
unlimited hydroplane races 10 the pasîoral
relæation of a solitary canoe resting in a tree-

shaded lagoon. ..." Gov. Raul Castro, 1976.

Introductory letter in McDannel's Guide to

Arizona's

Summary of the Availabitity oJ Boats in the First Decades of the 2dh Cenutry - Table

3.2 provides a summary of boat tlpes in fuizona before 1913. Prior to about 1900,

most small boats were homemade from lumber or driftwood and of many shapes and

sizes. Boat-building manuals gave detailed plans for making canoes, row boats,

hunting boats and small sailboats. There are no commercial boat builders listed in the

census for river towns such as Yuma or Phoenix but there are several examples of

private boatbuilding.
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Known Areas of Use by 1912

Pacific coast, Baja, Colorado River, laÌes,
etc.

Colorado River

Colorado, Gila Rivers

Colorado, Gila Rivers

Colorado River

Many rivers, canals, lakes.

Many rivers, canals, lakes

Many rivers, canals, lakes

Colorado, Gila and Salt Rivers

Lakes, marshes

Colorado, Gila and Salt Rivers

Colorado River, lakes

Colorado River

Colorado, Gila, Little Colorado Rivers

Colorado, Gila Rivers

Colorado River

Colorado River

Colorado River

Colorado River, lakes

Primary Historic
Uses in and Near Arizona

Fislring, op€n sea, cross and up/down river
travcl

Transport goods, children across river

Transport goods, children across river

Travel across and up/down river travel

Cross and down river travel

Lakcs and calm rivers for fishing, recreation,

travel

Lakes and calrn rivers for fishing, recreation,

travel up/down rivers- also ferrying

Hunting, recreation

Trausport goods up/down rivers, also ferrying.

Hunting

Ferrying transport goods up/down rivers

Exp loration, recreation

Fishing, adapted for whitewater boating

Cross-river travel

Cross-river travel

Transport good and people up/down river

Mlitewater travel

Whitewater travel

Travel up/down rivers, recreation' frshing

ferrying.

Materials

Recds, Agave, Willorv

Ceramic

Willorvs, etc

Logs

Hides

Wood

Wood, Steel

Canvas/framework

lvood, metal

steel, canvas, wod
rvood, steel

wood

wood

wood, steel

wood, steel

wood, steel

wood

wood

rvood, steel

Size Range
(Length)

4 I 5',

3'- j'
3'.- 5',

s',-25'

6',-25'

8' - 25'

6'-22'

5'- 12',

8'- 32'

4'-6',

8'- 30'

6'-35'
B',-22'

6' - 35'

6' - 35'

25' and up

g'- 12'

16'-22'

l0'-27'

Boat Type

Rccd Raft

Olla Raft

Baskct Boat

Wooden Raft

Bullboat

Canoe

Rorvboat

Canvas Boat

Scorv

Duckboat

Flatboat

Sailboat

Dory

Aerial Ferry

Ferry Boat

Steanrboat

Gallorvay
Boat

Galloway-
Stone Boat

Gas-porvered

Table 3.2 - Boat types in Arizona before 1913
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By 1900 it was possible to order boats from the Sears and Wards catalogs. Rowboats,

canoes, and duckboats for hunting (along with oars and other equipment) were offered

at low prices for many years. These were available in wood, canvas and steel. The

rowboat is the most common small boat seen in historic photos, sometimes with

provisions for sails.

Kayaks, although common in the arctic regions for thousands of years, were

apparently not used in A¡izona until after World War II. Inflatable boats were

available as early as the 1850s, but these boats were awkward, difficult to maneuver,

and not very durable and it was not until artificial rubber was developed during World

War II that inflatables became feasible.

Gas-powered boats were available as early as 1900, but were not very powerful or

reliable until the 1920s. A major problem with gas power in sandy rivers, such as the

Colorado River near Needles, was solved by the invention of the "tunnel-stern boat"

which filtered the sand out so it didn't clog the motor.

By 1910 the U.S. Rescue Service (later the Coast Guard) was using gas-powered

engines in its sea-going rescue boats and soon after in its inland boats. By the 1920s

gasoline engines had developed so that there were choices of inboard and outboard

motors and engines developed that could power larger and larger boats.

Recrealional Boating after lfiorld Water.Il - Commercial recreational rafting started in

the 1930s, but developed in the 1970s, on the Colorado Rìver (especially upstream in

Utah) and later on the Salt, Gila, and Verde Rivers. The development of durable small

boats - plastic, hberglass and other modern types of canoes and kayaks, inflatable

boats for single paddlers and for groups - all contributed to the rising popularity of

river running in Arizona especially on rivers not previously considered boatable, or

boatable only very rarely because of low water.

Twenty rivers are reported to be used frequently in the spring high water season by

boaters and a few more are boated occasionally. Use of boats on reservoirs is

especially popular for speedboating, water skiing, fishing and other recreation. Boats

became popular and boat registration climbed rapidly. Arizona is reported to have

more boats per capita than any other state, but this statistic is misleading since Arizona

requires registration of smaller boats than many other states, skewing the statistics.

In 1994, Arizona State Parks surveyed the popularity of various recreational activities

by residents and found that boating was practiced at least occasionally by more than
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25Yo of the population, with rafting and motorboating being the most popular. They

also found that out-of-state tourists boated in Arizona in significant numbers,

especially on the lower Colorado River and tkough the Grand Canyon. More than

15,000 people raft the Grand Canyon annually and more would undoubtedly

participate if the numbers were not limited by the Park Service to protect the Park.

3.2.3 Conclusions

Arizona has a long tradition of boating, despite its desert environment. Prehistoric

peoples used boats to cross and travel along the lower Colorado and lower Gila rivers.

Ferryboats were used on the Colorado, Gil4 Salt, and Little Colorado rivers in historic

times, especially in flood situations. Steamboats transported people and goods up and

down the Colorado River until the arrival of the railroad. Recreational boating became

popular on man-made lakes starting in the 1880s, and accelerated with the

construction of large dams such as Roosevelt. Some daring adventurers traveled on

the Gila and other rivers throughout the historic period, but rivers were not generally

used for recreational travel until the development of new materials such as fiberglass

and artificial rubber after World War II. The construction of Glen Canyon Dam

increased the feasibility of commercial recreational rafting, boating, and kayaking

through the Grand Canyon by reducing very high flood flows downstream of the dams.

The sequence of man-made lakes along the lower Colorado has increased recreational

use of that area by motorboats, canoes and personalwatercraft.

3.3 WHEN IS A STREAM BOATABLE?

Historically, people have used boats in Arizona for many purposes, such as

exploration, transport of goods, travel, fishing and trapping. Today, however, the

primary reasons for boating in Arizona are recreation-related. Whitewater boating

was practiced only by a small number of explorers and adventurers before 1912, but is

commercially important today in some areas, such as the Grand Canyon and Salt River

Canyon. Canoeing and kayaking on rivers have gained in popularity in the past ten to

twenty years, but many people canoed even before 1912. Lakes are used for

motorboating, \¡/ater skiing, fishing and other recreational purposes today as they were

in 1912.

When determining boatability, the intended kind of boat and purpose need to be

considered. A river that is boatable by a neoprene raft or fiberglass canoe may not be

boatable by wooden rowboats, for example. Man-made lakes in Arizona are boatable
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by sailboats, but small streams are not. Table 3.3 shows the range of boatability of

streams in terms of their suitability for different kinds of boating.

It is difficult to develop hard and fast rules for boatability of streams in the fuizona

context. Water supply varies dramatically throughout the year, but even with

adequate water, a stream may not be boatable, Boatability depends on a number of

factors - \À/ater supply, slope of the stream, obstacles such as boulder-s or sand bars,

and width and depth of the channel. The draw of a boat varies with the amount of

load, so that a boat used for a single run on the river carrying few supplies draws less

than one loaded for a long journey. Rapids are classified on a scale of l-6, with 6

being unnrnnable. A stream with Class 6 rapids or obstacles may be boatable if it is

possible to portage around the rapids. (Figure 3.2.) There is no simple formula which

applies automatically to all streams.

3.3.1 Water Supply

Water supply varies greatly by season, usually being highest in the spring when snow

melts in the mountains. Some rivers are only boatable for a few weeks a year while

others may be boatable for several months. Amounts also vary from year to year.

Estimates vary on the amount of water needed for boating. The usual measure of

water supply is in cubic feet per second (cfs). The amount of water needed depends

primarily on the width and depth of the channel and danger from obstacles such as

rocks. For example, BLM estimates that the Virgin River is runnable by rafts in some

segments with 1,000 cfs, but in another segment, 2,000 - 3,000 cfs is required. In one

segment BLM considers 400 cß minimal for kayaks, while 500 cß is needed in the rest

of the river. Having enough water, however, is not the. entire picture. Too much

water can also cause problems, Generally above certain flow levels, rivers can become

hazardous, atthough that too is not the entire picture. At low water, a rock may be

clearly seen and avoided; at somewhat higher levels it may be possible to float over the

rock; at really high levels the rock may create a reversal (hole) that must be avoided;

and at maximum levels, the rock may again become insignificant as a barrier.

3.3.2 Channel Confìguration

All natural rivers curve and twist to some e)dent, but some are so contorted as to

make river running very difücult if not impossible. A narrow winding stream ,

especially if strewn with boulders, may be boatable by personal inflatable watercraft

but nothing larger, for example, or it may be completely unboatable.
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Boat¡lr¡l¡ry

Not Boatablc

Not boatable and not boated historically

Not boatable except possibly briefly rvith
inlìatables or kayaks during very rare and
unpredictable flash floods. Probably never boated
historically.

Boalablc Occasionally Under Highly Unusual Circumstances

Not boatablc except very rarely for brief s¡retches
during rare flood events with very skilled paddlers
in l-person boats such as modern inflatable
kayaks or plastic canoes. Probably never boated
historically.

Boatable Seasonally

Boatable for several weeks mosl years, with some
possible portâges in kayaks, canoes, inllatables by
skilled boaters. Probably never boated

historically.

Easily boatable in wooden rowboat, skiff, flatboat,
canoe. Probably boatcd historically.

Easily boatable for at least one month of the year
with cano€s, kayaks, inflatables, rowboats.
Possibly boated historically in rare situations

Boatable for several weeks possible some years,

with ¡xrrtages in I person inllatable kayaks or
canoes, by highly skilled boaters. Probably never

boated historically.

Boatal¡le Most or All of the Time

Easily boatable by rowboats, motorboats, sailboats,

canoes, kayaks, inflatables year round.

Errmplc

Minor creeks high in the
White Mountains.

Washes in the Cabeza Prieta.

Clear Creek

San Francisco River

Gila River below Coolidge
Dam

Verde River below Camp

Verde

Buno Creek

Loner Colorado River from

Needles to Yuma

Slrc:¡nr dcscription

lrr ltiglr rììountain rcgions, small rmtershcd, lcss ll¡an'5' rride in
ruany places, ver), stecp slope, major rapids, major obslacles,
rocþ bottom.

ln lorv dcscrt rcgiorrs, small lorv elevation rvatershcd, usually
dr1'except in rare flood events, sandy or rocþ boflom, very
slrallow, low slopc, possible sand bars.

ln rnid-to-ltigh mountain regions with moderate Ìvatershed,
steep slope in places, major rapids, no more than 6'wide in
most places, adequate water during, snorvmelt periods.

Mountain stream, rnid elevation, more than 6' wide in most
places, moderate rapids (Class l-3), few major obstacles, rocþ
or gravelly bottom, at least 6" of water most places for at least I
month of the year.

Mid to lorv elevation stream, more tltan l0'feet. wide, no major
rapids, at least 12" ofrvater for at least one month ofthe year.

Mid to lorv elevatiou stream, more than 8'wide in most places,

occasional Class l-3 rapids, sandy or gravelly bottom, only
occasional obstaclcs, at least 5" of rvater most places for at

lcast one month of tlìe year.

Mou¡rtain strealn, mid elevation, more than 8' wide in most

places, major rapids (Class 3-5), rocþ or gravelly bottom, few

rnajor obstacles, at lcast 3" of water mosl places for at least I
month of the year.

Mid to lorv elevation stream or lake, more than lOt rvidc, lorv

slope, at least 2-1" o[ water most of tlte year, no rapids, no

major obstacles, sandy or gravelly bottom

Table 3.3 - Range of boatability of streams
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Class I Still or moving water ìMith few (if any) riffles or obstructions

Class II Small rapids with rvaves up to 3 feet high and obvious clear

channels not requiring scouting.

Class III Powerful rapids with waves up to 5 feet high. Some

maneuvering required to miss obstacles. Generally speaking Class II is
the upper limit for open mno€s.

Class tV Long difficult rapids requiring intricate maneuvering in turbulent

waters. Scouting often necessary. Rescue difficult.

Class V. Enremely difficult, extremely violent rapids, requiring difficult

and precise maneuvering to avoid numerous serious obstacles. Rescue

difficult at best, impossible at worst.

Class M The most extreme whitewater, generally synonymous with

unrunnable. It is a common practice to upgrade to Class V if someone

succeeds in mnning it.

All classes can on seåson.

Figure 3.2 - The international whitewater rating scale

"There is a bit of revolution in river running going on in the state that makes it hard to
give definitive information.. Boaters who aren't content to resign themselves to a few
days of fun per year on most of the state's rivers have started using durable plastic

canoes and single person inflatables to run them at levels wetl below what in the past

has been considered boatable. These seemingly stubborn individuals may end up

dragging their boats over a riffle too shallow to float once in a while but to pay that
small inconvenience foi the reward of a day in the river is well worth it in their eyes."

Arizona State Parks (1989)

3.3.3 lryidrh and Depth

Charts are available which indicate minimum width and depth for various kinds of
boats, but there is little agreement on the actual figures. A¡izona State Parks, for
example, considers that a canoe or kayak needs 6" in depth and 4' in width, while Jim

Slingluft of the CentralA¡izona Paddler's Club, claims that 2-3" in depth is adequate.

Professional river guides with High Desert Adventures, St. George Utah, say they

would not choose to take a canoe very far in less than one foot ofdepth because ofthe
need to control the boat by dipping the paddles deeply into the water without
obstructions. They also point out that depth needed depends on how heavily the boat
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is loaded. With two paddters and some goods, a canoe can sink 6" deéper than with

one paddler and few supplies. See Table 3.4 for some claims on width and depth. See

the Appendix B-4 for quotes from the Utah Riverbed Case and other sources on how

much "draw" various kinds of boats had (i.e., how far they sank when fully loaded).

Draw is a good indication of required depth, but not equivalent to it, as the needs of

the paddler must be considered as well as the abiliry to avoid rocks on the bottom.

3.3.4 Slope

3.3.5

3.3.6 Obstacles

The slope (determined by average number of feet per mile the river drops) determines

how fast the river flows downstream - the faster the flow, the more diffrcult rapids are

to maneuver. The stope of rivers usually changes throughout the river, with nearly flat

calm areas intermixed between moderate or extreme rapids. Where a slope suddenly

becomes close to vertical, a waterfall occurs which few would dare to run. While

average slope gives quite a bit of information, it does not tell the whole story since

sharp drops in a river with low average gradient can make a river hazardous.

Rapids

Rapids occur when the slope of the river suddenly increases, often because of

increased slope, decreased width, and/or the presence of rocþ areas (sometimes due

to landslides). Rapids increase the excitement and ttr¡ill of river running, but can be so

dangerous as to make a river unrunnable. The International Whitewater Rating Scale

in Figure 3.2 was developed to give river runners guidelines for difficulty of various

rivers. In Arizona, the amount of water in the stream can vary so greatly throughout

the year that the scale is difticult to apply, as a river may be Class I at some times of

year and Class II - IV at others, for example, while at some times there is little or no

water at all. The scale in Figure l. is only a general guideline to boatability.

Obstacles include boulders, overhanging branches, beaver dams, sand bars or man-

made obstacles such as dams or barbed wire fences. Some of these obstacles are more

of a problem at some times of year than others. On the Virgin River, for example,

whether or not one large boulder is visible or submerged is considered a test of

boatability during spring runoff. Boulders that are fully submerged by plenty of water

can be avoided, while boulders emerging from the water can lead to crashes. Sandbars

can make the river unrunnable if too extensive. Even a small man-made dam can be a

severe hazard to boats.
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Boat fvpe IÞpth (fÈ) widrh (fr) Source Other

Canoe 0.5 4.0 USFWS'

Canoe 0.3 - 0.5 SlinglufÊ 4" for flatbottomed; 6"
for round-bottomed

Canoe 3.0 - 6.0 25.0 Cortell¡

Canvas Boat 0.2 Sears Catalog 19l0 Hunting in calm water

Drift Boat 1.0 50.0 Cortell

Duck Boat o.2 3.0 Sean Catalog l9l0

Innertube 1.0 t5 Cortell

I¡rnertube 1.0 4.0 USFWS

Kayak 0.5 4.0 USFWS

Kayak 0.15 4.0 Brosiusa Can go an¡,vhere there's

a little water.

Low-porver boat t.0 25.0 Cortell

Plastic canoey' l-person infìatable very
shallow

ASP Can go places previously

thousht nonboatåble.

Ncoprene Raft 1.0 6.0 USF'WS

Neoprene Raft 1.0 50.0 Cortell

Rowboat/Drift Boat 1.0 6.0 USFWS

Tnble 3.4 - Some estimates of depth of water and tv¡dth of stream needed for boating

l. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Seryice (1978): Methods of Assessing Instream Flow for Recreation. FWS/OBS
2. Slinglu-tr Jim (1987): Testimony in Maricopa County et al. v State of Arizona et al.
3. Conell and Associations (1977): Recre¿tion and Instream Flow Vol. I Flow Requirements BORD6429
{. Brosius, Jack (1978): Canoes and Kayaks: A Complete Buyer's Guide.
5. Arizona State Parks (1989): Arizona Rivers and Streams Guide. Phoenix.

3.3.7 Portages

Obstacles can be sunnounted in many cases by portaging the boat around the obstacle. This is

possible where the floodplain is wide enough, and clear enough of vegetation and rocks to make

walking possible. If there are only a few portages needed, the river remains boatable. When,

however, the canyon walls rise steeply from the river, the area is too rocky or vegetation too

dense for long stretches, the river becomes unboatable. "Lining" is similar, except that boatmen

attach ropes to the boats and let them float while the people keep hold of it from the shore,

walking the boat down the river. Lining can be difficult and dangerous in strong currents.
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3.4 SOME PAST SUPREME COURT RULINGS ON NAVIGABILITY

3.4.1 General Rulings

The U.S. Supreme Court has made rulings on navigability in over one hundred cases,

but has never set hard and fast rules on what kinds of boats are needed to show

navigability, what stream conditions are required or what length of flow season is

necessary for a determination. The following are excerpts from U.S. Supreme Court

rulings on navigability. Some trends can be determined from rulings in major cases,

but any past ruling does not necessarily apply to a particular river.

In U.S. v Utah extensive research was done into past boating on the Colorado River

and its Utah tributaries. Many people who had boated the rivers appeared as expert

witnesses. Boating history was summarized by Frederick Dellenbaugh who had

himself boated the Colorado and had thorougþly researched other boating for his two

books on the subject. The range of boats described by witnesses appears as Table 3.5.

U.S. v. Utah - Non-navigability of a river is not established by comparison of
conditions with those of other rivers which have been held to be non-navigable, but

each determination as to navigability must stand on its own facts.

U.S. v Holt State Bank - Streams and lakes which are navigable in fact must be

regarded as navigable in law

US. v The Montello - The capability of use by the public for purposes of
transportation and commerce affords the true criterion of the navigability of a river,

rather than the extent and manner of that use. If it is capable in its natural state, of
being used for purposes of commerce, no matter in what mode the commerce may be

conducted, it is navigable in fact, and becomes at law, a public river or highway.

U.S. v Appalachian EIec. Power Co. - The navigability of a stream is not depended

upon the continuity or extent of its use for navigation, although these factors must be

considered in determining, on all the facts, the question of navigability.

U.S. v Appalachian EIec. Power Co -.The navigability of a stream is to be determined

on the basis, not only of its natural condition, but also of its possible availability for

navigation after the making of reasonable improvements, and it is not necessary that

such improvements should be actually completed or even authorized.
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U.S- v Appalachian EIec. Power Co - Lack of commercial traffìc does not negate
navigability where personal or private use by boats demonstrates the availability of a
stream for the simpler types of commercial navigation.

U-5. v Utah - Absence of existing commerce does not show a river not to be
navigable, but its susceptibility in it ordinary condition to use as a highway of
co¡nmerce, rather than the real manner and extent of actual use if the test. The
question remains one of fact as to the capacity of the river to meet the needs of
conunerce as they may arise in connection with the growth of the poputation, the

multiplication of activities, and the development of natural resources; and this capacity
may be shown by physical characteristics and experimentation as well as by the uses to
which the stream has been put.

3.4.2 Physical conditions of rivers

[1.S. v- Uah ' The mere fact of presence of sand bars causing impediments to
navigation does not establish the character ofa river as non-navigable.

U.S. v Cress - The test of navigability in fact is to be applied to a stream in its natural
conditior¡ not as artificially raised by dams or similar structures.

Economy Líght & P. Co. v. U.S. - The fact that artificial obstructions in a stream exist,

capable ofbeing abated by due exercise ofthe public authority, does not prevent the
stream from being regarded as navigable in law, i[, supposing them to be abated, it be

navigable in fact in its natural state.

Economy LiSht & P. Co. v. tl.S. - Navigability in the sense of the law is not destroyed
because the watercourse is intemrpted by occasional natural obstructions or portages,

nor need the navigation be open at all seasons of the year or at all stages of \À/ater.

U.S. v. Holt State Bank - A lake 3 to 6 feet deep which is an expansion of a river
connected with navigable water, and which is used by merchants and settlers in
transPortat¡on of persons and supplies by boats is navigable, although in times of
drought navigation is difficult, and sand bars and vegetation at times interîere with
navigation.

U.S- v Utah - A finding that a particular stretch of river is non-navigable is not

sustainable where it does not differ in characteristics from the streams which unite to
join it, which are found to be navigable above the point of confluence.
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3.4.3

{1.S. v Appalachian EIec. Power Co. - A stream may be navigable despite the

obstruction of falls, rapids, sand bars, carries or shifting currents.

Characteristics of boats

U.S. v The Montello - Vessels of any kind that can float upon the water, whether

propelled by animal power, by the wind, or by the agency of steam, may be the

instruments of such contmerce, although in order to give it the character of a navigable

stream, it must be generally and commonly useful for some purpose of trade or

agriculture.

US. v Rio Grande Dan & Irrig. Co. - The mere fact that logs, poles, and rafts are

floated down a stream occasionally and in times of high water does not make it a

navigable river.

Leouy v U.S - The mere capacity to pass in a boat of any size, however small, from

one stream or rinrlet to another, is not sufficient to constitute a navigable water of the

United States.

U..S. v Utah - The true test of navigability bf a stream does not depend on the mode by

which co¡nmetce is, or may be, conducted, nor the difficulties attending navigation. It
would be a narrow rule to hold that in this country, unless a river was capable of being

navigated by steam or sail vessels, it could not be treated as a public highway.

U.S. v Holt State Bank - navigability does not depend on the particular mode in which

such use is or may be had - whether by steamboats, sailing vessels, or flatboats.
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Year Person Boat Tvoe Length widrh Draw Other
1869 John Wesley Powell rowboat 2t'
1869 John Weslev Powell rowboat 16'
l88l Frederick Dellenbaueh rowboat 22', l8'
1889 Franklin Nims/Stanton rowboat l6 3.5' keel bottom
1889 Joseph Ross skiff l5'16' flat bonom
l89l John Best rowboat 22 4.5
1893 Ioseoh Ross flatbottom l6' 5-6" 500 lb. load
1893-
1895

rrVilliamNix rowboat 22 3.5' 24"

1896 Georee Flavell flatbottom
1900 A.V. Stevenson rowboat l8' 5 8'
1900 Edwa¡d Wolverton rowboat 9"
t90l Edward Wolverton rowboat l8' 3 24" tullv loaded
t902 W.F. Reeder rouöoat l6' 4',

1903 H.T. Yokev rowboat 15' 3.5'
l90t-
1902

A.L. Chaffrn rowboat 28 g' 2 cylinder
auto engine

1907 Bert Loper rowboat l6' 4 7" steel
1908 M. Oppenheimer motorboat 30' 5' 18" g;asoline

propeller

l90r Albert Anderson ronrboat l0-12"
t909 Julius Stone rorvtoat l6 4 6'8" Gallowav
t9l0 Hen¡y Howland rowboat lg' 12-14"
19r r Ellswonh & Emery

Kolb
rorröoat 16' 4', Galloway

19 l{ Bert Loper rowboat T' steel

l92L George Frantz motorboat 24 5-6 6 hp ensine
L92l Leieh Lint rowboat t6'
L92t Leigh Lint motorboat l6' 4' 10" Evinn¡de

motor
t92t Frederick Dellenbaugh rowboat 'r) 5 14- I 8" Gallorvay

wpe
t92L Frederick Dellenbaugh rorvboat l6' l.t- 18" Gallorvay

wDe
t926 John Gallowav rowboat l6' 5'

1925-
t 928

VirgilBaldwin motorboat 27', 5 l0' 6 cylinder
auto engrne

1925-
t9z8

Virgil Baldrvin motorboat 20' 4 6-8', Ford motor

I 925-
t928

Virgil Baldwin rorvboat l8' 3.5' l0'

1926 Carroll Dobbin motorboat l6'
*fncludcs tributarics. mostly in Utah from thc Green Rivcr many going through thc Crand Can¡.'on.
rvhere information is not listed. that information rvas not provided in the evidence.

Table 3.5 Examples of the small boats described as evidence of navigability in
U.S. v Utah*
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4.0 Watercourse Evaluation System

4.1 OVERVIE\ry OF THE 3.LEVEL WATERCOURSE EVALUATION SYSTEM

A primary work product of this project is an evaluation system for assessing

characteristics of navigability, non-navigability, and susceptibiliy to navigation for the

small and minor watercourses in Arizona at the time of statehood in 1912. That

evaluation system is to be efficient and economical in application, practical in

implementation by utilizing readily available information, and technically and

historically sound. To that end, a th¡eelevel watercourse evaluation system is

developed as shown in Figure 4.1.

The State's definition of navigability addresses both susceptibility to navigation and

actual navigation in fact. Therefore, the project team prepared a multi-level screening

process designed to identifr stream segments least likely to meet the statutory and

legal definitions of navigability as follows:

Levels I and 2 of the screening process, described in Sections 4.1 to 4.3, are

intended to elirninate non-navigable streams, such as ephemeral washes with no

record of historical or current boating, from further consideration by AIISAC.

The Level I screening process is designed to be completed using only information

from existing databases.

a

a

a

The Level 2 screening process will be completed using a subjective quality

assurance review provided by a technical working group familiar with navigability

issues, as well as the characteristics of the specifrc A¡izona watercourses identified

by the Level2 screening.

The Level 3 screening process requires that engineering analyses be performed to

estimate flow characteristics for specific watercourses. Section 4.4 summarizes

the recommended Level 3 engineering analyses to be used to estimate flow

cha¡acteristics on specific small watercourses in Arizona.
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Criteri¡ for Asscssing Cherrcterislics of Nrvigrbility
for Sm¡ll Wrtercourses in Arizon¡

Three-Level Watercourse Evaluation Procedure
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The multiple levels of the watercourse evaluation system comprise a series of
screening tests of increasing refinement and work effort. Only those watercourses that

survive the Level I evaluation are tested at Level 2, and so on. The benefit of this

approach is the economy of effort that is realized in eliminating the need for a fi.¡ll,

multiple-level assessment of each watercourse. Little justification exists to undertake

more intensive and expensive evaluation at the next level when it is evident that the

watercourse does not meet the technical criteria indicative of the susceptibility to

navigation and the historical criteria indicative of navigation in fact. This is the only

prudent approach to avoid unnecessary, detailed assessment of each watercourse even

when basic susceptibility criteria are clearly not met.

The multi-level evaluation system and the watercourse database catalog function

interdependently. The data fields of the database catalog are populated only enough to

make the necessary decisions for each test. The database is structured so as to keep a

running notation of the results of the testing for each criterion in a narrative format for

each stream segment. This feature will provide ANSAC with a full record of

information which presents the reasons for the disposition of each watercourse

segment as it proceeds through the screening process. Potentially, an individual not in

agreement with the disposition of a particular watercourse at any level may challenge

that finding based on submitted evidence relative to that watercourse. Aì.ISAC has a

ready resource for use in considering further evaluation of the watercourse finding

being challenged.

Testing and refinement is an important element in the development of a workable,

efticient, and sound evaluation system. To that end, testing was conducted foi each of

the various categories of watercourses. Results were instructive in terms of needed

modifications to the testing criteria at each level. Section 5.6 contains further

discussion of database testing and results.

4.2 LEVEL I

Figure 4.2 summarizes the pertinent features of the Level I screening of stream

segments for characteristics of navigability.

Goal - The goal of Level I of the watercourse evaluation procedure is to perform a

first-cut screening of the catalog of stream segments. The purpose is to eliminate the

watercourses most likely to be non-susceptible to navigation and which exhibit no

evidence of actual navigation in fact.
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Methodology - The Level I analysis is a binary, quantitative sorting process utilizing

the data queries programmed into the database catalog. Those data queries are the

digital expression of the technical and historical criteria considered diagnostic for

evaluating watercourses for susceptibility to navigation and navigation in fact,

respectively.

Data Requirements - Figure 4.3 shows the decision flow chart for the Level I
rÃ/atercourse evaluation. All watercourse segments are tested against the full set of

data queries. A text record of the results of the testing for each segment is so noted in

the database catalog. Only one affirmative answer to any one data query test is

enough justification to advance that segment to Level 2 evaluation. A watercourse

must test negative for all six queries to be eliminated at Level l. A brief description of

the content of each of the data queries follows.'

Strean Typ" - The typical flow characteristics for a stream segment are higttly

significant in addressing susceptibility to navigation. As previously described in

Section 2.l.2, the categories of possible stream type include ephemeral, intermittent,

intemrpted, and perennial. Based upon the criteria used to categorize stream type in

the source databases, the Level I stream type data query is programmed to separate all

non-perennial stream segments from the'perennial ones. Perennial segments are tested

for the remaining five queries, but they will advance to Level 2 evaluation regardless

since they already test to the affrrmative for stream type.

Non-perennial segments include those that aÍe ephemeral, intermittent, and

interrupted. These watercourses are still tested for all remaining five screening tests.

However, if they do not result inthe affirmative to any othertests (i.e. dam, historical

or modern boating, fishery, anüor special status), they are considered unlikely to

support navigation and do not advance to Level 2 evaluation.

The statutory justification for the elimination of non-perennial segments with no other

features tested at Level I lies in the interpretation of ARS $37-l 128 C. The legislation

states:

"The Commission shall find and recommend lhat a walercourse was

non-novigable iJ, as olFebruarv i,1, 1912, the watercourse either:
l) ll/as not used or susceptible of being used for both contnercial trade

travel. 2) Flowed onl¡t in direct response to precipitalion and was

at all other lines."
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ARS 537-1128 C.2. is the classic definition of ephemeral streams, justifying the

screening out of the segments designated ephemeral in the database. Watercourses

which are temporally varied in flow (intermittent) or are spatially varied in flow

(intemrpted) are unlikely to be navigated for commercial purposes. ARS $37-1128

C.l. addresses susceptibility to commercial trade and travel justiffing the elimination

of intermittent and intemrpted segments.

Wth Dam - The location of a dam on a watercourse is significant in addressing

susceptibility to navigation and navigation in fact. A dam can impact that stream

segment and adjacent upstream and downstream segments to the extent that the flow

regime is altered making it non-susceptible to navigation. In additiorl certain dams

can present impediments to actual navigation in fact. It is noted that the database

catalog contains information for dams which are within the jurisdiction of the Dam

Safety Section of the A¡izona Department of Water Resources (AD\IÚR). Small

inigation diversion works and stock ponds which do not meet the jurisdictional criteria

of the ADWR dam safety program are not included. This is justified based on the fact

that the smaller diversion dams can probably be portaged and that most stock ponds

are located on ephemeral or intermittent streams. Additionally, no complete inventory

of these smaller structures exists and the effort to compile one is impractical to

consider.

Historical Boating - The project team researched several historical sources as

described in Section 3.1. One work product of that research is the population of the

data field which contains the record of documented cases of historical boating. An

aftirmative test result for the historical boating data query is very significant since it

documents actual navigation in fact. A segment which tests afürmatively will advance

to Level 2. A segment with no documented accounts of historical boating is assumed

to have not been historically navigated, resulting in a negative test result for that

query. Even though the segment tests negatively for historical boating, it will still be

tested for the other five Level I data queries.

Modern Boating - Modern boating is considered of sufücient importance as to be

included in the initial Level I screening. An inventory of watercourse segments

considered boatable is readily available from various sources. Modern boating is

indicative of susceptibility to navigation. Generally speaking, the changing conditions

along Arizona's rivers and streams have decreased their susceptibility to navigation
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with time as a result of the construction of engineering works and the overdraft of the

groundwater table. If a watercourse is boatable in recent time, it is possible that it

would also have been susceptible and even actually boated in historic time as well. An

affrrmative test result for a modern boating account will advance that watercourse to

Level 2 evaluation which will verify the type of boating and the conditions under

which such boating occuned. A segment with no documented accounts of modern

boating is assumed to not be currently boatable, resulting in a negative test result for

that query. That segment will still be tested for the other five Level I data queries.

llith Fish - While the biological factor of documented evidence of the eústence of fish

in a particular segment is not salient to the navigability questior\ their presence is

generally indicative of a dependable supply of water. Watercourses with dependable

u/ater are more likely to be susceptible to navigation. An affirmative test result for the

eústence of fish will advance that watercourse to Level 2 evaluation which further

addresses the presence and duration of dependable flow on the basis ofthe species of

fish which are present. A segment with no documented accounts of the presence of

fish is assumed to be currently not considered a fishery, resulting in a negative test

result for that query. That segment will still be tested for the other five Level I data

queries.

Special Status - The last data query considers whether or not a segment is listed by

various agencies for a special class or special watercourse designation. The data query

for special status designations includes Instream Flow Rights, Unique Waters, Wild

and Scenic Rivers, Riparian Areas, and Preserved fueas such as Wildlife Refuges and

State Parks, among others. This information is significant to the navigability question

in that it is indicative of a watercourse segment with a set of special characteristics

such that it should be evaluated at a more refined level of inspection. A segment

which tests affirmatively for special status designation advances to Level 2 analysis

which is a review of the basis of the particular special status designation for that

segment relative to any bearing it may have on the issue of navigability. A segment

with no documented special status is assumed to have no unique or outstand¡ng

characteristics that would require a more detailed check at the next level. That

segment will still be tested for the other five Level I data queries.

Application - The data queries are applied to the entire catalog of watercourses

contained in the database master list. That list is a compilation of several already

existing watercourse databases from various agencies, as described in more detail in

Section 5.2 of this report. A watercourse not listed in the database catalog may be
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brought before ANSAC for consideration. That watercourse may be reviewed by a

technical review committee for verification of documented evidence. It can either be

added to the list for Level I evaluation, or determined insigniñcant and so noted in the

database catalog.

Resulting Datasets - The Level I screening process results in two datasets of
watercourses. The segments that have negative responses to all six of the data queries

are most likely to be non-susceptible to navigation and; thereforg are considered low

priority for further review. Those segments form dataset RLI(i,e., Rejected Level 1).

The segments that have one or more affirmative responses to the any of the data

queries require further evaluation at Level 2. Those segments form dataset NRLI

(i.e., Not Rejected Level 1).

4.3 LEI/EL2

Figure 4.4 summarizes the pertinent features of the Level 2 screening of stream

segments for characteristics of navigability.

Goal - The goal the Level 2 watercourse evaluation procedure is to perform a more

refined screening of the catalog of stream segments to eliminate the watercourses

unlikely to be susceptible to navigation.

Methodologu - The Level 2 screening process is completed using a subjective quality

assurance review provided by a technical working group familiar with navigability

issues, as well as the characteristics of the specific fuizona watercourses identified by

the Level 2 screening.

Data Requirements - Level 2 review involves the qualitative review of watercourse

segment location, typical watershed characteristics, typical watercourse characteristics,

among other features, for verification and interpretation of the reason(s) which caused

them to advance from Level L The following are examples of the type of quality

control checks envisioned.

Fish Categories - The segments with documented fisheries are further investigated as

to the frsh species present. A¡izona Game & Fish Department (AZGF) input is sought

to categorize fish by species which require a certain volume and duration of flow to

survive. This information is used to assess the potential flow characteristics for that

watercourse that are indicative of susceptibility to navigation.
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Boating Account Verification - The documented evidence of actual navigation of any

of the segments is verified as whether or not the boating was opportunistic (during a

high flow event) or was a regular occunence. If available, the purpose of the boating

occurrence is also investigated.

Special Status - The segments of special status are reviewed to determine if the

particular designation for each watercourse relates to navigation in any way. For

example, a watercourse with a Unique Water classification on the basis of exemplary

water quality alone does not relate to navigability question.

Oullier Verification - The Level 2 review also looks for inconsistencies in the results

of the Level 1 screening process between adjacent segments of a watercourse. The

database can be searched on the basis ofthe hydrologic unit code to obtain a count of
seg¡nents by river type (or any data field) to facilitate outlier verification.

Application - The Level2 quality assurance review is applied only to the watercourses

contained in the database catalog that advanced from the Level I screening process

(NRLI dataset). fu in Level l, a text notation is made in the database as to the

disposition of the v/atercourse following Leve|2 analysis.

Resulting Datasets - The Level 2 evaluation results in two datasets of watercourses.

The segments that are unlikely to be susceptible to navigation form dataset RL2 (i.e.

Rejected Level2). The watercourses which merit quantitative engineering analysis at

Level 3 form dataset NRL2 (i.e. Not Rejected Level 2).

4.4 LEVEL 3

Figure 4.5 summarizes the pertinent features of the Level 3 screening of stream

segments for characteristics of navigability. The Level 3 screening process requires

that engineering analyses be performed to estimate flow characteristics for specifrc

watercourses. This Section summarizes the recommended Level 3 engineering

analyses to be used to estimate flow characteristics on specific small watercourses in

A¡izona.
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Goal - The objective of this project is to develop minimum criteria for determining

navigability, non-navigability, or susceptibility to navigation for small and minor

watercourses in fuizona as of the time of statehood. The primary objective of the

Level 3 engineering methodologies is to provide technically sound data from which

typical channel characteristics and flow rates for each stream segment can be estimated

and used to determine sasceptibility to navigation.

Simply stated, the objective of the recommended engineering analyses is to provide

enough information to answer the following question: "Could this stream be boated?"

Methodologt - To answer the questiorç "Could someone boat this stream?" the

following questions must also be answered:

. What type of boat(s) are to be considered? Different boats have different minimum
flow depth and width requirements.

. What flow frequency or recurrence interval is to be considered? Streamflow on
every natural stream varies considerably throughout the year, as well as from year

to year.
. Over what time period(s) must the stream be boatable? Many A¡izona streams dry

up completely during the summer and fall, but support commercial boating
operations in the winter and spring.

. What is the expected flow depth, widt[ and velocity at the specified flow rate(s)?

. What obstacles exist that might prevent boating? Permanent high flow conditions
do not guarantee that a stream can be boated.

Engineering methodologies cannot provide answers to the fiist three questions. The

A¡izona legislature has provided limited guidance regarding the types of boats to be

considered. However, the boats specified in ARS $37-l128D.3 exclude certain low-

draft boat types known to be in use as of the time of statehood, and exclude all

modem low-draft boats from consideration. Consideration of only the types of boats

specified in this legislation may not be supported by most navigability case law.

Flow Rate - ARS $37-l101tr(IIB 2589) provides no guidance on a flow frequency or

flow duration that defines susceptibil¡ty to navigation, except that ephemeral streams3

are non-navigable. Lacking statutory guidance, the following are flow rates and/or

flow frequencies that could be used to estimate flow characteristics to determine

susceptibility to navigation:

3 tnzsgç:3t -II2'7.C.2 - "flowed only in direcr response ro precipindon and was dry at all other times."
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. Average Annual Flood Peak. The average annual flood has a recurrence interval
of about 2.3 years, and represents the largest peak flood flow rate in an average
year.

, Average Annual Flow Rate. The average annual flow rate in cubic feet per
second, or mean annual flow, is estimated by dividing the average total flow
volume in cubic feet by the number of seconds in a year.

. 50%o FIow Duration Rate. The 50% flow duration rate, or median flow rate, is the
flow rate that is exceeded 50% of the time.

. Monthly Average FIow Rates. Monthly flow data reflect the average seasonal
variation in flow rate due to watershed conditions such as snowmelt or monsoon
rainfall.

Table 4.1 summarizes possible sources of methodologies or data from which to
estimate the flow rate and frequency information summarized above.

Evaluation. As shown in Table 4.1, there are several possible flow frequencies that

could be used to estimate flow cha¡acteristics and navigability criteria.

Table 4.1
Level 3 Engineering Methodolow - Flow Rate Methodolopies & Sources of Data

Flow Rate Frequencv Source of Estimate
Average Annuål Flood USGS Regression Equations - USGS OFR 93419

USGS Gage Records -USGS OFR 91404t
Average Annual Flow USGS Publications -

USGS OFR (Not numbered, 1970)
usGS oFR 87-s35
USGS WRIR 90.{053

NRCS - ARS Pr¡blications
Renar( 1977

Gage Records - USGS OFR 914041
50% Flow Duration USGS Gaee Records - USGS OFR 914041
Monthly Average Flow
Rates

USGS Gage Records - USGS OFR 9l-{0+ t

Refercnccs Cited:
L Thomas, 8.8., Hjalmarson, H.W., & Waltemeyer, S.D., I994, Methods for Estimating

Magnitude and Frequenry of Floods in the Southwestem United States, USGS Open Filc Report
934t9.

2. Garrett, J.M., & Gellenbeck, D.J., Basin Characteristics and Stre¿mflow Statistics in Arizona as

of 1989, USGS Water Resources Investigations Report 90-404I.4
Mooseburner, o, 1970, A Proposed stre¿¡nilorv-Data program for Arizona, USGS open File
Reporq Tucson, Arizona (unnumbered).
Krug, W.R., Gebert, W.4., Graczyk, D.J., 1989, Preparation of Average Annual RunoffMap ot
the United States, l95l-80, USGS Open File Report 87-535.
Baldys and Bayles, 1990, Flow Characteristics of S(reams That Drain the Fort Apache and San
carlos Indian Reservations, East-central Arizona, 1930-1986, usGS water Resources
Investigations Report 90-4053.
Renard, K.G., 1977, "Pas! PresenÇ and Future Water Resources Research in Arid and Semiarid
Areas of tlte Southwestern United States." Australian Institution olEngineers t977 Hydrology
Svmposium. p. l-29.

3

{

5

6.

JAnupdatedversionofGa¡rettandGellenbeck(1989)isexpectedforreleasebytheUsGsinOctoberlggS. 
Thc

most reccnt version of the USGS streamfìorv summary should be used.
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Average Annual Flood. The average annual flood peak is the easiest flow rate to

estimate most accurately, given the number of methodologies available and the

large number of crest stage gauges compared to continuous flow record stations.

However, because of the nature of floods on most Arizona streams, the average

annual flood peak rate usually does not reflect "typical" flow conditions-

Therefore, if the average annual flood rate is used to estimate flow cha¡acteristics,

most streams will appear to have flow depths and widths that could support

navigation by a wide variety of boat types.5 To estimate the average annual flood,

the following methodologies are recommended:

l. Ungaged Streams:

Thomas, 8.E., Hjalmarson, H.W., & Wattemeyer, S.D., 1994, Methods for

Estimating Magnitude and Frequency of Floods in the Southwestern United

States, USGS Open File Report 93419.6

2. Gaged Streams:

Garrett, J.M., & Gellenbeck, D.J., Basin Characteristics and Streamflow

Statistics in fuizona as of 1989, USGS Water Resources Investigations

Report 90-4041.

Average Annual FIow. Several methodologies have been developed to estimate

the average annual flow rate on ungaged streams in A¡izona. With the excePtion

of the fiow estimaies basei on the regionai maps shown in l(rug et. al. (USGS

OFR 87-535), none of the available methodologies are applicable to the entire

state of Arizona. Because of the large volume of runoff that occurs during floods

compared to low flow events, average annual flow rates tend to be skewed upward

on many Arizona streams. This tendency can be illustrated by comparing average

annual and median (50%) flow rates.T Therefore, flow characteristics estimated

5 For example, the average annual flow pe¿k for an ephemeral rvash with a 5,0 square mile waterslìed in eastern

Yuma County rvould be about 300 cfs, using the USGS regression equations for Arizona Region 13.

Assuming a roughly rectangular channel rvith a 20 foot toprvidth, a Manning's N of 0.035, and a slope o[0.01
flft., the estimated florv depth and velocity would be 2.3 leet and 6.5 ff,/sec., respectively.

6 This ¡nethodology may not be appropriate for streams in urbanized or agricultural watersheds, on alluvial fans or

distributary florv areas, or downst¡eam of dams.
7 For example, the estimated long-term average annual and median flow rates for the Salt River at Cranitc Rcef

Dam are 1,689 cfs and 1,230 cfs, respectively (thomas, B.W. & Porcello. I.J.. I991, Predevelopment
Hydrology of the Salt River Indian Reservation, East Salt River Valley, Arizona. USGS Watcr Rcsources

Investigations Report 9 t *1 I 3 2.)

a

a
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using the average annual flow rate may tend to overestimate typical flow depths

and widths. The average annual flow rate may be estimated using the following

methodologies:

Ungaged Streams.

Mooseburner, O, 1970, A Proposed Streamflow-Data Program for fuizona'

USGS Open File Report, Tucson, A¡izona (unnumbered). Applicable to most

of A¡izona.

Krug, W.R., Gebert, W.A., Graczyk, D.J., 1989, Preparation of Average

Annual RunoffMap of the United States, 1951-80, USGS Open File Report

87-535. Applicable to all of Arizona.

Baldys and Bayles, 1990, Flow Characteristics of Streams That Drain the Fort

Apache and San Carlos Indian Reservations, East-Central Arizona, 1930-1986,

USGS Water Resources Investigations Report 90-4053.

Renard, K.G., lg77, "Past, Present, and Future Water ResOurces ReSearch in

fuid and Semiarid A¡eas of the Southwestern United States." Australian

Institr¡tion of Engineers 1977 Hydrology Symposium, p. I'29'

2. Gaged Streams

Garrett, I.M., & Gellenbech D.J., Basin Characteristics and Streamflow

Statistics in Arizona as of 1989, USGS Water Resources Investigations Report

90-4041.

50?6 Flow Rate. The median flow rate may be the most representative flow rate

for use in estimating flow characteristics since it is not skewed by floods and

occurs (or is exceeded) at least half of the time. Unfortunately, flow duration data

afe not available for most stream segments in Arizona, and methodologies to

generate flow duration data from watershed characteristics have not yet been

developed.s However, there are 138 continuous record USGS gaging stations in

Arizona that have sufficient data from which average flow duration statistics can

be derived. These continuous-record stations are spread throughout the State.

Therefore, existing methodologies could be used to transfer gaged flow records to

the adjacent ungaged watersheds, although extrapolation of flow data between

8 ttre USCS-Phocnix is cunently considcnng a proposal to develop methodologies for estimating mean annual

florv and median flow for Arizona streåms.
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watersheds significantly increases the level of uncertainty in the estimated flow

rates. The median flow rate may be estimated using the following methodologies:

1. Ungaged Streams

Obtain Streamflow (Gauge) Data from: Garrett, J.M., & Gellenbeck, D.J.,

Basin Cha¡acteristics and Streamflow Statistics in Arizona as of 1989, USGS

Water Resources Investigations Report 90-4041.

Transfer Methodology from: Linsley, R.K., Kohler, M.4., and Paulhus, J.L.H.,

L982, Hydrolog for Engineers, 3'd Mition. McGraw tfill Book Company,

New York.

2. Gaged Streams

Ganett, J.M., & Gellenbecþ D.I., Basin Cha¡acteristics and Streamflow

Statistics in Arizona as of 1989, USGS Water Resources Investigations Report

904041.

Monthly Average Flan, Rale. Monthly average flow rate data are particularly

useful for intermittent and perennial streams which flow seasonally and reliably at

navigable rates, due to snowmelt or seasonal precipitation, but are dry or are not

boatable during othet seasons. Unfortunately, monthly average flow data are not

available for most stream segments in Arizona, and methodologies to generate

flow duration data from watershed or stream characteristics have not yet been

developed. However, there are 138 continuous record USGS gaging stations in

Arizona that have sufficient data from which monthly average flow statistics can be

derived. These continuous-record stations are spread throughout the State'

Therefore, existing methodologies could be used to transfer gaged flow records to

the adjacent ungaged watersheds, although extrapolation of flow data between

rvatersheds signifìcantly increases the level of uncertainty in the estimated flow

rates. Monthly average flow rates may be estimated using the following

methodologies:

1. Ungaged Streams

Gage Data from: Garrett, J.M., & Gellenbeck, D.J., Basin Characteristics and

Streamflow Statistics in Arizona as of 1989, USGS Water Resources

Investigations Report 90-404 1 .
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Transfer Methodology from: Linsley, R.K., Kohler, M.4., and Paulhus, J.L.H.,

1982, Hydrotogt for Engineers, 3'd Edition. McGraw Hill Book Company,

New York.

2. Gaged Streams

Garrett, J.M., & Gellenbeck, D.f., Basin Characteristics and Streamflow

Statistics in fuizona as of 1989, USGS Water Resources Investigations Report

90-4041.

Other Methodologies The USGS has developed methodologies for estimating

average flow rates from stream channel or watershed characteristics in other

western states. The following publications are examples of these methodologies:

Hedman, E.R., and Osterkamp, W.R., 1982, Streamflow Characteristics Related to

Channel Geometry of Streams in Western United States. USGS Water-Supply

Paper 2193.

Parrett, C., and Carter, K.D., 1990, Methods for Estimating Monthly Streamflow

Characteristics at Ungaged Sites in Western Montana. USGS Water-Supply Paper

2365.

Parrett, C., Omang, R.J., and Hull, J.A, 1983, Mean Annual Runoff and Peak

Flow Estimates Based on Channel Geometry of Stream in Northeastern and

Western Montana. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 83-4046.

Parrett, C., Hull, J.4., and Omang, R.J., 1987, Revised Techniques for Estimating

Peak Discharges from Channel Width in Montana. USGS Water-Resources

Investigations Report 87 -4121.

In general, these types of channel characteristic methodologies are not accurate when

applied to most streams in A¡izona because the influence of floods (rather than median

flow) on channel geomorphology, low unit water yields, and unique soil and vegetative

characteristics along Arizona streams. A nationwide studye of these methodologies

concluded:

"Results ofthe regression analvses indicate lhat streanúlow characreristics can be dejned more
accttratel.y in the humid Eastern and Southern regions than in lhe npre arid lVestern and Central
regions, lhat mediumfows can be more accuralely defined than high f ows, and thot low flows can be

9 Tlto,n.r, D.M.. and Benson, M.4., I970, Generalization of Streamflorv Characteristics From Drainage-Basin
Cha¡actcristics, USGS Water'Supply Paper I975, p. l.
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Therefore, the channel and watershed characteristic methodologies cannot be relied on

to universally provide the level of accuracy required for making navigability or non-

navigability decisions.

Recommended Flow Rate Methodologt The following methodologies are

recommended to estimate a flow rate from which navigability flow characteristics may

be estimated:

Ungaged streams.

Step I - Estimate the mean annual flow using one of the publications cited

above. Compare the flow estimate to the mean annual flow rate for

similar nearby gaged watersheds.

Step 2 - Extrapolate nearby gaged watershed data to obtain likely median

(50%) flow rate.

Step 3 - Extrapolate nearby gaged watershed data to obtain likely monthly

fluctuation in flow rates.

Step 4 - Use engineering judgment to select the median (50%) and/or

. seasonal average flow rates to estimate "typical" flow

characteristics, depending on stream characteristics.

Gaged streams.

Step I - Collect the USGS streamflow statistics summarized in Garrett and

Gellenbeck (lseo¡to to obtain estimates of the median (50%

duration) and monthly average flow rates

Step 2 - Use engineering judgment to select either the median (50%) and/or

seasonal average flow rates to estimate "typical" flow

characteristics, depending on stream characteristics'

The flow rates obtained from the methodologies listed above should be used to

estimate flow characteristics, as described below.

Flow Characteristics - The primary objective of identifoing a representative flow rate

for each stream segment is to estimate the foltowing flow characteristics, which can

then be compared to specific navigability criteria:

l0AnupdatedversionofGarrettandGellenbeck(t989)isexpcctedforreleasebytheUSGsinOctoberl99S. Tl¡e

rnost recent version of the USGS streamflow summary should be used.

I

2
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Flow Depth
Flow Width
Average Velocity

Two alternative methodologies are typically used to estimate flow characteristics

L Regime Equalions. Regime, or regime-type, equations relate channel geometry to

flow rate. For the purposes of the Level 3 navigability screening, regime equations

could be used to estimate the expected channel widttU depth and velocity for a

given flow rate. However, regime equations are most accurate for steady flow

conditions, where the "channel-forming" discharge can be readily identified. Most

streams in A¡izona cannot be considered as "in regime" due to the influence on

stream geomorphology of flood flows, historic watershed changes, urbanization

impacts, episodes of channel entrenchment, or upstream impoundments and

diversions. Attempts by the USGS and others to develop reliable regime-type

equations relating channel characteristics to discharge or to watershed

characteristics have not been successful for most streams in fuizona (cf. Hedman

& Osterkamp, I 982) or have resulted in unacceptably large standard s¡s¡.1 I'12

Therefore, application of regime-type equations is not recommended for fuizona

stream navigability adjudication.

2. Manning's Rotings. Use of Manning's equation to perform hydraulic ratings of

channel cross sections is standard engineering practice in fuizona" and is the basis

of most floodplain mapping and hydraulic analyses performed in the United States.

To apply Manning's equation to a given stream reach, the information summarized

in Table 4.2 is needed.

As shown in Table 4.2, use of Manning's equation to estimate flow characteristics for

a'stream segment requires a significant level of effort. To reduce the number of

streams that the full level of effort is required, the following approach is proposed:

I I Methodologies have been proposed to estimate bankfull width and depth, and average rvidth and depth, from
mean annual discharge, peak discharge, or bankfull discharge on Arizona streams. However, given the enor
inherent in these methodologies, in conjunction with the error possible in the discharge estimates. the resulting
predicted flow characteristics probably would not b€ accurate enough to rvithstand lcgal scrutiny, and tnay not

meet the Arizona Supreme Court's requirement that each stream be analyzed to determine thc public trust
value and navigability cha¡acteristics.

l2 Fo, example, Hcdman & Osterkamp's (1982) equations indicate that standard error of estimate for ephemeral

sand channels in the desert Southwest is approximately 15Vo, compared to 28yo for perennial alpine channcls.

Average annual flow data from the USGS Rillito Creek near Tucson station indicate tlìat an active cltannel

rvidth of 1,22.1 teet rvould be required to obtain the gaged average annual discharge of l{ cls. The actual
natural active channel rvidth at this station was generally less than 400 feet.

o
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Step - I

Step - 2

Step - 3

Step - 4.

Step - 5

Estimate the average annual flood discharge using the USGS regression

equations using the procedures outlined above.

Estimate the mean annual discharge using the procedures outlined above-

If the mean annual discharge is less than 15 cfs and the average annual

flood discharge is less than 250 cß, proceed to Step 3. If the mean annual

discharge is greater than 15 cß or the average annual flood discharge is

less than 250 cfs, a full analysis of discharge and a Manning's rating is

required.
Estimate an average channel width and slope from a USGS topographic

map. Estimate a conservative Manning's 'n' value based engineering
judgment.
Perform a Manning's rating using the mean annual discharge, and the

channel width and slope from the USGS topographic map, assuming a

rectangular channel.

Compute the flow depth for the assumed conditions. If the calculated

depth is less than 0.5 foot (the minimum canoe threshold depth), the stream

probably is not navigable at the estimated flow rate. If the calculated depth

is greater than 0.5 foot, a more detailed cross section should be obtained

from field dat4 detailed topographic mapping, or other sources.

Table 4.2
Level 3 Enqineerins Methodoloqy - Flow Characteristic Data Needs

A B c D

Flow
Charactcristic

Data Needcd For
Column A

Dete Needed For
Column B

Data Needed For
Column C

Flow Depth
Flow Width
Velocity

Discharge Gage Records
Extrapolation of Gage Data
Regression Equations Topographic Map - TVatershed

Annual Precipitation Map
Annual Evaporation MaP
Miscellaneous Watershed Data

Cross Section Field Suwey
Topographic Map - Channel
Aerial Photographs
USGS Ratins Curves

Channel Slope Field Measurement
Topognphic Map - Channel
Aerial Photographs

Manning's N Field Photograph
Topographic Map - Channel
AeriaI Photographs

Natural
Obstaclcs

Aerial Photographs
Topographic Map
Field Inspection

Man-rnade
Obstacles

Aeria.l Photographs
Topographic Map
Field Inspection
List of Dams

Note: For streams gaged by the USGS or other agencies, obtain the most recent rating curve to relate discharge to flow dept-h

l'or thc stream reach rvith the eaeins station.
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Obstacles - The following may constitute obstacles to some forms of commercial

boating:

. Diversion dams

' Rapids (steep slope)
. Waterfalls
. Shallow Vy'ater
. Fences

The following do not constitute obstacles that would completely prevent use of

modern boat types:

. Diversion dams

. Waterfalls

. Rapids

. Shallow Vy'ater

' Fences

AII boating must become impracticable at some threshold of channel slope, although

this th¡eshold has never been defined, either by case law or by boaters.I3 Some kayak

specialists combine paddling and rappelling techniques to traverse reaches with tall

waterfalls, Therefore, obstacles cannot adequately be defined by engineering

methodologies.

Summary - A review of the available methodologies for estimating flow characteristics

indicates that a choice must be made between readily-applied, low level of efflort,

inaccurate procedures and more accurate procedures that require a significant level of

effort. For the Level 3 screening process, the higher level of effort approach is

recommended to meet the requirements of the'adjudication process. The following

methodologies are recommended:

Discharge. The mean annual flow, median flow and monthly average flow should

be estimated using USGS streamflow records, or USGS regression-type

methodologies based on streamflow records.

a

o FIow Characterislics. Flow depth, width and velocity should be estimated using

USGS rating curves or Manning's ratings.

Resulting Datasets - The Level 3 analysis results in two datasets of watercourses. The

watercourses which are not susceptible to navigation form dataset RL3 (i,e. Rejected

13 The steepesr slope of the Arizona boating sueams listed by A¡izona State Pa¡ks is about 15% Q9 ftJmi).
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4.5

Level 3). The watercourses which are susceptible and merit more Detailed Study form

dataset NRL3 (i.e. Not Rejected Level 3).

DETAILED STUDIES

Figure 4.6 summarizes the pertinent features of the Detailed Studies of stream

segments for characteristics of navigability.

Goal - The goal of the Detailed Studies component of the watercourse evaluation

procedure is to perform a final sort of the stream segments remaining following Level

3 evaluation. The purpose is to perform a detailed fact-finding study addressing both

susceptib il¡ ty and actual,rhi storic navi gatio n.

Methodoloey - The methodology for the Detailed Studies are similar to that used for

the previously studied major river navigability studies. The previous major river

studies employed qualitative and quantitative methods for evaluating susceptibility to

navigation and actual navigation in fact. However, since the Level 3 quantitative

analysis investigates watercourse susceptibility, the Detailed Studies for small

watercourses under this watercourse evaluation system test for actual navigation in

fact.

Data Requirements - ARS $37-1128 D. presumes a watercourse to be non-navigable

unless there is clear and convincing evidence that it was navigable. The statute lists

test criteria to be applied for a finding of non-navigability. An afürmative response to

any one criterion is enough to support a recommendation by the Commission of non-

navigability. Available technical data and historical information are required of

sufücient detail to test the statutorily mandated criteria; the data requirements and the

level of effFort are extensive.

Application - The Detailed Studies are applied only to the watercourses contained in

the database catalog that advanced from the Level 3 analysis (NRL3 dataset). As in

Level 3, a text notation is made in the database as to the disposition of the

watercourses following Detailed Studies.

ResultinlDatasets - The Detailed Studies evaluation results in two datasets ofl

watercourses. The watercourses which, upon further evaluation, are not susceptible to

navigation, and support no evidence of actuaU historical navigation form dataset RDS

(i.e. Rejected Detailed Study). The watercourses which are susceptible and/or show

evldence of actual/ historical navigation form dataset ADS (i.e. Accepted Detailed

Study).
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Goal

\lethoclologv

oetailed Studr
a

Criteri¡ for Ässessing Chrracterislics of Nrvigability
for Smrll Wrlercounes in Arizona

. Final Sort

. Perform Detailed Fact-Finding Study

Addressing Susceptibility and

Actual/Historical Navigation

. Same as for Major River Studies

' Qualitative and Quantitative Detailed Study
. Test for Navigation In Fact - Actuality

' Apply the criteria contained in ARS 37 -1128 (D)

I

I

lVe
. Technical Data
. Historical Information

ly to NRi-¡ watercourses in the database catalog

Ros: (Rejected Det¿iled Study)- Watercouses which are not suscePtible

to navigation, and with no evidence of actuaVhistorical navigation 
a

Ans: (ÃccepÍed Detail Study)- Watercourses which are susceptible and/or

show evidence of actual/histcrical navigation

@ Figun 4.ó

Detailed Study

Data Req u irements

Application

Resulting Datasets
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5.0 Watercourse Database Catalog

5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE DATABASE ORGANIZATION

5.1.1 Hardware and Software Requirements

In order to access the ANSAC database (file size: 4898 KB), the following are the

minimum ha¡dware and software system requirements:

. Personal or multi-media computer with'a 486 or higher processor.

. L2 MB of memory for use on Windows 95 or 16 MB of memory for use on

Windows NT Workstation.
. VGA or higher-resolution video adapter (Super VG 256-color recommended).
. Microsoft Mouse, Microsoft IntellMouse, or compatible pointing device.
. Microsoft Access 97 database software
. Microsoft Windows 95 operating system or Microsoft Windows NT Workstation

3.51 Service Pack 5 or later (will not run on earlier versions).

5.1.2 Application Capabilities and Features

The ANSAC database of small tvatercourses was developed with built-in queries

capable of analyzing, evaluating, and classi$ing the data in the database. The database

has front-end interfaces that were developed for the purpose of aiding the user in

navigating or browsing through the results of the analysis. In conjunction with these

interfaces, the built-in queries are designed to provide the following information:

. Statistical summaries of the records in the database

. NRLI data set

. RLI data set

Also, the ANSAC database is designed with a main switchboard form that provides

users various options as follows:

. Enter and Edit Data

. View Data and Query Results

. Show Query Results

. Preview R.eports

. Change Switchboard Items
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5.1.3 Compatibility Issues

Data formats that afe supported by Microsoft Access provide direct import, exPort

and links to the following application softwares:

. Microsoft Excel (Version 3,0 or later)

. Microsoft FoxPro (Version 2.x or later)

. Microsoft SQL Server

. Borland dBASE III Plus

. Borland dBASE fV

. Borland dBASE Version 5.0

. Borland Paradox (Version 3.0 to 5.0)

. ASCII text

. All ODBC-compliant databases.

In additiorl the database can be directly imported and exported to Microsoft Visual

FoxPro (Version 3.0) and Lotus l-2-3.

5.1.4 Application Limitations

The database of small watercourses cannot be accessed by earlier version of Microsoft

Access 97 (i.e., Microsoft Access Version 7.0 or earlier). This indicates that the

database file, which was developed using Microsoft Access 97, is not downward-

compatible.

5.r.5 Recommended Future Improvements of the Database

. Full and complete population of all defined fields in the ANSAC database.

. Addition of some useful 'for inlormation only' fields such as: LATITUDE and

LONGITUDE, SECTION, TOWNSHIP, and RANGE to identiff watercoutse

locations.
. Incorporation of dam-impacted segments field into the database to evaluate

watercourses that are impacted by dams. This information may resurrect some

watercourses from RLI data set to NRLI data set for evaluation in Level 2.

. Quality control capability to check every watercourse against nearby watercourses

for consistency in river type classifications.
. Forms to list and provide statistical and summary information for all watercourses

in a given hydrologic unit or county.
. Improvement of fì'ont-end interfaces to provide summary results of various queries

or analyses.
. Add previous items created for reports,
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5.2 DATABASE SOURCES

The main sources of data for the ANSAC database include existing watercourse

databases from the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR), U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers, Arizona Land Resources Information System (ALNS), and

Arizona State Pa¡ks (ASP). Some additional data that cannot be supplied by above

databases rvere gathered and collected from private, federal, and state agencies by the

project team to complete the data set required for Level 1 Evaluation.

The Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) maintains the databases for all

jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional dams in fuizona; while the Corps of Engineers

maintains the national inventory of dams, which lists both the jurisdictional and non-

jurisdictional dams. Currently, there are 215 jurisdictional dams and about 100 non-

jurisdictional dams in A¡izona that are tisted in the dam databases. Some dams in the

non-jurisdictional database are cunently being considered for jurisdictional status

pending results of verification and study by the ArÞona Department of Water

Resources. Dams, whether classifred as jurisdictional or non-jurisdictional, are

considered to alter the natural flow in the stream and are considered to impact

downstream and immediate reaches.

The A¡izona Land Resources Information System (ALRIS) maintains a watercourse

database that is linked and interfaced with the agency's Geographic Information

System (GIS). The database is derived from the original U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency's (EPA) Reach Files which comprise of a series of hydrographic

databases of surface waters of the continental United States and Hawaii. The structure

and content of the EPA Reach File databases were created expressly to establish

hydrologic ordering, to perform hydrologic navigation for rhodeling applications, and

to provide a unique identifier for each surface water feature.

The Arizona State Parks or (ASP) database of Arizona rivers was developed in

conjunction with the River Assessment Study completed by the agency in 1995. The

ASP database was intended to be a planning tool for resource management agencies,

organizations, and decision makers for the future of A¡izona's river and riparian

heritage.

In addition to the databases supplied by the above agencíes, the project team also

compiled relevant data and information that include:
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1. Historical and Modem Boating information obtained from the Greenlee County

Historical Society, Coconino Historical Society, Mormon fuchives, Apache

County Historical Society, Arizona State Parks, Central Arizona Paddlers Club,

Arizona Game and Fish Department, and professional river rafting companies.

2. Fish and fishery information obtained mainly from fuizona State Parks and

Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD).

3. Special Status Data: (a) Instream Flow data were obtained from fuizona

Department of Water Resources (ADWR); (b) Unique Waters from fuizona

Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ); (c) Wild and Scenic data from

Bureau of Land Management (BLlvÐ, American Rivers, and National Forest

Service (NFS); (d) Preserved Area from fuizona State Parks, Arizona Game and

Fish Department, Nature Conservancy, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and

National Park Service; and (e) Riparian data from Arizona State Parks and fuizona

Game and Fish Department.

5.3 CUSTOMIZATION OF THE DATABASE

5.3.1 ALRIS Database

The surface water database provided by ALRIS was used as the main source of data

for the AI.ISAC database considering its extensive coverage and identification of

watercourse segments. These watercourses in the ALRIS database are identified by

their unique identification system of hydrologic unit code and segment number- The

frelds from the ALRIS database that were considered relevant to the ANSAC database

are: (a) hydrologic unit, (b) segment number, (c) mileage, (d) river type, (e)

descriptive attribute feature, and (f) reach name.

The hydrotogic unit (HU) and segment number (SEGNO) comprise a unrque

identification system that are assigned to every documented watercourse segment. A

river segment of \4ratercourse, however, transcends county boundaries and limits, and

thus it is not extraordinary for some watercourses in the database to flow in two or

three different counties. Although the original ALRIS database identifres mile markers

(called mile index or MI) along river segments, the field was used to identiff the length

of the watercourse in miles. AII river segments that have zero MI's were deleted from

the database considering their insignifrcant reach length.
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The only river types that were considered in the ALRIS database are: (a) non-

perennial, and (b) perennial river types. This classification system indicates that other

river types such as ephemeral, intemrpted, and interminent river are included under

the non-perennial category.

The descriptive attribute features for watercourses that were used in the ALRIS

database include: (l) natural \À¡atercourse, (2) artificial watercourse, (3) shoreline, (4)

containment (e.g., dams), and (5) closure lines. Attribute features (l), (2), and (4) are

important descriptive affributes for watercourses because they describe the nature of

watercourses (whether they are man-made or not), or if water is being contained or

not. All watercourses that have feature attributes (2) and (3) are dropped from the

database while those with feature attribute (4) are identified to have dams or stock

ponds in them. The existence of dams or stock ponds in the watercourse indicates that

natural flows are disturbed and impeded. Although this feature attribute (a) will not

be used in the query systen¡ the data will be used as a quality check for the dam

information provided by ADWR. Records with attribute feature (5) were created

artificially in the GIS database to simply link rwo adjacent watercourses with slightly

mismatched ending points. They are not actual watercourse segments and thus were

deleted.

The reach names that have been assigned for the watercourses are used as ofticial

stream names for the watercourses in the database. Databases that do not employ or

use hydrologic units and segment numbers (like the ADWR database) can be linked

with ALRIS database using the stream name freld which is the common field element

for all the databases.

5.3.2 ASP Database

The most relevant information from the A¡izona State Park (ASP) database is the river

type classification of watercourses. The database has the same unique identifrcation

system as the ALRIS database but that the system merges together the hydrologic unit

and segment number. Some of the watercourses are provided with alphanumeric

extensions that describe additional reach segments. To be able to link the ASP

database with the ALzuS database, the identification system used was separated into

three fields: hydrologic unit, segment number, and the added reach.

The important fields from the ASP database that would be useful for the ANSAC

database include the following: (a) hydrologic unit (HU), (b) segment number (or

SEGNO), (c) added reach, (d) river type, and (e) instream flow data.
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The hydrologic unit and segment number fields are the tinkage to ALRIS database.

Despite other added reach fields in the ASP database, only those river segments with

"L" or "Lake" extension were considered important as this would indicate whether

lakes or reservoirs are formed by the damming of existing streams. For the river type

field, ASP provided finer river type classification for watercourses than the river type

classification provided by ALRIS. The river types used in the ASP database are more

descriptive in scope which include: ephemeral, perennial, intermittent, and intemrpted-

These river types were defined by ASP according to flow characteristics as follows:

. Ephemeral - streams flow in direct response to precipitation.

. Perennial - streams flow continuously

. Intermittent - streams flow seasonally from springs or surface sources.

. Interrupted - streams have alternating segments of the above river types.

The instream flow ñeld identifies whether a watercourse has an instream flow permit

or not. These data compiled by Arizona State Parks will be used as a quality check for

rhe instream flow data that would be compiled by the project team from Arizona

Department of rù/ater Resources (ADWR).

5.3.3 ADWR Database

The most relevant data from the ADWR database to be incorporated into the ANSAC

database are the dam information. The ADWR database identifies the location of dam

in reference to any stream or tributaries. Flow impediment by the existence of dam in

the stream identifies the watercourse to be disturbed and thus, merits further

investigation. If watercourses are not in their natural state due to the existence of a

dam, they advance to Level 2 arrd are further studied for their possible impact on

downstream and immediate reaches. AIso, equally important to the evaluation is the

time when such disturbance began relative to the date of Arizona's statehood in 1912-

Since the ADWR database does not employ the hydrologic unit and segment

numbering system that were used in the ALRIS and ASP databases, the reach names

identified in the ADWR database with dams are used as the linkage with other

databases.

The only field pertinent to the ANSAC database from the ADWR database is the

stream name that identifies where dam structures are built and located.
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5.3.4

5.4

Data Compiled by the Project Team

Other important data that have been compiled by the project team for the ANSAC

database include information on the following: (a) Historical Boating, (b) Modern

Boating, (c) Fish and fishery, and (d) Special Status information of streams such as

Instream Flow, Unique Water Classification, Wild and Scenic information' Preserved

areas, and Riparian status.

DATA FIELD DESCRIPTIONS

The database of watercourses developed for Alr{SAC is comprised of ñelds identified

to be vital for Level I Evaluation. The Level I Evaluation is the first stage of a multi-

level analysis designed to identify those watercourses that have characteristics of

navigability or those that are susceptible to navigation' In addition to the fields

described above, there are fields included in the database that are used for information

(such as mileage and county data) and quality control (such as instream flow and dam

data that were taken from sources other than the primary sources of such data)'

The fields defined for the A¡{SAC database and their descriptions are:

a. HU - Hydrologic unit of the watercourse which is identical to the USGS

cataloging unit.

b. SegNo - Segment number of the u'atercourse which is similar to EPA's river

segment.

c. Miles - Length of river segment in miles'

d. StreamName - The name given to the \ /atercourse

e. County - The location of the watercourse by county.

f. PER - The river type of the watercourse. The classifications used are:

. I - Ephemeral

. 2 - Perennial

. 3 - Interrupted and Intermittent

. 4 - Unclassified

g. WithDam - Identifres if watercourse has a dam built in it or not'

h. Damlmpact - Identify if river segment is impacted by the existence of dam'

i. WithDam (ALRIS) - Dam information is from ALRIS database associated with a

descriptive attribute feature of a containment (e.g. dam). The field is used to check

dam information provided in (g).
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j WithDam (ASP) - Dam information is from ASP database associated with "Lake"
extension used to indicate the formation of a lake or a reservoir Írs a consequence
of damming a stream. Like WithDam (ALRIS) field, this field is used to check
dam information provided in (g).

k. Historical Boating - Identifies whether the watercourse has a documented record
of historical boating or not.

l. Modern Boating - identifies whether the watercourse is identified to have a record
of modern boating or not.

m. Fish - Field identi$ing if watercourse has 6sh or not.

n. InstreamFlow - Identiñes if watercourse has (or has applied for) an instream flow
permit or not.

o. InstreamFlow (ASP) - The data are taken from ASP Database that identifies the
streams that have an instream flow permit. The information provided by this ñeld
will be used as a quality check on the data provided by (m).

p. UniqueWaters - Identifies if watercourse has this classification from ADEQ or not.

q. WildScenic - Identifies if the watercourse has been recommended for Wild and
Scenic classification or not.

r. Riparian - Identifies if watercourse supports riparian vegetation or not.

s. Preserve - identifies if the watercourse is classified under a¡ry one or a combination
of the following special status: Nature Conservancy, State Parh and Wildlife
Refi,rge.

t. Source - Sources of the database field information.

u. Notes - Notes or remarks regarding the stream.

v. Ephermeral - This is populated in accordance with the PER f¡eld.

The current state of database field population is shown in Table 5. l. Although most of
the fields appear 100% populated, confidence on the data is not high because of
linkage problems and data issues identifred. Queries on Level 1 Evaluation could be

performed using the current data and information in the database, however, confidence

on the results would be low. The results of the queries built into the database could

not be relied upon until data verification is addressed, and steps to improve current

data status on some fields are made.
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TABLE 5.I
SUMMARY OF DATABASE FIELD POPULATION

Item Database
No. Field Names

Population

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
I
I
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20
21

22

HU
SegNo
Miles
StreamName
County
PER
Ephemeral
With Dam
With Dam (ALRIS)
With Dam (ASP)

Dam lmpact
Historical Boating
Modern Boating
Fish
lnstream Flow
lnstream Flow (ASP)

Unique Waters
WildScenic
Riparian
Preserve
Source
Notes

100.00
100.00
98.90
17.70

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

0.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
0.00
0.00

REMARKS

Msual check and inspection afe necessary to elevate current confidence on the data

Gonfidence on data is poor due to linkage problems associated wih slream names.

Gonfidence on data is poor. Population of this must be done in Level 2.

Confidence on data is poor due to linkage problems associated with stream names.

Confidence on data is poor due to linkage problems associated with stream names'

No data source information are provided.

No data descrlption are curenüy provided'

(3)(2)1
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5.5 DATABASE QUERIES AìTD PROGRAMMING

The following queries of the data fietds for the Level I Evaluation are defined and

described as follows:

5.5.1 River Types Queries (PER)

l. The river types defined in the ANSAC database are classified as ephemeral,

perennial, intermittent-intemrpted or unclassified. These t5pes were based on the

river type classifications used by ALRIS and ASP as follows:

ALRTS ASP ANSAC
Percnnial Perennial Perennial
Perennial Interminent Perennial
Percnnial Intem¡oted Perenniøl

Perennial Eohemeral Perennial
Perennial Blank Perennial
Not Percnnial Percnnial Perennial

Not Percnnial Intermittent Int-lnt
Not Percnnial Intem¡oted Int-Int
Not Perennial Ephemeral Int-Int
Not Perennid Blank Int-Int
Mixed Perennial Perennial
Mixed Intermittent Int-Int
Mixed Intemroted InþInt
Mixed Ephemeral Int-Int
Mixed Blank Int-Int
Blank Perennial Perennial
Blank Intermittent Int-Int
Blank InterruDted Int-lnt
Blank Ephemeral Ephenteral

Blank Blank Insignilìcant

l. If a river segment is classified as perennial, it advances to Level 2. It is still

queried for the remaining five data tests.

2. [f river segments are classifìed as non-perennial (i.e. ephemeral, intermittent,

interrupted, or unclassified), they do not advance to Level 2 evaluation unless they

test affirmatively to the other query f,relds (e.g. WithDam, Historic or Modern

Boating, WithFish, and./or Special Status).
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5.5.2 Dam Date Queries (WithDam)

s.5.3

l. If a dam is located in a stream segment, that stream segment advances to Level 2.

This indicates that natural flow of a stream segment is disturbed-

2. If a blank is encountered in a given record, the river segment is considered to have

no dam built in it. This river segment wilt not be further evaluated for Level 2

Evaluation unless: 1) it is verified that a dam exists upstream of the river segment,

or 2) it tests affirmatively to any of the other query fields.

3. A list of dam-impacted segments can only be identified in the Level 2 Evaluation

because such river segments can only be verified and checked using more detailed

evaluation involving visual analysis and/or inspection. These dam-impacted

segments can be resurrected from RLI dataset for Level 2 Evaluation.

Historical Boating Queries (HistoricalBoating)

1. A blank record indicates that no record is available to support evidence of

historical boating in the river. Since a blank record is equivalent to no historical

boating in the riveç this assumption is considered to be true until reliable and

verifiable facts are presented to the contrary.

2. AII river segments that have historical boating accounts will be forwarded for

Level2 Evaluation.

5.5.4 ModernBoatinglnformationQueries(ModernBoating)

s.5.5

l. A blank record indicates that no record is available to suppor-t evidence of modern

boating in the river.

2. Since a blank record is equivalent to no modern boating in the river, this

assumption is considered to be true until reliable and verifiable facts are presented

to the contrary.

3. All river segments that have modern boating accounts will be forwarded for Level

2 Evaluation.

With Fish Queries (Fish)

l. All river segments that are known to have records of fish are forwarded for Level

2 Evaluation.

2. A blank freld in the record is interpreted as having no fish.
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5.5.6

3. Since a blank record indicates no fish, such assumption is considered to be true and

correct until reliable and verifiable facts are presented to the contrary-

Special Status Queries

l. The fields that a¡e used to describe the Special Status designations of river

segments in the database include:

. Instream Flow

. Unique Waters

. Wild and Scenic

. Riparian

. Preserve Area

2- River segments that are classified under at least one of the fields listed above are

forwarded for the Level2 Evaluation

5.6 DATABASE TESTING AND RESIILTS

Twenty-eight sample watercourses taken from all over the state were used to test the

queries for Level I Evaluation as described in Section 5.5. The sample test identified

those data that are non-diagnostic, and therefore, were dropped from the data tests

comprising Level I Evaluation. Originally, water rights and groundwater data were

included in the data tests to be part of Level I Evaluation. From the preliminary

analysis that was performed on the initial set of dat4 virtudly every watercourse -

perennial or not - have water rights claims filed. Also, the groundwater data were not

considered in Level 1 Evaluation due to the complicated approach of processing

existing data to come up with information required. Such complications include

determination of distance from pumping locations to watercourses ot the

determination of critical pumping discharges based on evaluated distance to establish if
watercourses are impacted by groundwater withdrawal activities or not. These data

would require a time-consuming effort in order to populate the frelds in the database'

The Level I Evaluation for the 28 test cases resulted in two sets of data. The RLI data

set failed every one of the test queries provided in Section 5.5. The NRLI data set,

however, are those that test aftirmatively to one or mote of the data queries and thus

require further analysis atLevel2.

The results of the Level I Evaluation are provided in Appendix C-1. The forms

provided include the:

. Main - Form shows stream characteristics of each rilatercourse in the database
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Summary Form - lists the statistics of the records in the database.

RLI Data Set Form - lists the watercourses that have tested negatively to every

data query.

NRLI Data Set Form - shows those watercourses that advance to Level 2.

6.0 Recommended Work Plan

The work products for this project include the technical and historical criteria, the

multi-level evaluation systenL the database catalog, and the sufnmary rePort. The

application of the evaluation system to each of the small and minor watercourses

cataloged in the database is not part ofthis project scope. It is anticipated that all the

cataloged watercourses will subsequently be assessed utilizing the criteria, the

evatuation system, and the watercourse catalog developed under this contract. That

work will be performed in a priority to be established in the future by ANSAC and

under a separate contract.

ANSAC is required to complete its legislatively mandated tasks by July l, 2002 as

described herein. The following work plan is recommended to meet this objective:

PHASE I
. Current Contract No. A7-0109-001

PHASE II
. Verifu and Fully Populate Watercourse Database Fields

. Perform Level I Screening

. Determine Datasets RLI and NRLI

PHASE III
. Perform Level2 Evaluation

. Determine Datasets RL2 and NRL2

PHASE IV
. Perform Level 3 Analysis

. Determine Datasets RL3 and NRL3

DETAILED STUDIES

. Perform Detailed Technical and HistoricalEvaluations

. Determine Datasets RDS and ADS
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APPENDIX 8.1
BIBLIOGRAPITY OF \ryORKS

RELATING TO HISTORIC BOATING IN ARIZONA

The most useful works on the history of small boats are: Percy Blandford's lllustrated History of
Small Boats; Edgar Bloomster's Sailing and Small Craft Down the Ages; Frank Donovan's Riverboats of
America; Paul Johnstone's Seacraft of Prehistory; James Hornell's Water Transport Origins and Early

Evolution; James Moriarity's Pre-Spanish Marine Transport and Boat Building Techniques on the Upper
and Lower California Coast and The Boat and The Classic Boat by Time-Life Books.

The major general works on boating in Arizona are Lingenfelter's, Steamboats on the Colorado and

Lavendar's River Runners of the Grand Canyon. Very useful information about early boating on the

Colorado River and its tributaries is found in various documents relating to the "Utah Riverbed Case"

USA v. Utâh, 193 L A full issue of Utah Historical Quarterly (1969 V 2 ) was devoted to various articles

about boating on the Colorado. The Great Ferry War of 1905 by McCroskey contains information on the

use of ferries and other boats on the Gila River and Salt River.
The following list contains general books about the history of boating, books dealing with specific

kinds of boating in Arizona or boating in speciñc locations, articles about boating and boaters,

govemment documents about government surveys where river crossings or other boating were involved,

iegal documents with emphasis on the "Utah Riverbed Case" in which small boats are discussed at length,

newspaper accounts of matters relating to boating, and various manuscripts, collections and other

documents relating in some way to boating in Arizona, and previous navigability studies done for the

Arizona State Land Departrnent.
There are many guidebooks written for river runners that give information about boatability and

boats, of which Whitewater Rafting and Introductory Guide by Cecil Kuhne and Ann Shafer's Canoeing

Western Waterways are especially helpful for the purpose of this study'
Ke¡rords describing the general content of the sources are in capital letters.

Books

Andersor¡ Fletcher and Hopkinson, fuur (1982): Rivers of the Southwest; A Boaters Guide to the Rivers of
Colorado, New Meico, Utah and ArÞona. Pruett Pub. Co,. Boulder. 135 pages, GUIDEBOOK; RAFT;

WHITEWATER

Arizona Rive rs Coalition (1991): Arizona Rivers: Lifeblood of the Desert A¡izona Rivers Coalition, Phoenix. 196

pages. CANOE ; KAYAK; NAVIGABILITY; RAFTS ; RECREATION; RIVER RUNNING ; RIVERS

Arizona State Pa¡ks (1989): Arizona Rivers, St¡eams, and Wetlands Study. Arizona State Parks, Phoeni.r. 24'l pages.

BOATS; LAKES; RECREATON; RI\ÆRS

Arizon¿ State Pa¡ks (1989): A¡izona Rivers and St¡eams Guide. A¡izona State Parks, Phoenix, 182 pages. CANOE;

KAYAK; NAFTS; RECREATION; RIVER RIJNNING; RIVERS

AshbauglL Don (1963): Nevada's Tu¡bulent Yesterday: a Study in Ghost Towns. Westernlore Press, 346 pages.

COLORADO RIVER; HISTORYI NEVADA; VIRGIN RIVER

Audubon, John W (f 906): Audubon's rrVestern Joumal. A¡thur Cla¡K Ohio. COLORADO RIVER;ÐGLORATION

Baker, Pea¡l (1969): Trail on the Water: a Biography of Bert Loper. Pruett Publishers, Boulder. 134 pages.

BIOGRAPTIY; BOATMAN; COLORADO RIVER

Bancroft, Hubert (l9Sl): History of Nevada 1540-t888. Vintage Nevada Series ed. University of Nevada, Reno. 347

pages. COLORADO RIVER; HISTORY; NEVADA; VIRGIN RIVER



Bartlett, John Russell (1965): Personal Narr¿tive of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California'

Sonor4 and Chihuahua. Vol. 2. Rio Grande Press, Chicago. 621 pages. COLORADO RI\ÆR; ÐGLORATION;
HISTORY; INDIANS; YIJMA

Bass, WillianL White, James, et al. (1920): Adventu¡ers in the Canyons of the Colorado by two of its Earliest

E.çlorers. privately published, Grand Canyon. ÐGLORATION; GRAND CANYON

Beam, Francois (1930): A Voyage on the Colorado. Dawson, Los Angeles. 103 pages. ADVENTURE;

COLORADO RIVER

Bee, RobertL (1989): The Yuma. Chelsea House Publishers, New York. 50-51 pages. COLORADO RIVER;
YTJMAINDIA}IS

Bieber, Ralph P (1937): Southem Trails to California in 1849. Vol. Southwest Historical Series #5. Arthur Clark

co., Glendale. 386 pages. BOATS; COLORADO RIVER; E)GLORATION; FERRY BOATS; GOLD RUSH;

VIRGINRIVER

Blandford, Percy (1974): An I[ustrated History of Small Boas. Spurbooks, Ltd., Buckinghamshire' 130 pages'

BOAT BIJILDE&, BOATS; HISTORY

Bloomster, EdguL (1940): Sailing and Small Craft down the Ages. United States Naval Institute, 1940 pages.

BOATS;HISTORY

Boltor¡, Herbert E. (1960) Rim of Christendom: A Biography of Eusebio Francisco Kino, Pacifìc Coast Pioneer.

Russell and Russell. Nerv York. 644 pages COLORADO RIVER; RAFT; SPANISH ÐOLORATION

Bond, ¡4anhall, Jr. (1969) Gold Hunter: The Adventures of Ma¡shall Bond University of New Mexico Press.

Albuquerque. 238 pages. BOATINQ CANOE; coLoRADo RI\Æ& MINING; Scorü

Brosius, Jack; LeRoy, Dave (1978): Canoes and Kayals: A Complete Buye/s Guide. Contemporary Books,

Chicago. 131 pages. BOATS; CANOE; KAYAK

Brownlee, Robert (1986): An American Odyssey: The Autobiography of Robert Brownlee. (Series Ed: Etter,

Patricia.) University of A¡kansas Press. Fayetteville. 23? pages. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY; IMMIGRANT

Clarke, AB (1988): Travels in Mexico and Califomia. Texas A & MUniversity, College Station. 143 pages'

COLORADO RIVER; ÐGLORATION; FERRY BOATS; YLIMA

Clelan4 Robert; Brooks, Juanita (Eds.) (1955): A Mormon Ch¡onicle: the Diaries of Iohn D. Lee 1848-1876.

HuntingtonLibrary, Sur lvfarino. 479 pages. COLORADO RI\Æ& FERRY EOATS; LEE'S FERRY

Corben, Pearson H (1952): Jacob llamblin the Peacemaker. Deseret Book Co., Salt Lake City. 538 pages.

COLORADO RI\ÆR FERRY BOATS; MORMONS

Corle, Edwin (1951): The Gila, River of the Southwest. University of Nebrask4 Lincoln. 402 pages. GILA RIVER

HISTORY

Couts, Cave Johnson; Dobyns, Henry F (196I): Hepal¡ California! The Journal ofCave Johnson Couts. Arizona

Pioneers Historical Society, Tucson. I l3 pages. COLORADO RIVE& ÐGLORATION; FERRY BOATS

Crampton, C Gregory (1959): Outline History of the Glen Canyon Region. Antfuopological Papers. 42 30-38'

COLORADO RIVE( GLEN CANYON;HISTORY

Crowe, Rosalie; Brinckerhof, Sidney (1976): Early Yuma: A Graphic History of Life on the American Nile.
NonhlandPress, Yuma. 135 pages. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS; PHOTOS; YUMA

.,



Crumbo, Kim (1981): A River Runner's Guide to the History of the Grand Canyon. Johnson Publishing Co.,

Bor¡lder. 6l pages. BOATMAN; COLORADO RIVER; GRAND CANYON; PHOTOS

Dale, Ha¡rison Cti-fford (1941): The Ashley-Smith Erplorations and the Discovery of a Cent¡al Route to the Pacific
1922-1829. Arthu¡ Cla¡k Co., Glendale. 362 pages. COLORADO RIVER; E)GLORATION; TRAPPER; MRGIN
RIVER

Davis, A¡thur P (1928): The Colorado River Suveys. The Community Builder. I 13. COLORADO NVER;
HOO\ÆRDAM; SURVEYS

DellenbaugÌ¡ Frederick S (1902): The Romance of the Colorado River. G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York. 399 pages.

COLORADO RIVER; E)GLORATION; GRAND CANYON; HISTORY; PHOTOS

Dellenbauglq Frederick S (1926): A Canyon Voyage. Yale University, New Haven. 274 pages. COLOR.ADO
RIVEB ÐGLORATION; GRAND CA¡ryON; PHOTOS

Di*seq Greg; McKinney (1994): Colorado River Recreation. Recreation Sales Pub., Aptos. 176 pages. BOATING;
COLORADO Rl\ÆR; RECREATION

Dobyns, Henry F (Ed) (1961): Hepah, Cali:fornia! The Journal of Cave Johnson Couts. Arizona Pioneers Historical

Society, Tucson. t 13 pages. COLORADO RIVE& E)GLORATION; FERRY BOATS

Donovan, Frank (1966): River Boats of America- Thomas Y Crowell Co., New York. 298 pages. BULLBOATS;
FLATBOAT; HISTORY; STEAIVÍBOATS

Duna¡, Andrew; McBride, Dennis (1993): Building Hoover Dam: An Oral History of the Gre¿t Depression. Twayne

Publishers, New York. 350 pages. BOATMAN; COLORADO RI\ÆR; HOO\ÆRDAM; PHOTOS

Dunng Peter M (1955) Jacobo Sedelmary: Missionary, Frontiersmarq Explorer in A¡izona and Sonora. A¡izona

Pioneen Historicat Society. Tucson. 82 pages. COLORADO RIVER; RAFT; SPANISHE)GLORATION

Edwa¡ds, Elb€rt B (19?S): 200 Yea¡s in Nevada. Publishers Press, SaltLake City. 401 pages. COLORADO RIVER;
HISTORY; NEVADA; VIRGIN RTVER

Erickson, CE (1950): Colorado River fishing-hunting atlas. C E Erickson & Associates, Berkeley. 16 pages.

COLORADO RI\ÆR; FISH; GLIIDEBOOK; HUNTING; MAP

Flavell,GeorgeF(1937):TheLogofthePanthon.Pruett,Boulder. l0gpages.BOATMAN;COLORADORI\Æ&
ÐGLORATION; GRAIIID CANYON; PHOTOS

Forües, Jack D (1965): Waniors of the Colorado. University of Oklahoma, Norman. COLORADO RI\ÆR;
MOHAIYE INDIANS; RAFT; YUMA INDIANS

Forde, Daryll (I931): Ethnography of the Yuma Indians. Publications in American tuclueology ed. Vol. 28(4).

University of Califomia, Berkeley. 278pages. BOATS; QUECHAN INDIANS; RAFTS; YLIMA INDIANS

FreemarL Lewis R (1930): Down the Grand Canyon. Dodd, Mead and Co., New York. 371 pages. BOATMAN;
COLORADO RIVER; E)GLORATION; GRAND CANYON; PHOTOS

Hackbarth Ma¡k (1997): Archaeological and A¡chival Investigations of Los Canopas: Esteban Pa¡k Project.

Pueblo Grande Museurq Phoenix. 200 p. ARCHAEOLOGY; CANOE;HOHOKAM

Hague, Ha¡lan (I9?8): The Road to California: The Sea¡ch for a Southern Overland Route 1540-1848. Arthur Cla*
Co., Glendale. 325 pages. COLORADO RI\ÆR; ÐGLORATION
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Hannum, Anna Paschall (Ed.) (1930): A Qu,aker Forty-Niner: The Advenrures of Cha¡les Edwa¡d Pancoast on the

American Frontier. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 402 pages. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS;
GILA RIVER;MILITARY

Harpea FrankB : Fort Union and its Neighbors. Great Nolhern Railway, 36 pages. BULLBOATS

flarris, Benjamin Bulter (1960): The Gila Trail: The Texas Argonauts and the C¿lifomia Gold Rush. University of
Oklahoma Press, Nonnan. 175 pages.

Heizer, RF; Whipple, MA (I951): The California Indians: A Sou¡ce Book. University of California Press, Berkeley.
10-15 pages. COLORADO RIVE& INDIANS

Hornell, James (1946): Water Transport Origins and Early Evolution. Cambridge University, Cambridge. 308 pages.

BOATS; HISTORY

lluser, Verne (19?8): Canyon Country Paddles. Wasatch Publishers, Inc., Salt Lake City. 9ó. GUIDEBOOK;
KAYAK; RAFT; WHITEWATER

James, George Wharton (1903): In and fuound the Grand Canyon, Little, Brown and Co., Boston. 346 pages.

COLORADO RI\Æ& E)GLORATION; GRå-I'ID CANYON; HISTORY; PHOTOS

Johnstone, Paul (1980): The Seacraft of Prehistory. Routledge & Paul, London. BOATS; HISTORY

Jones, William R (Ed-) (1977): Across A¡izona in 1883. Outbooks, Olympic Valley CA. COLORADO RI\1ER;

Ð@LOR.ATION; FERRY BOATS

Kolb, E.L. (1939): Through the Grand Canyon from Wyoming to Mexico. University of A¡izo¡ra, Tucson. 344

pages. COLORADO RIVE& ÐGLORATION; GRAND CANYON; PHOTOS

Kuhne, Cecil (1995): Whitewater Raft.ing: an Introductory Guide. Lyons and Burford, New York. 168 pages.

GUIDEBOOK; KAYAK; RAFT; WHITEWATER

Laird, George (1976):The Chemehuevis.lvlalki Museum. CHEMEHUEVI INDIANS; COLORADO RI\IER

La Rue, EC (I916): Colorado River and its Utilization. Water Supply Paper ed. Vol. 395. U.S. Geological Srwey,

Washington DC.23l + maps pages. COLORADO RIVE&, E)GLORATION; GRAND C¡.NYON; HISTORY

Lavendar, David ( 1985): fuver Runners of the Grand Canyon. University of Arizona Press, Tucson. 147 pages.

BOATMAN; BOATS; GRAND CANYON; PHOTOS

Leeming David and Page, Jack (1993): The Mythology of Native North America" University of Oklahoma Press.

Norman. 209. CANOE;MYTHOLOGY; TOHONO O'ODHAM

Lingenfelter, Richard E (1978): Steamboats on the Colorado River 1853-19t6. University of Arizona, Tucson. 195

pages. COLORADO RIVER; LEE S FERRY; PHOTOS; STEAMBOATS; YUMA

MalactU Roman (f 974): Mohave County Sketches of Early Days. Graphicopy, New York. 142 pages. ARZONA
STRIP; COLORADO RIVER; HISTORY; MOTIAVE COUNTY; VIRGIN RIVER

MalactU Roman (19?9): Mohave County.Nortlrland. Mohave County, Kingman. 44 pages. ARIZONA STRIP;

COLORADO RI\ÆR; HISTORY; MOHAVE COUNTY; VIRGIN RIVER

Marcy, Col RB (1866): Thirty Years of Army Life on the Border. Harper & Brothers, New York. 442pages.

COLORADO RIVERI GRAND CANYON; MILITARY
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McDa¡urel, Wally (1976): Guide to Arizona's Waterways. Livingston Printers, Tucson. 160 pages. CANOE;
FISHING; GUIDEBOOK; KAYAK; LAKES; MOTORBOAT; ROWBOAT; SAILBOAT; WHITEWATER

Me¿seles, Evelyn Brack (198t): A Crossing on the Colorado: Lee's Ferry. Pruett, Boulder. t30 pages. COLORADO
RIVER; FERRYBOATS; LEE'S FERRY; PHOTOS

Meng, Jan Mohr, Meng Marc (1984):The County of Peace. Meng, Parker. 103 pages. COLORADO RI\ÆR;
EHRENBERG; PARKER; PHOTOS

Merrill, lV Ea¡l (1970): One Hundred Steps down Mesa's Past Earl Merrill, Mesa.244 pages. FERRY BOATS;
MESA; SALTRIIIER

Merrill, WEarl (1917): OneHundredFootprintsonForgottenTrails. Ea¡lMerrill,Mesa. FERRYBOATS;SALT
RIVER

Mesærsmitb Dan W (199I): The History of Mohave County to 1912. Mohave County Historical Society, Kingrnan.
230 pages. ARIZONA STRIP; COLORÄDO RIVER; HISTORY; MOHAVE COUNTY; VIRGIN RI\ÆR

Miser, Hugh D (1924): The San Juan Canyon Southe¿stern Utah: A Geographic and Hydrographic Reconrraissance.

Water Supply Paper ed. Vol. 53E. U.S. Geological Survey, Washington DC. COLORADO RIVER;
ÐGLORATION; SAN ruAN RIVER

Mollhauseq Balduin (185a): Diary of a Journey from the Mississippi to the Coasts of the Pacifrc. COLORADO
RNiER ÐGLORATION; RAFTS; RT,BBER RAFTS

Moorhead, M¿'< L (1957): Spanish Transportation in the Southwest, 1540-1846. New Mexico Historical Review, 32

107-150. CANOE; NEW N4ÐflCO; RAFTS; RIO GRANDE RI\ÆR

Morga4 DaIe L (1953): Jedediah Smith and the Opening of the West. Bobbs-Merrill Co., India¡upolis. 458 pages.

BOATMAN; COLORADO RIVER; TRAPPER

NelsorL Nancy (1991): Any Time fury Place Any River. Red Lake Books, Flagstaff. 83 pages. BOAT BIJILDER;
BOATTv{AN; SA}I ruAN RIVER

ONeill, Paul (1975): The Rivermen. Time-Life Books, Chicago. 240 pages. BULLBOATS; CANOE;
FLAIBOAT; HISIORY; ROWBOATS; STEAMBOATS

Palmer, Dr Ralph (1902): Doctor on Horseback. Mesa Historical and fuchaeotogical society, Mesa. HIINTING;
ROWBOATS; \TERDE RI\IER

Pattersoq Tom @d.) (1962): Riverman Desertman. Historical Commission Press, Riverside. I 12 pages.

BOATMAN; COLORADO RI\ÆR FLOOD

Patz¡naqStephenN(1963): LouislohnFrederickJaeger:EntrepreneuroftheColoradoRiver.Arizoniana.4 3l-
36. COLORADO RIVER; FERRYBOATS; YUMA
Petersoq Cha¡les S (197a): Take Up You¡ Mission: Mormon Colonizing along the Lide Colorado River. University
of Arizona, Tucson. 309 pages. LITTLE COLORADO RIVER

Powell, HMT (1981): The Santa Fe Trail to California 1849-1852. Sol Lewis, New York. 227 pages. COLORADO
RI\/'ER; IiERRY BOATS; FLATBOAT .

Reed, Bill (1911): The Last Bugle Call: A History of Fort McDowell, Arizona Territory, McClain Printing Co.,
Parsons tWV. 140 pages. CANOE; FORT MCDOWELL; MILITARY; SALT RIVER; \ÆRDE RIVER

Rockafellow, John A (1933): Log of an A¡izona Trail Blazer. Acrne Printing Co., Tucson. 201 pages. COLORADO
RIVER; FERRY BOATS; STEAMBOATS

)



Ross, Clyde R (1923): The Lower Gila Region, Arizona. USGS Water Supply Paper 498. Washington DC. l7
pages. GILA NVER; NAVIGABILITY

Rusling James F (1875): Across America or, The Gre¿t West and lhe Pacific Coast. Sheldon & Co., Nerv York.
COLORADO RI\ÆR; FERRY BOATS; STEAMBOATS

Salpoinre, John B (189S): Soldiers of the Cross. St. Johns. INDIANS; RAFTS; SPANISH ÐGLORATION

Schafer, A¡ur (1973): Canoeing Western Waterways: The Mountain States. Harper and Row, New York. 279

pages. CANOE; GUIDEBOOK; KAYAK; RAFT; WHITEWATER.

Sergeant, HelenH (1960): House by the Buckeye Road. Naylor Company, San Antonio. 210 pages, COLORADO
RI\Æ& FERRYBOATS; GILA RIVER; LEE'S FERRY; VERDE RIVER

Sedona Westerners (Ed) (1963): Those Early Days: Oldtimers'Memories. Verde IndependenÇ Sedona. 240 pages.

COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS; VERDE RII/'ER

Sherer, Lorr¿ine M (1994): Bitterness Road: The Mohave 1604-1860. Ballena Press, Novato. 125 pages. BOATS;

COLORÄDO RIVEB MOHAI/E INDIANS

Shullery, Paul (Ed-) (1939): The Grand Canyon Early Impressions. Pruett Publishing Company, Boulder. 195 pages.

BOATS; COLORADO RIVER; GRAIID CAI.IYON

Sitgreaves, Captai" L (1962): Report of an Expedition down the Zuni and Colorado Rivers (1853). Rio Grande

Press, Chicago. COLORADO RIVEB ÐGLORATION; LITTLE COLORADO RIVER

Slinglutr, James (1993); Verde River Recreation Guide. Golden West Publishen. Phoenix CANOE;

GIJIDEBOOK; KAYAK; VERDE RIVER

Smitlr, Dwight L (1965): Down the Colorado. University of Oklahom4 Norman 231 pges. COLORADO RI\Æ&
E)@LORATION; GRAND CANYON; PHOTOS

SmirtU Dwight L (196'l): The Photographer and rhe River 1889-1890. Stagecoach Press, Santa Fe. 13-29 pages.

COLORADO RI\Æ& ÐGLORATION; GRAND CANYON

Smith Melvin T (1972): The Colorado River: Its History in the Lower Canyons Area. Ph-D. Disserøtior\ Brigttâm

Young University, Salt Lake City. 515 p. COLORADO RIVER; ÐGLORATION; INDIANS; LOWER
CANYONS

Stans, N4ary (1991): The Buried Past of Bonelli Landing. Guide to the Western Sunbelt. June 15. BONELLI;
COLORADO RI\ÆR; FERRY BOATS

Stantoq Robert B.; Smit\ Dwight; and Cramptog C. Gregory (1937): The Colorado River Survey: Robert B.

Stanton and the Denver, Colorado Canyon and Pacifrc Railway. Salt Lake City. 304 pages. BOATS; COLORADO

RIVER; GRAND CANYON; RAILROAD; STJRVEY

Stephens, WP (1898): C¿noe and Boat Building: A Complete Manr¡al for Amateurs. Forest and Sueam Publishers,

NewYork. 257 pages.BOAT BUILDE& BOATS; CANOE;CANVAS BOAT

Stone, Julius F (1932): Canyon Country: The Romance of a Drop of Water and a Grain of Sand G.P. Putnam's

Sors, New York. 442 pages. BOATMAN; COLORADO RIVER; E)GLORAION; GLEN CANYON; GRAND

CANYON; PHOTOS

Sweeny, Lt Thomas (1956): Journal of Lt. Thomas Sweeny. Western-lore Press, Los Angeles. 278 pges.
COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS
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Sykes, Godfrey (1937): The Colorado Delta. Carnegie Insútute of Washinglorl Washingfon DC. COLORADO
RI\ÆR; E)GLORATION; HISTORY

Sykes, Godfrey (19a5): A Westerly Trend, University of Arizona Press, Tucson. 332 pages. BOATS; COLORADO
RIVE& DELTA

Teal, Louise ( l99a): Breaking into the Cu¡renl Boatwomen of the Grand Canyon. University of Arizona Press,

Tucson. 178 pages. BOATMAN; COLORADO RIVE& GRAND CANYON; RAFT; WHITEWATER

Tellmaq Barbara; Ya¡de, Richard; and Wallace, Nlary G. (lgg7). A¡izona's Changing Rivers: How People Have

Affected the Rivers. (With computerized bibliognphy) Water Resources Research Center. University of Arizona.

Tucson. 300 p. BIBLIOGRAPIIY; BOATS;EI.IVIRONMENTAL CHANGE; E)GLORATION; FERRYBOATS;
RI\ÆRS

Thompson, Almon }Ia¡ris (1939): Diary of Almon Harris Thompso4 geographer: explonation of the Colorado River

of the West and its tributaries. Utah State Historical Society, SaltLake City. 140 pages. COLORADO RI\ÆR;
ÐGLORATION; GEOGRAPITY; TRIBUTARIES

Time-Life (1977): The Classic Boat. Time-Life, Alexandria VA 176 pages. BOAT BIJILDER; BOATS;

HISTORY

Time-Life Books (1975): The Boat. Time-Life Books, New York. 175 pages. BOAT BIJILDER; BOATS;
HISTORY

Towlney, John M (1973): Conquered Provinces: Nevada Moves Southeast 1864-187t. Monographs in Western

Hisory #2. Brig}am Young University, Provo. 66 pages. CLARK COUNTY; COLORADO RI\ÆR; HISTORY;
NEVAD{ VIRGINRT\ÆR

\,Vallace, Robert : Wooden boats plus Colorado rapids equals advenh¡re. (N) COLORADO RIVEB GRAND
CANYON; PHOTOS; WOODEN BOATS

Webb, Roy (1936): If We Had a Boat. University of Utah, Salt Lake City. 194 pages. BOAT BUILDER;
BOATMAN; BOATS; COLORADO RIVER; RAFTS; ROWBOATS

Weeks, Morris (196a): The Complete BoatingEncyclopedia. Golden Press, New York City. 560 pages. BOATS;
DEFINITIONS

Weigh! Ila¡old O (1965): We Found a River. Westways. 57 4ó. COLORADO RIVER; ÐCLORATION

Westwood Richard E (1992): Rough-water Man University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 259 pages. BOATMAN;
COLORADO RIVER; ÐGLORATION; GRAND CANYON; PHOTOS

Itrhipple, Amiel W (1961): The Whipple Report Westernlore Press, Los turgeles. COLORADO RI\ÆR;
Ð(PLORÁ.TION

Williams, Bob (1996): A Floater's Guide to the Verde River, Gnphic Center. Prescott. CANOE; GLIIDEBOOK;
VERDERIVER

Wilson, Ilarold G (1923): Some Phases of Early Transportation in Arizona. MA Thesis, University of Arizona
HISTORY; STEAMBOATS

Winship, George Parker (1896): The Coronado Expedition 1540-1542. Fourth Annual Report to the Bureau of
Ethnology. Washington D.C.
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Yates, Richard; Manhall, Mary (197a): The Lower Colorado River: a Bibliography. Arizona Western College Pres,
Yuma 153 pages. BIBLIOGRAPTIY

Articles

Abyssus, CV (199?: fuver Runner. Boatman's Quarterly Review. l0(l) 16-18. COLORA,DO NVER;
ROWBOATS

Adams, rtrinona (1930): An Indian Girl's Story of a Trading Expedition to the Southwest About 184I. The Frontier.
l0:4 3-17. COLORADORI\ÆR, SKINBOATS; TRAPPER

AllerU Col DK (1893): The Colorado River. Arizona Maga.ine. tr 59-69. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS;
HISTORY

Andersoq }lattie M (1928): Mining and Indian Fighting in Arizona and New Mexico, 1858-186I 'Memoirs of
I{ånk Smith. Panhandle-Plains Historicâl Review. I 67-115. COLORADO RIVER; GILA RIVER; RAFTS

Arline, Kenneth (198a): Henry Morgan's Fr¡ll Life. Arizona Magazne L2-9.

Aningto4 Leonard J (1966): I¡rland to Zion Mormon Trade on the Colorado River. A¡izona and the West. 8 239-

250. COLORADO RIVE& FERRY BOATS; MORMONS; VIRGINRITÆR

Bailey, Lynn R (1950): Lt. Sylvester Mowry's Report on his Ma¡ch in 1855 from Salt I¿ke City to Fort Union.

e¡izona an¿ ttre West. 329:346. COLORADO RIVER; ÐGLORATION; MORMONS; VIRGIN RI\ÆR

Barney, James (1941): Forgotten Towns of Arizona: Maricopa Wells. Arizona Municipalities. 8-10' FERRY

BOATS; GILARI\Æry MAzuCOPA WELLS

Barney, James M (1941): Forgotten Towns of Arizona: Aubrey Landing. Arizona Municipalities. 8-10.

COLORADO RIVE& MINING; STEAMBOATS

Bamey, James M (1953): Yuma Crossing on the Colorado river at the Beg:lning of the Gold Rush inl849. The

SheritrMagazine. lvla¡ch 374I. COLORADO RIVE& FERRY BOATS; YUMA

Bamey, James M (1953): A Few Words about Old Ehrenberg, Historic River-Port on the Colorado. The Sheriff
Magazne. Sept. 7?-85. COLORADO RIVER; EHRENBERG; FERRY BOATS

Ba¡ney, James M (1954): The Story of C¿llville - Forgotten River Port of the Colorado. The Sheriff Magazine.

Ianuary 57-85.CALLVILLE; COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS
Bigler, Henry W. (1932): EÀftcts from the Journal of Henry tff. Bigler. Utah Historicål Quarterly 5:(14).

Birdseye, Claude H; Moore, Raymond C (192a): A Boat Voyage Through the Grand Canyon of the Colorado.

National Geographic. L4 L7'l-196. COLORADORIVER; E)GLORAION; GRAND CANYON

Camp,CharlesL(1936):TheJournalofaCrazyMan.CaliforniaHistoricalSocieryQuaferly. t5:2 103-113.

COLORADO RIVER; TR¿,PPER

Christiansen, Larry D; Peters, David M (I976): 1840s Boating on lhe "Impracticable Gila River'. A¡izona Historical

Foundation manuscript. GILA RIVER; HISTORY

Cramptoq C Gregory (1969): F.S. Dellenbaugh of the Colorado: some Letters Pertaining to the Powell Voyages and

the History of the Colorado River. Ufah HistoricalQuarterly, 3'7(2) 214-243. COLORADO RIVER; GRAND

CANYON; HISTORY; POWELL, JOHN WESLEY; RIVER RUNNING

Crampton, Gregory (1969): F.S. Dellenbaugh otthe Colorado. Utah Historical Quarterly. 37(2) 214-243.GRAND

CANYON; HISTORY; PO WELL, JOHN WESLEY; RIVER RUNNING
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Fraser, George C (unlnorvn): El Vado de los Padres. Natu¡al Hislory. 345-354. COLORADO RIVER HISTORY

Freemar! Lewis R (L929: Surveying the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. National Geographic. 45:5 471-530.

COLORADO RI\ÆR; E)GLORATION; GRAND CANYON

Henderson, Randall (1952): Glen Canyon Voyage. Desert Magazine. 15 7-I2.BOATMAN; COLORADO RIVER;

GLEN CA}TYON

Hendricks, WO (1971): Port Otis. San Diego Corr¿l of the Westemers. Brand Book II 173-185. BOATS;
COLORADO RI\Æ& DELTA

Kolb, Etlsworth;Kolb, Emery (1914):Experiences in the Grand Canyon. National Geographic, Washington D.C.

184 pages. COLORADO RIVEB E)QLORAION; GRAND CANYON; KOLB

Le¿ke, Ilarvey; Topping, Ga¡y (198?): The Bemheimer Explorations in Forbidding Canyon. Utah Historical

Quarterly. 137-159. BOATS; COLORADO RI\ÆR; ÐGLORATION

Hill, Joseph I{ (1923): Ewing Young in the Fu¡ Trade of the Fa¡ Soulhwest. Oregon Historical Society Quarterly.
24(1) l-35. COLORADO RIVE& ÐGLORATION; TRAPPER VIRGIN RIVER

À,fa$hall, Thomas M (1915): St Vrain's Ex?€dition to the Gila in 1826. Southwestern Historical Quarterly. 251-

260.ÐGLORATION; TRAPPER

lvfanton, O Dock (1969): The Lost Journal of John Colton Sumner. Utah Historical Quarterly. 37Q) 173-189-

COLORADO RIVE( GRAND CAIIYON; HISTORY; RI\ÆRRUNNING

lvfa¡sto¡r, Otis (1960): River Runners: Fast Water Navigation Utah Historical Quarterly. 28(3) 290-308'

COLORADO RI\/ER; HISTORY; RJ!ÆR RLTNNING

Martin, Mabelle Eppard (1925): From Texas to California in t849: Diary of C.C, Cox. Southwestern Historical

Quarterþ. 2g(L,2:&3) 36-50 and 126-146 and20l-223. COLORADO RI\ÆR GILARI\ÆR; IMMGRANT;
WAGON

McCroskey, Mona lange (1983): The Great Ferry War of 1905 and other Nautical Advenhues on the Gila River,

Arizona. Smoke Signal. 5l 15-19. FERRY BOATS; GILA RIVER

Moriarity, James'Robert III (1968): Pre-spanish Marine Transport and Boat Building Techniques on the Upper and

l¡wer (ilifomia Coast. BrandBook #L. | 22-2"t. BOATS; CANOE; COLORADO RIVER; INDIANS; RAFTS

Mortenseq AR (1955): A Joumal of John A. Widtsoe. Utah Historical Quarterly. 195-230. COLORADO RMR
Ð(PLORATION; GLEN CANYON

Riggs, John L (1965): William H. Hardy: Merchant of the Upper Colondo. Journal of Arizona History. 6 177-187

COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS; HARDYMLLE

Robinson,LtERL(1393):AdriftinaDesert.CalifomianlllustratedMagazne,5Ðec 105-I14.COLORADO
NVER;SAILBOAT

Robinson, REL (1893): Along the Colorado. Arizona Magazine 2 105-114. COLORADO RIVER; DELTA;
HISTORY

Robrocþ David P (1991): Argonauts and lndians: Yuma Crossing, 1849. Joumal of Arizona History. Spring 2l-
39. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS; IMMIGRANT; YUMA
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Romer, Margaret (1953): From Boulder to the Gulf. Historical Society of Southern California Quarterly' 35 55-88.

COLORADO RIVER; E)aLORATION; MORMONS

Rusho, WL (1968): Living history at Lee's Ferry. Journal of the West. 7 64:75. COLORADO NVER; FERRY

BOATS;LEE'S FERRY

Rusho, WL (1968): River Runnin g I92l: The Diary of E.L. Kolb. Utah Historical Quarterly. COLORADO
RI\Æ& ÐGLORATION; GRAND CANYON; KOLB

Sanchez, Joseph (1997) Explorers, Traders, and Slavers: forging the Old Spanish Trail 1678-1850 University of
Utah Press Saittake Ciry. 186 pages. COLORADO RI\ÆR; E)GLORATION; SPANISHÐGLORATION

Shaw, Anna Moore (1963) Pima Indian Legends. Indian Education Center. A¡izona State University. Tempe. I 15

pages. CANOE; MYTHOLOGY; PIMA INDIANS

Shelton, Charles E (1981): Photo Album of Yesterday's Southwest. Desert Magazine, Palm Desert l9l pages.

BOATS; COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS

Smitlr, Melvin T (1970): Colorado River Erploration a¡rd the Mormon War. Utah Historical Quarterþ. 38(t) 207-

323. COLORADO RIVER; ÐGLORATION; HISTORY; MORMONS

SmitlU Melvin T (19E7): Before Powell: Exploration of the Colorado River. UtahHistorical Quarterly. 105-ll9'
COLORADO RItvE& ÐGLORATION; GRAND CANYON

sykes, Godfrey Q9a\: By Boat to rhe Lake of Mystery. Desert. L9-24. COLORADO FJ\ÆB SKIFF

Sykes, Stanley (1892): Story of Boating Trip across Desert told by local Oldtimer. A¡izona Wildlife and Sportsman'

Aug. 1945 000.4D\ÆNTURE; CANVAS BOAT; GILARI\ÆR

Taylor, Paul (1986): Pea¡ce Ferry Crossing not the Most Successñ¡l Venture. Desert Lifestyle Magazine. Nov 13'

COLORADO RII/-ER; FERRY BOATS; MORMONS

Teeples, Mrs CA (1928): The Fi¡st Pioneers of the Gila Valley. Arizona Historical Review. 75-78. GILA RIVER

Topping, Gary (1937): Charles Kelly's Glen Canyon Vennres and Adventu¡es. Utah Historical Quarterly. 55 120-

136. AD\IENTURE; CANVAS BOAT; COLORADO RIVER: GLEN CAI'IYON

Tuttle, LtED (1928): The River Colorado. Arizona Historical Revierv. 50ó8. COLORADO RIVER;
E)GLORATION; FERRY BOATS; STEAMBOATS

Van Dyke, TS (1E95):Down the Colorado River. Land Of Sunshine. 26041. COLORADO RM&
STEAN4BOATS

Webb, Roy (f 98?): "Les Voyageurs sans Trace" - the DeColmont-De Seyne Kayak Party of 1938. Utah Historical

Qrurterly. 55 167-IS0.AD!ÆNTURE; COLORADO RI\ÆR; KAYAK

Woodbury, AM (1931): The route of Jedediah Smith. Utah Historical QUarterty. April ÐGLORATION; VIRGIN

RJ\ÆR

Wymaa Walker D (1932): F.X. Aubry: Sanùa Fe Freighter, Pathfinder and Explorer. New Mexico Historical
Review. 7(l) l-31. COLORADO RIVER; E)GLORATION; FERRY BOATS; VIRCIN RIVER

Government I)ocuments

Adarns, Capt Samuel (lS?I): Communication Relative to the Exploration of the Colorado River and its Tributaries.

House of Representatives Miscellaneous Document #37. COLORADO NVER; E)GLORATION
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Anon. (1908): Annual Report. Government Printing Ofüce. U.S. Rescue Service. Washington D.C. BOATS;

RESCUE

Ives, Joseph Ch¡istmas (1861): Report on the . U.S. Governmen! tvVashington D.C. COLORADO NVER;
ÐGLORATION; GRAND CANYON

Rusling James F (lS?2): Letter from the Secretary of !Va¡. Report of Col. James F Rusling on the Carriage and

Freigh[to Salt Lake City by the Colorado River. COLORADO NVER; COMMERCE; STEAMBOATS

U. S. Army Corps of Topographical Engineers (1853): Report of the Secretary of War. U.S. Government,

Washinglon D. C. COLORADO RI\ÆR E)@LORATION

Wheeler, Capt George M (1839): Report Upon U.S. Geognphic Surveys West of the One Hund¡edth Meridian. Vol.

l. U.S. Government, Washington DC. 780 pages. COLORADO RIVER; E)GLORATION; GILA RIVER;

GRÁ¡ID CANYON; PHOTOS

Whipple, Amiel Weeks (1853): Journal of an E:raedition from San Diego, C¿lifornia to the Rio Colorado from SepL

I I - 
-dec. 

I t, 1949. U.S. Army Corps of Topographic Engineers, Washington DC. COLORADO RIVER;

Ð(PLORATION

White, Sam O (1921): A Survey Trip Down the Colorado River in f 92l - Thn¡ Glen Canyon. U.S. Coast and

Geodetic Survey. University of Alaska a¡chives. COLORADO RIVER; GLEN CANYON; ROWBOATS

Legal l)ocuments

Anon. (1865): Expedition to the Colorado River 1864-1865. US v. Utah 283 US 64,51 S Ct 438 Exhibit#523.

COLORADO RTVER; IMMIGRANT; RI\ÆRBED CASE; VIRGIN RIVER

Anon (1g29):Brief of Defendant, the Søte of utatu usA v. utab 283 us 64,51 S ct 43S BOATS; COLORADO

RI\ÆB GALLOWAY; NAVIGABILITY; UTAH

Anon (1930): USA v. USA. 2S3 US 64,51 S Ct 438, various pap€rs. BOATS; COLORADO RIVER

Anon (1930): Exploration of southern Nevada. USA v Utah 283 US 64,51 S Ct 438, Complainant's Exhibit 622.

COLORADO NVER; MTJDDYRI\ÆR NAVIGABILITY; ST. GEORGE; STEAT,ÍBOATS; VIRGINRIVER;
YAWL

Anon. (1930): Expedition to the Colorado River. USA v. Utah 283 US 64,51 S Ct 43S, Complainant's Exhibit 623.

CALTVILLE; COLORADO RI\ÆR; NAVIGABILITY; STEAMBOATS

Anon (1930): Exploration of Southern Nevada. USA v. Utah 283 US 64,51 S Ct 438, Complainant's Exhibit 624.

BOATÈ; CALLVILLE; COLORADORIVER; E)GLORATION; GRAND WASH;HAMBLIN; HARDYVILLE;
LAS VEGAS; ST. GEORGE; STEAMBOATS; VIRGINRIVER

Anon. (1930): Settlements of Kanab Region. USA v. Utah 2S3 US 64,51 S Ct 438, Complainant's E-\hibit 621.

¡errr¡s; ôoronepo RtvER E)cLoRATIoN; r{AMBLIN; KANAB CREEK; LEE S FERRY; MUDDY

RI\ÆR; PARIA RIVER; PIPE SPRINGS; ST. GEORGE; VIRGIN RI\ÆR

Anon (1930): Abstract in Na¡rative Form of the Testimony taken before the Special Master and filed in this court

by hirn- USA V. Urah 283 US 64,51 S Ct 438, testimony. BOAT BUILDER: BOATS; COLORADO NVER;
NAVIGABILITY

Anon. (1930): Decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. USA v. Utah 283 US 64,51 S Ct 438. BOATS; COLORADO

RIVER; NAVIGABILITY; UTAH
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Pamphlets, Collections, Manuscripts, and Miscellaneous

Anon. (1986): A boating trail guide to the Color¿do River: canoeing fiom Blythe to Imperial Dm with safety hints

and maps. California Dèpr of Èoating and Watenrays, Sacramento. 16 pages. BOATING; CANOE; GUIDEBOOK

Brazie, Joseph V (1974): Collection of photos. Kolb's last r¿ft trip down the Colorado. GRAND CANYON; KOLB;

PHOTOS; RAFTING

Clarþ Georgie White (various): Photo collection. boating in Grand Canyon. BOATING; GRAND CANYON;
PHOTOS; RAFTING

Cla¡h Georgie White (1989-1994): Collection maps, scrapbook, etc. BOATMAN; COLORADO RIVER;
GRAND CANYON; MAP; RAFTS; RECREATION

Coffman, Jerry (1993): Report on the Navigability of the Salt River, NAVIGABILITY; PHOENIX; SALTRIVER

Coltoq lla¡old S : Steamboating in Glen Canyon of the Colorado River. 57-59, COLORADO RIVER; LEE'S

FERRY; STEAIVfBOATS

Cnane, [æo (1913-1947): Photo collection. 1063 photos. GRA]ID CANYON; HOO\ÆRDAM; INDIANS; LAKE
MEAD; PHOTOS

Curnow, Alic¿ : Journey with Tom. MSS - A¡izona Historical Society. FERRY BOATS; FLOOD; GILA RIVER

Hen¿elma¡r, Samuel P (1904): Papers. UA Special Collections. COLORADO RMR; FERRY BOATS; YUMA

Lippincott, Joseph B (1895-1910): USGS photos. COLORADO RIVER; CONSTRUCTION; DAlvf; GILA RIVER;

MOHAVE RI\¡E& PHOTOS; WEIRS

Lips, Walter (1997): Daniel Bommell of Bussnang; the Life Story of a Swiss. BONELLI; COLORADO RIVER;

FERRYBOATS; MORMONS

MacArthur, Loren : Rite of Passage. BOATMAN; CAITIOE; GRAND CRNYON;KAYAK

Woolf, Charles H (1875-1961): Photo Collection. Southwest Collection. ASULibrary. COLORADO RIVER;

PHOTOS; SALT RIVER; TEMPE; WATER RESOURCES

Newspaper articles

Anon (1850): New York Daily Tribune. 2-I8. GILA RIVER; IMMIGRANTS

Anon. (1857): The Gila Copper Mines. Mininglvlagazne. 8 483. COLORADO RMR; FLATBOAT; GILA
RI\ÆR; MINING

Anon (1858): New York Herald. I l- 19. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS

Anon. (1865): DeseretNews. 2-8. ÐGLORATION; MRGINRIVER

Anon. (1865): The Expedition ro rhe cotorado. salr Lake Daily. l-3 coLoRADO Rl\ÆR; E)GLORATION;
VIRGINRIVER

Anon. (1865): Letter. Salt Lake Daily Telegraph. 3-24. CALLVILLE; COLORADO Rl\ÆR; STEAMBOATS

Anon. (1865): Navigation of the Colorado. Deseret Nervs. 14. CALLVILLE; COLORADO RIVERI
NAVIGABILITY; STEAMBOATS
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Call, Anson (1865): Abstract of Correspondence. Millenniâl Star. 27 507 -508. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY

BOATS; STEAMBOATS; MRGIN RIVER

Hunter, Isaac (1865): Callville, Arizona. DeseretNews. 24 CAù,LVIJ'LE.; COLORADO RMR

Bonelli, D (1365): Letter. Deseret News. 2-8 BOATS; ST' GEORGE; VIRGIN RI\ÆR

Call, A¡uon (1865): Letter. Millennial Stff. 8-12 BARGE; BOATS; COLORADO RIVER: MttDDY RIVER;

VIRGINRIVER; YAWL

Anon (1865): Millennial srar. 3-30. BARGE; BOAT BUILDE& BOATS; COLORADO RIVER

ANON. (186?): DCSCTETNEWS' 4-IO 16. BOATS;CALLVILLE;ST. GEORGE; VIRGINRIVER

Anon (1868): ArizonaMiner. l2-L2. FERRYBOATS; GILAzuVER; SALTRIVER

Anon (1873): Weekly A¡izona Minet. 3;2. FLATBOAT; SALT RIVER

Anon (1873): Weekly ArizonaMiner. l:5. CANOE; SALTRI\IER

Anon (18?4): Arizona Citizen. 2-28 . FERRY BOATS; HAYDEN'S FERRY; SALT RIVE& TEMPE

Anon (18?9): A¡izona Sentinel. l-25 . PHOENIX; SALT RIVERI; SKIFF; YUMA

Anon (1881): Phoenix Gazette. I l-30 . GILA RIVER; PHOENIX; ROTTVBOATS; SALT RI\ÆB YUMA

Anon. (1881): Phoenix Herald. 8-16 .SALT RIVER; SKIFF

Anon (1883): Phoenix Herald. 2-15 ' cANoE; PHoENIX; SALT RIVER

Anon (1883): Arizona Gazette. 2-14 . SALT RIVER SKIFF; \ÆRDE RItv-ER

Aaon (1883): Mohave County Miner. lvlar. I I 3. FERRY BOATS; NEEDLES

Anon (1883): Mohave county Miner. Ap. 8 3. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS

Anon- (1883): Mohave counry Miner, Jan, 21 3. COLORADO RI\iE& FERRY BOATS

Anon (1883): Mohave countyMiner. Jan. 14 3. COLORADORI\ÆR; FERRYBOATS

Anon (f883): Mohave CountyMiner. Ma¡4 3.BONELLI; COLORADORIVE$ FERRYBOATS

Anon (1884): A¡izona Citizen. 5-3 . FERRY BOATS; SALT RI\ÆR

Anon (1884): A¡izona Gazette. 6-3 . FERRY BOATS; MAIL BOAT; SALT RIVER

Anon. (1884): Phoenir Herald. 4-8 . FERRY BOATS; GILA RIVER; SALT RIVER

Anon" (1384): Phoenir Herald. 2-19 . SALT RIVER

Anon. (1884): Phoenix Herald. 3-29 . FERRY BOATS; SALT RIVER

Anon. (1884): A¡izona Gazette. 12-19' FERRY BOATS; SALT RIVER; SKIFF

A¡on. (18E4): Mohave County Miner. 2-10 3. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS; NEEDLES
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Anon (1885) Phoenix Herald. BOATING; GILA RIVER'

Anon. (1885): A¡izonaGazette. 6-3. FLATBOAT;PHOENIX;SALTRIVE& SALTRMRCANYON

Anon. (1885): Flatboat Arrives in valley. A¡izona Gazette. 6-5. FLATBOAT;PHOENIX; SALT RMR

Anon (1885): A¡izona Gazette. 6-8. NAVIGABILITY; SALT RI\IER; SALT RIVER CAI'IYON

Anon (1885): San Francisco Bulletin. 7-8' ÐGLORATION; GILA RIVER

Anon (1888): Arizona Gazette. 4-21. BOATS; SALT RMR

Anon (lE8E): PhoenixHerald' 12'12. CANOE; SALTRMR

Anon. (1888): Mohave coirnty Miner. Jan. 14 3.BONELLI; COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS

Anon (1889): PhoenixHerald. 2'5- FERRYBOATS; GILARIVER

Anon (1891): Down rhe Gila. St. Johns Herald. 5-? I.ADVENTURE; BOATS; GILA RI\ÆR

Anon. (1891): Mohave county Miner. Dec. 5 4. COLORADO RrVE& FERRYBOATS

Anon (1894): Mohave county Miner. Nov. 24 3. COLORADO RIVER; EL DORADO; FERRY BOATS.

Anon. (1895): Phoenix Herald. 2-18, 2-25. ADVENTURE; BOATING; GILA RMR

Anon. (1895): Graham countyBulletin. 2:22. BOATS; FLOODS; GILA RIrr'-ER

Anon (f895): ArizonaRepublican 2:18' BOATS; FLOODS; SALTRIVER

Anon (1895): Yuma Sentinel. 3:9. ADVENTIJRE; BOATING; FLATBOAT; GILA RIVER

Anon (1897): Tempe News. 3:27. BOATS; FLOODS; SALT Rl\ÆR

Anon (1898): The South side. ArizonaRepublic. 2-1. FERRY BOATS; SALT RI\ÆR

Anon (1900): Arizona Gazetfe. 6-23. FERRY BOATS; GILA RIVER

Anon. (1901): Arizorra Blade'Tribune' t-16' BOATS; FLOODS; GILA RIVER

Anon-(1905): ArizonaRepublican I-16and I7,l'20,3-24,3-30,4-3,124 AND l2-9' BOATS;FERRYBOATS;

FLOODS; GILA RIVE& SALT RIVER; RAILROAD.

Anon (1905): A¡izonaBlade-Tribune. 2-ll, 2-18, 2-25,34,3'll, 3-18, 3'25,4-3 and 4-10- FERRY BOATS;

FLOODS; FLORENCE; GILA RIVER

Anon. (1905): Phoenix Enrerprise. l2-9 FERRY BOAT; FLOODS; SALT RIVER

Anon. (f907): Grand Opening of Granite Dells Resort. Arizona Journal Miner. 5-5{7 l. BOATING; GRANTTE

DELLS ; PRESCOTT; RECREATION

Anon. (1909): A¡izona Republic. 104. SALT RIVER

Anon. (1910): A¡izona Republic. 6-28. ROWBOATS; SALT RIVER

Anon. (1910): coconino Sun. l0:2L COLORADO RIVERI MINING;MOTORBOAT
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Anon. (t912): Arizona Republic. 8:22.

Anon (1915): Stormswept. Arizonalvfagazine. 6 5-7. FLOODS

Anon (1915): For Sale. Mohave County Miner. SepL. COLORADO RIVER; FERRY BOATS

Anon. (1916): A¡izona Blade-Tribune. 2-9. FERRY BOATS; GILA RIVER

Anon. (1921): Katherine Tri-State Ferry Staru Tuesday. Mohave County Miner, July L COLORADO RIVER;

FERRYBOATS

Anon. (1925): PhoenixHerald. 2:18. FLOOD; SALTRMR

Anon. (192Ð: Brown Operating Colorado River Ferry. Mohave County Miner. May 24 5. COLORADO RIVER;

FERRYBOATS

Anon- (1929): New Ferry at Searchlight has 3 Engines. Mohave County Miner. Feb. 14. COLORADO RIVER;

FERRY BOATS ; SEARCHLIG}IT
Anon. (1931): Verde copperNews. 2-6. FLATBOAT; FORTMCDOWELL; \IERDERIVER

Anon (1931): New Ferry Opens Vegas Short Cur Mohave County Miner . lL-27 9. COLORADO RIVER;

FERRYBOATS

Dellenbauglç Frederick (1932): The Past and Present of the Basin of the Colorado. Buffalo Courier- BOATS;

COLORADO RI\ÆB HISTORY

Anon (1936): Granite Dells Anraction. Prescott Evening Courier. 6 -20'36 I. BOATING; GRANTTE DELLS;

LAKES; RECREATION

Anon. (1941): IIay Day of Salt River Ferries Recalled by Boat Trip. Phoe nix Gazette. 3'8. FERRY BOATS; SALT

RI\ÆR

Anon (1941): PhoenixHerald 3:8. BOAT; SALTRIVER

Anon (1969): Needles Ferry. Mohave County Miner. July 17. COLORADO NVER; FERRYBOATS; NEEDLES

Anon. (1984): Arizona Republic. l2:9. BOAT; SALT RI\ÆR

Anon. (1985): Navigating the Salt. Arizona Republic. 12-22 CANOE; FLATBOAT; SALT RIVER

Arizona State Land Department Navigability Studies

Arizona Stream Navigability Study: Salt River: Granite Reef Dam to Gila River Confluenc.e. Oct 1993.

A¡izona Stream Navigbility Shrdy for the Verde River: Salt River Confluence to Sullivan Lake. Nov. 1993.

Arizona Sfeam Navigability Study for the San Ped¡o fuver: Gila River Confluence to the Mexican Border' Nov.

1993.

Arizona St¡eam Navigability Study for the Hassayampa River: Gila River Conlluence to Headwaters. Nov. 1993.

Gila River Navigability Study. Revised Sept. 1996.

A¡izona St¡e¿m Navigability Study for the Santa Cruz River Nov. 1996.
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Arizona Sream Navigability Study for the Upper Salt River: Granite Reef Dam to the Confluence of the White and

BlackRivers. Nov. 1996.

Arizona Sream Navigability Study for the Little Colorado River: Su¡uise to the Headwaters and Puerco fuver. June

t997.

Arizona Stream Navigability Smdy for the Bill Williams River: Colorado River Confluence to the Confluence of the

Big Sandy and Santa Ma¡ia Rivers. June 1997.

A¡izona Stre¿m Navigability Study for the Upper Gila River: Safford to the Stâte Boundary and San Francisco

River: Gila River Confluence to the State Boundary. August 1997.
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Appendix B-2

Pictures of Historic Boating

The following is a list of photos and drawings related to historic boating in Arizona. The

photos ur. orgunÞ"d by boat type and within each boat type by river. The location of the photo is

giu"n, the year (or often approximate year) of printing, and a brief description of the contents-

Ínis listing does not include most of the wealth of photos in Lingenfelter's Steamboats on the

Colorado River or Lavendar's River Runners of the Grand Canyon. Complete references for the

books cited are in the bibliography.

Drawings, Diagrams and Ads
Many diãgramsãnd drawings for construction of a multitude of smallboats, including duck boats,

row boats, canoes, etc. From Picard's manual of 1888'

Ads from the Sears and Wards catalogs show canoes, steel rowboats, duckboats, and paddles

available in the early 1900s.

A drawing from the Glenbow Museum in Calgary, Alberta shows a typical bullboat.

Rafts
Lower Colorado River
Drawing shows Mohave tule raft in 1854 somewhere near Needles. Original by Baldiun

Mollhausen at the Oklahoma Historical Society'

Painting shows the first inflatable boat (pontoon style with wagon bed) crossing the river

somewhere near Needles in 1854. Originat by Baldiun Mollhausen at the Oklahoma Historical

Society.

Photos show an Indian poling a log raft near Yuma in the 1880s. Originals at the fuizona

Historical Society and Huntington Library.

photo of Indian poling a tule raft on the Colorado River near Yuma. Original at Yuma Historical

Society.

Sea of Cortez
Drawings in McGee's book on the Seri depict typical Seri rafts.

Canoes
Canals
Photo depicts people riding in a canoe on the A¡izona Canal near Phoenix in 1920' Original

in the Southwest Collection, Arizona State University Library

I



Photo depicts people exploring Black Canyon Dam Site with motor boat and canoe in 1924.
Original at the Mohave County Historical Society

Lower Colorado River
Photo shows a man in a canoe running the Grapevine Wash rapids between Pierce Ferry and

Needles in the mid 1920s, surveying the LaRue Dam site. Original in the Mohave County
Historical Society.

Salt River

Photo shows a man in a canoe somewhere on the Salt River in the 1890s, Original in the

Southwest Collection, Arizona State University Library.

Rowboats, Cnnvas Boats, Skiffs, and other Small Boats
Clcar Creek
Photo depicts people in a rowboat shown from above in a deep canyon in Clear Creek (near

Winslow, Arizona) in the 1890s. Original at the Sharlot Hall Museum

Colorado River, Grand Canyon
Numerous photos and drawings depict the Powell expeditions of the 1870s in Dellenbaugh's
Romance of the Colorado River and Powell's report of the expedition.

Photo shows a man rowing a canvas boat near Lee's Ferry in L923. From Lavendar's book, no

photo credit given.

Photos show people rowing and portaging rowboats in the Grand Canyon in 1923. From
Westwood's Rough Water Man.

Photos show a man in rowboat in the Grand Canyon in 1896. From Flavell's Log of the Panthon.

Photos in Freeman's Down the Grand Canyon show people boating the Grand Canyon on a

USGS survey expedition in 1909.

Photos in Julius Stone's Canyon Country show boating through the Grand Canyon in 1909

Photos in Birdseye's Boat Voyage Through the Grand Canyon show people traveling in

Galloway-Stone type boats in the Grand Canyon in l9l l.

Photos show boaters duplicating Powell's voyage through the Grand Canyon. Some show boats

damaged after going through rapids. From National Geographic 1914.

Numerous photos in Eddy's Down the World's Most Dangerous River show boating through the

Grand Canyon in 1928.
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Colorado River, Lower

Photo shows a rowboat in the canalat Andrade (in the tmperial Valley region) sometime in the

late 1800s. Original at the Huntington Library.

Photo depicts a small foot-propelled sternwheeler in the 1890s. Original at the Huntington

Library.

Photos show the Wheeler expedition at various points along the Colorado River, including Black

Canyon - sail-rigged rowboats and plain rowboats. Good copies at Special Collections Library,

University of A¡izona.

Photo in Desert Magazine depicts a boat transporting men and goods "into the heart of the

desertland" in 1898.

Photo depicts a group of men in a rowboat somewhere in the Needles area about 1900. Original

at the Mohave County Historical Society.

Photo shows a rowboat with two men in a canyon in the early 1900s. Original at the Water

Resources Center A¡chives, University of California, Berkeley, Lippincott Collection.

Photo depicts a rowboat at Ft. Mohave in 1904. Original at the Arizona Historical Society

Photo depicts a rowboat on the Colorado River near Giers in 1906. Original at the Huntington

Library.

Photo shows a rowboat with four men rowing on Yuma's main street during the 1916 flood.

Original at the Yuma Historical Society.

Colorado River, Upper
Photo shows Utah Gov. Dorn with other dignitaries on shore with boats at Lee's Ferry \n 1'926.

Original in the Southwest Collection, Arizona State University'

Gila River
Photo depicts men in a rowboat somewhere on the lower Gila River near Yuma in the 1890s'

Original at the Yuma County Historical Society.

Photo shows a rowboat with cables near Maricopa ferrying people during flood time in the early

1900s, probably 1905. Original at the Arizona Historical Society.

Lakes
Photo shows people boating on a manmade lake at St. George Utah about 1890. OriginalLynne

Clark Photography, St, George.
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Photos depict a boat landing on Roosevelt Lake with rowboat in foreground and people fishing

for bass from a rowboat in 1916. Originals at Arizona State University, Southwest Collection.

Salt River
photo shows two men, two women and a dog in a boat on the Salt River in the 1890s. Original at

the A¡izona Historical Foundation.

Color posrcard depicts people in a rowboat somewhere on the Salt River (not in town) in 1918,

Original in the Southwest Collection, Arizona State University Library.

San Francisco River
photo shows a group of men in a rowboat near Clifton crossing the river during flood time in

1884. Original at the Arizona State Research Library'

Unhtown Localion
photo depicts the Luhrs family in a rowboat at an unknown location in Arizona in 1910. From

the Luhrs family album at Arizona State University, Southwest Collection

photo shows Mrs. Carl Hayden and other women sitting on a boat dock with several styles of
rowboat at an unknown loðation (abroad) in 1920. Original in the Southwest Collection, Arizona

State University Library

Flatboats, Scows, and Barges
Colorado River, Lower
photo shows a crude homemade flat boat with a sail in the late 1800s. Original at the Arizona

Historical Society.

photo ,ho*, the Silas J. Lewis barge at Needles in the 1890s, Original at the Huntington Library

photo shows a temporary skiffferry in use in the late 1890s while the regular ferry is upended to

dry out at Ehrenburg. Original at the Huntington Library.

photo shows a flatboat about to be unloaded from a wagon at Needles in the late 1800s. Original

at the Huntington Library.

Photo shows the St. Valier barge loaded with stack wood at Needles in 1899. Original at the

Huntington Library.

photo shows a flatboat loaded with photographer's supplies in the late 1800s. Original at the

Huntington Library.

photo shows a scow holding a diamond drill north of Peach Springs before 1920.

Original at the Mohave County Historical Society'
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photo shows a man on a flatboat on the Colorado River near Needles in 1923 ' Original at the

Mohave County Historical SocietY

Ferry boats

Colorado River, Lower
Photo shows a sternwheelferry and rowboat somewhere on the Lower Colorado River in the

1880s. Original at the Huntington Library.

photo shows a cable crossing on the Alamo River near Brawley, Califomia in the 1880s' Original

at the Huntington Library.

photos of various fenies along the Lower Colorado River from the 1880s-1900s. Originals at the

Special Collections Library, University of Arizona.

photo shows the aerial ferry at Ehrenburg in the 1890s. Original at the Huntington Library'

photos of the Calizona Ferry showing various vehicles aboard. Originals at the University of

A¡izona Special Collections Library, Huntington Library and Yuma Historical Society.

photo of a ferry with a loaded barge in tow at Needles from the late 1800s. Original at the

Huntington Library.

Photo of the Otd Yuma Ferry about 1890. Original at the Huntington Library'

phoro shows Bonelli's ferry crossing the Colorado River at Rioville (mouth of the Virgin River)

in the 1890s. Original at the Utah State Historical Society.

photo shows a car on board the ferry at Ehrenburg about 1900. Original at the Yuma County

Historical Society.

photo shows a horse and bugry on a ferry at Yuma in 1904. Original at the Yuma County

Historical Society.

photo shows a flatboat with a car on board used as a ferry at Sweeny's Landing in 1916. Original

at Mohave County Historical Society.

photos show the Searchlight Ferry in 1919 and in 1930. Originals at the Mohave County

Historical Society.

photo shows a car on a ferry at Parker in 1920. Original at the Yuma County Historical Society'

photo depicts the "Miss Marjorie of Chloride" at Willow Beach between 1922 and 1926,
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transporting drillers to the Hoover Dam site. Original at the Mohave County Historical Society

Two photos show Grigg's Ferry in 1923. Originals at the Mohave County Historical Society.

Photos show the Blythe-Ehrenburg Ferry in 1926. Originals at the Mohave County Historical

Society.

Photo shows Senator Keller on the ferry at Parker. Original at the Mohave County Historical

Society.

Photo shows Murl Emery's Ferry near the Hoover Dam Site in 1930 and again in 1942. Originals

at the Mohave County Historical Society.

Photo shows the Arivada Ferry used in building Hoover Dam in the 1930s. It could carry four

cars. Original at the Mohave County Historical Society.

Photo depicts the aerial ferry at Needles in 1934. Original at the Mohave County Historical

Society.

Colorado River, Upper
Photo shows emigrant wagon being boated across the river at Lee's Ferry in the 1880s. From

Desert Magazine.

Numerous photos of Lee's Ferry are shown in Measeles' book Crossing on the Colorado.

Photo depicts the Rust and Wooley Cable Tram in the Grand Canyon in 1913. Original at the

Arizona Historical Society.

Photo shows an aerial ferry at Bright Angel Creek in the Grand Canyon. National Geographic

t9t4.

Gila River
Surveyor's map from 1874 indicates the way to the Redondo Ferry on the Redondo Ranch

upstream from Yuma. Original at the Yuma County Historical Society.

Photos show a car on board the ferry at Dome in the early 1900s. Original at the Yuma County

Historical Society.

Photos show Gov. Hunt on a ferry going to and from the Florence prison. Originals at Arizona

State University, Arizona Collection.

Salt Rivcr

Photo depicts the Hayden Ferry in Tempe around 1895. Original in the Southwest Collection,

Arizona State University.
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Photo shows a barge-ferry used to cross Roosevelt Lake to connect the south side with the road

from Young in about 1915.

Little Colorado River
Photo shows an aerial ferry over the Little Colorado River, probably at Sunset Crossing in the

1880s, with three men and two \¡/omen aboard. Original at the Huntington Library.

Sailboats
Colorado River, Lower
Photo shows people rigging a sail on a boat at Cottonwood Island in 1923. From Rough Water

Man

Photo shows a sailboat in open water somewhere on the river in the early 1900s. Original at the

Water Resources Center Archives, University of California, Berkeley, Lippincott Collection.

Lakes
Several photos of sailboats on Walnut Grove Reservoir near Wickenburg (I{assayampa River) in

the late iSgOs before the dam broke. Originals at Sharlott Hall Museum and A¡izona Historical

Society.

Photo depicts a sailboat on Rogers Lake near Flagstaff in 1 9 I 1 , From an ad for tourism in

A¡izona the State Magazine.

Photo depicts a sailboat on Lake Mary near Flagstaffin 1914. From A¡izona the State Magazine.

Photos depict a sailboats on Roosevelt Lake in I9l2-14. Originals in the National Archives and

A¡izona Historical Society.

Photos slrow recreational boating at Granite Dells Lake near Prescott about 1907. Original at

Sharlott HallMuseum.

Salton Sea

Photos show Godfrey Sykes' sailboat on the Salton Sea and in a nearby canal in 1907. Original at

the Arizona Historical Society.

Motorboats, Tunnel-Stern Boats
Colorado River, Lower
Photos show Murl Emery's tunnel-stern boat hauling drilling crews to work on barges anchored

in Boulder Canyon. Original at the Mohave County Historical Society.

Photos show Jagerson's tunnel-stern boats transporting Congressmen to Hoover Dam site and

launching the boat at Willow Beach in 1922 and by the Chloride garagein 1929.

Photos depict loading a wagon and equipment at Willow Beach and Congressmen on boat visiting
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Hoover Dam site in 1923-24. Originals at the Mohave County Historical Society.

Steamboats
Colorado River
Drawing by Balduin Mollhausen of lves's Explorer on the river in the 1850s. From lves' Report

on the Expedition.

Photo and clipping about Ives' explorer which had been excavated years after its demise. Original

at the Huntington Library.

Tourboats
Photo shows people in a tourist boat on Roosevelt Lake in 1925. Original at the A¡izona

Historical Foundation.

photos depict a group on a tourboat on Roosevelt Lake with rowboats in the foreground and the

boat landing witñ rowboats in the foreground around 1915. Originals at fuizona Historical

Society.

photo shows a tourist boat landing for a trip on Lake Mead in the 1930s. Original in Special

Collections Library, University of A¡izona.

Mixture of Boats
Numerous photos show the Yuma waterfront from the 1890s to about 1905 with the prison or

railroad bridge in the background and several steamboats, rowboats and rafts. Originals at the

Yuma Historical Society, A¡izona Historical Society and the Huntington Library.

photo shows people surveying sites for Laguna Dam in a rowboat and a flatboat in 1907. From

Cror.ve's Early Yuma.

Photo shows the drydock in the Colorado River Delta, with several boats in the late 1800s.

Original at Special Collections in the University of Aiizona Library'

Photos of various kinds of boats, barges and drilling rigs involved in the survey and construction

of Hoover Dam in the 1920s and 1930s. In The Story of Hoover Dam and Building Hoover

Dam. Also photos in USGS archives and Bureau of Reclamation archives'
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APPENDIX 8.3
BOATING GLOSSARY

The following definitions a¡e tlose accepted today. Vernacular use of these same tenns before l9l3 may have

been different.

Acrial Fcrry - a ferry which is suspended from some qpe of cable. Ropes are pulled either from shore or by
pcople on the ferry to make the ferry move.

Bargc - any of a variety of pleasure, naval and commercial craft, commonly a rectangular flat-bonomed cra-ft with
high sides, used to transport heavy nonperishable cargo.

Batcau - Generic term (literally, French for "boat") applied to any of various local or regional craft developed in

the U.S. and Canada. The cha¡acteristic shape is long, nalrow and flat-bottomed.

Bcam - the width of a vessel.

Boatability - The capacity of a watercou¡se to support some type of boating at le¿st part of the year

Borv - the front (fore) of the boat.

Br¡llhoat - a boat made of hides st¡etched around a frame of willows or similar materials.

Canoe - a light, open, shallow{¡aft double-ended boat, ranging from about 12' to 34' (average I5-L7') and usually

propelled by one or more paddlers. Originally made of hollowed+ut Î¡ees or birch bark in the e¿stern U.S., a

woodcn canoe was invented in t879. In the 1880s canvas covered cano€s appeared. The molded plywood canoe

rvas invented in the early 1900s and the aluminum canoe in the late 1940s. Fiberglass was first used for canoes in

tlre I950s.

Catamaran - Developed in the Asian Pacific, the catamaran was first built in the U.S. in the 1870s. U.S. interest

in catamarans languished until the late 1940s.

Catlloat - A sailboat rigged with one mast and one sail set abaft it, usually shalìorv d¡a-ft tnd arc oflen used for

rvorking purposes.

Clinkcr-built - Having the external planks or plates of a boat put in so that the edge of each overlaps the edge of
the plank or plate next to it like clapboards on a house,

Cuttcr - A single-masted sailboat with a mainsail and at least two headsails. Traditionally tlte cutter was a distinct

hull type -narrow, deep, plumb strjmmed with the mast stepped about 2/5 of the waterline, Tltis type norv

practically extinct.

Dinghy - any ofvarious small, open boats designed for propulsion by oars and used for a number ofpurposes, or

adaptcd to rigging to sail and used in racing or day sailing, Typically a dinghy has a pointed bow, a transom stern

and a round bottom, and is made of rvood, plywood, or plastic, though aluminum, steel and composite construction

are also seen. They range from under 6' to about 14' Iong with about 8-10' the most popular. The smaller models

carry l-2 adults and Íìre very lightweight.

Dorr' - a 5pc of rorvboaÇ usually with borv and stern upswept and curved bottom, originally used for fishing, but

adaptcd for rvhitervater t¡avel.



Dr:rft - tlìc depth of a boat below the waterline, measured vertically to her lowest point. Also the depth of water

slre rcquircs in order to float freely - a slight fraction more than her own d¡aft.

Dr¡rrv - To require a specific depth of water in order to float.
Duckhoat - Any of various small,open,commonly flat-bottomed boats used by hunters, and designed to carry them

as quictly and unobtrusively as possible through marshy shallows and other areas where wild fowl gather. Models

rangc lrorn 8-15' long and are light.

Fcrry - a boat used to t¡ansport people and goods from one shore to another, either across a river or on the opcn

sca.

Flnthoat - A boat with a flat bottom and flat bow and stern, such as a scow, used for transporting freight on inland

\r,atcnvays, a barge.

Fokling hoat - generic term for any small lighnreight boat designed to be partly or wholly folded, collapsed or

disasscmblcd after use. The Mayflower ca¡ried a pinnace to be assembled after arrival. Canvas folding boats *'ere

used in the Civil War. Folding boats for recreational purposes were developed around 1900 by Bavarian

spotsnlcn. Foldboats appeared in the U.S. in the 1930s. They have been used for raft.ing the Grand Canyon.

Gnllorvay-Stonc boat - a type of rowboat suitable for running rapids developed in the 1890s by Galloway and later

developed by Galloway and Stone.

Holc - an area in a stream where the current reverses, flowing backward in a circular motion, usually because of a

boulder in tlìe stream, considered quite dangerous for boaters. Also called "reversal" or "spinner."

Houscllo¡rt - a waterborne,largely selfrcontained living unit offering most of the basic facilities of a house aslìore,

rnounted atop a hull or combination of hull forms. It was developed early in U.S. history and played an important

rolc iu opening up the frontier.

H¡'drofoil - Auy vessel that makes use of hydrofoils - rvingJike parts, commonly of metal, that operate in water

andsupportthevesselaboveacertainspe€d. ItrvasfirstinventedinltalyinlSgS. Inl9llAlexanderGraltam
Bell built one, but the effort was abandoned and the hydrofoil rvas not in general use until World War II.

Inboard boat - any vessel smaller than a ship and powered principally by an inboard or inboard-outboard engine.

It devcloped from the steam boat, with its main development as a pleasure craft staning in the 1890s. Usrrally the

boat is at least 15'long.

India Ruhbcr - Natural rubber usually processed by wlcanization.

Inflatahlc boat - any boat designed to be blown up with air before use and, normally, deflated afterward for

convenience in carrying and storage, generally 12' or less and weighing 60 pounds. or less. First developed in the

1850s, tlre inllatable was not reliable until the invention of artilicial rubber in the 1940s.

K:ryak - any of various narrow, lightweight boats, originally developed and named by Inuit, decked except for a

cockpit. arnidships and usually designed for a single occupant. Modern kayaks use the same basic design rvitJr

nrodcrn rnaterials.

Kctch - A fore-and-aft-rigged sailboat with two masts, tlìe taller fonvard and the shorter mizzenrnast stepped a

littlc fonvard of the a,fter end of the watèrline.

Litcboat - an auxiliary boat used on a larger boat for emergencies. Lifeboats may either be hard-hulled or

inflatable.



Luggcr - a vessel rigged with lugsails (quadrilateral sail with specific shape, bent to a yard that hangs fro¡n the
mast obliquely and is raised and lowered with the sail). The lugger is traditionally a small boat used for fishing or
coastal trade.

Mackinary boat - a flat-bottomed boat used especially on the upper Gre¿t Lakes and their tributaries.

Motorboat - any boat propelled by an engine, usually some kind of gas.

Ncoprcnc - a form of artificial rubber used for inflatable ra-fts.

Olkum - Loose hemp or jute fiber, sometimes treåted with tar, creosote, or asphalt used for caulking seams in
rvooden ships.

Oar - an irnplernent for propelling or steering a boal particularly a dinghy or other rowing boat. It consists of a
long shaft (usually of wood, sometrme aluminum or plastic) with a handle at one end and a flat or somervhat
concave blade at the other. It is fastened to boat with an oarlock, rather than held free.

Outboard boat - any vessel powered principally by an outboard motor (internal combustion engine rvith propeller

alachcd, designed to be secu¡ed to the stern of a boat and usually burning gasoline or diesel fuel). Originally tlte
rììolors l¡ad lorv power and were used on small rowboats or skiffs. Motors were improved in the 1920s and 1930s

and can norv be used on craft up to about 25' long.

Pad<ltc - an implement,u/ith a relatively long shaft and a broad, flat (or somewhat concave) blade, used to propel

and steer small cra-ft, most commonly cano€s. The paddler holds the paddle free with both hands.

Parkllc n'hccl - a form ofpropeller on the end ofa rotating horizontal shaft that lies across a vessel's centerline, so

tlrat tlre rvheel revolves longitudinally to propet the boat. They are relatively inefücient and are best suited to

slrallorv water and recreational boats.

Pcrsonal rvatercraft - a one-person powered boat used for recreaúon on lakes.

Piroguc - a canoe, usually hollowed from a single log up to about 18' long, used for frshing in sheltered waters of
thc Gulf Coast. Typically it has a flat bottom, round sides, and a sharp bow and is propelled by oars or paddles.

Poriagc - tlre transport of boats and gear overland between trvo navigable bodies of rvater, also the land so

lraversed.

Porvcrl¡oat - a boat propelled by a motor which, in most cases, burns either gasoline or diesel fuel. Also called

rnotorboat.

Pram, Pram Dinghy - a small open boat characterized by a square borv and stern, gently curved sides, and a flat or

vee bottorn with a slight rocker. Most models a¡e about 8' long, with a be¿m of about 4'.

Ru¡lids - an area in a stream where the slope increases and the lvater flows faster, usually over a rocþ bottom.

Rapids are classilìed according to the difftculty of running thern.

R:¡ft - a sirnple structure of buoyant elements - logs, empty barrels, supporting planks, etc. - fastened together and

t¡scd as a water vehicle or float. Normally propelled by a pole, paddle, or sail. Some prehistoric rafts along the

Colorado River and all along the western coast of the Americas were made of reed bundles lashed together.

Rorvboat - any of various small, open craft designed primarily for propulsion by oars., though more recently also

porvcrcd by sail or motor, ranging in size from about t0-16' and made of wood, plyrvood, plastic, or aluminutn.
Ro\\,boats originated thousands of years B.C. and have been used in lìrany parts of the world.



Rul¡bcr duckic - slang term for a one-person inflaøble boat.

S¡ril - A picce of fabric or otier material of such size and shape that, when spread to the wind, it will drive or help

drive a vcssel through the water. Sails come in many sizes and shapes.

Sailbont - a boat smaller than a ship designed to utilize the force of the wind for propulsion. If it also carries a

molor for use when the wind falls, or for maneuvering in small quafers, it is called an auxiliary sailboat.

Schooncr - Any fore-and-aft-rigged sailboat, with two or more masts, the foremast being no taller than the

rnainurast. The schooner originated in New England in the early 1700s.

Scull - a single long oar sometimes used to propel a small boat. Also, a small, light open boat of narrow beam

and vcry small draft, designed to be propelled by sculls, usually in racing'

Scr¡rv - a large flat bottomed boat with square ends, used prirnarily for transporting goods.

Sidovhcclcr - a type of steâmboat, with a paddlewheel at the side of the boat.

Skiff - any of various pleasure and work boats. Originally it defined a small open craft with a flat bottom and

shallorv draft, pointed bowsquare stem. Typically it was used by fishermen and rowed or sailed.

Sloop - a single-masted sailboat with at leâst two sails. The traditional U.S. sloop waq a beamy, shoal drafr

centerboard lull.

Stcamhoat - a large boat or ship powered by a steam engine, typically fueled by wood in the 19th century.

Stcrn - the back (aft) ofthe boat.

Stcrnrvhcclcr -a type ofsteamboa! rvith a paddlervheel at the stern ofthe boat'

Tcndcr - a dinghy or other small boat used for transporting persons or supplies to or from a larger one.

Tourhoat - an open slow-moving boaÇ usually gas powered, used to show people the scenery'

Tubing - use ofinner tubes to float dovm a river.

Tuglrcat - a boat used to maneuver a ship into and out of harbor.

Tunncl-stcrn boat - a motor boat designed with a tunnel afhxed underneath to ftlrer out sand so the motor doesn't

gct clogged up.

ì#hitovatcr - Fast flowing water with rapids.

Yacht - a pleasure boat, ordinarily powered by sails, with auxiliary motors, legally classified as a ship'

Yarvl- a fore-and-aft-rigged sailboat with two masts, usually more than 28' long'
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APPBNDIX 8.4
SELECTED HISTORIC QUOTES ABOUT BOATING IN ARIZONA

Thc following are quot€s chosen from a much larger group that illustraæ various historic modes of travel. They

are organized by bpe of boat and ch¡onologically (date of event) within each boat type. For numerous quotcs

on steamboats on the Colorado, see Lingenfelter's Steamboats on the Colorado. For numerous quotes and

descriptions of Grand Canyon boats, see Lavendar's River Runners of the Grand Canyon Complete refcrences

can be found in the Bibliography.

Rafts

Basket Boats on the Lower Colorado River
"Diaz was determined to cross the [Colorado] river, hoping that the country might become more

attractive. The passage was accomplished, with considerable danger, by means of certain large wicker

baskets, which the natives coated with a sort of bitumen, so that the water could not leak through. Five or six

Indians caught hold of each of these and swam across, guiding it and transporting the Spaniards with their

baggage, and being supported in turn by the raft."
(Winship, George Parker, I 896, page 407, describing events of about 1540)

Reed Rafts on the Lower Colorado River
"Jedediah [Smit]r] loaded a part of his goods on rafts of cane grass and moved out on the broad river."

(Morgan, Dale 1953, page240, describing the Lower Colorado in the 1820s)

Indian Ralts on the Lower Colorado River
''... almost all North and South travel and most light freighting, both by Indians and rir'er-side white folk,

was carried on by rvater. ... Indian family parties were what pleased my wife most. They were often drifting
downstream on balsa rafts; men, women, childrer¡ dogs, and sometimes chickens. A balsa raft is made of
long bundles of tules lashed together into the form of a raft and sometimes stiffened transversely with a few

willorv poles. One squats with other passengers as nearly over the center of flotation as may be unless one

lrappens to be the steersman with the long pole who endeavors to keep the craft clear of bars and shallows.

Getting aground in the muddy Colorado water generally involves unloading, dismantling the entire structure,

carrying the tules ashore, spreading them out in the sunshine to dry, shaking the sand out of them and then

laying the several keels af¡esh. A somewhat simila¡ craft was used by the Ceri [Seris] round and about

Tiburon Island, in the GuIf of Califomia, but these did not require such frequent dry-docking and dismantling

in the clear gulf water.
"Other features of the Indian river navigation above Yuma as we observed it, were the rafts of peeled and

dricd willow poles, cut to standa¡d lengtÏs, which were floated down, usualþ under ttie control of a single

navigator equipped with a long steering and fending pole. Yuríia was still largely built of willow poles

chinked lvith mud, and the contents of these rafts were sold and used for constructive purposes. They were

delivcrcd and piled at the top of the river bank by the d¡aftsman. Then, too there were the floaters of
rvatcrmelons. This industry was followed in the Summcr and Autumn .,. The equipment rvas a triangle of
thrcc rvillorv poles, tied together at the angles, a bent pole tied across near to one angle, and the freightage of
nrclons, perhaps a score or more. The triangle lvas placed in the river rvith the bent cross-member sagging

into the rvater and the melons rvere ca¡efully lifted in until the triangular space was about filled. The pilot

then ticd his clothes, matches and tobacco, and other effects into a compact little bundle rvhich he fastened

sccurcly upon the top ofhis head, took his seat in the rvater upon the submerged boat pole, said good bye to

rclativcs and friends, kicked offfrom shallorv water into the cu¡rent and the voyage began. ..."



(Sykcs, Godlrcy 1945, pages 247-248, describing events of the early 1900s)

Indian Rofts on the Upper Colorado River near Lee's Ferry
"Brothcr Picrce found an old raft made of two poles lashed together with bulrushes thought to hal'e been

uscd by thc Utes. The idea of repairing the raft to ferry their luggage over was abandoned until, as Jacob

suggcsted, a try was made at attempting to ford the nver on horseback. Before Thales and Brother Shclton

had thcir mules saddled up and the packs removed in preparation to start across, the Indians had left. He and

Brothcr Shelton stripped offever¡Iing but their garments, shirt and hats, plunged thei¡ horses into the cold
rvater expecting a long swim. To their surprise they were able to cross without swimming.
Corbctt, P.H., 1952, pages 154-15 5, 173-174 and 200, describing events ofthe 1850s)

ll/'ooden Rafts on the Gila River
"... proceeded with the constrr¡ction of ou¡ Rafts. Our ncw Associate, the Husband of the Missouri

Woman, was most zealous and active, and proved the most skillful man among us in fashioning thc Boats.

The Dutchmen's lrVagon and the side-boards of a number of other Wagons were utilized for the double

purpose of constructing the Boats and lightening the loads. We stripped our own Wagon of one board from

the bottom and two f¡om the sides, shortening the coupling, and discarding about three hundred pounds of
Provisions (including what we put on the Rafts) and several articles of convenience that had theretofore

appeared to be indispensable, which made us about nine hund¡ed pounds lighter than at the commencement of
our Joumey.

"In five days the Rafu were ready, provided wittr oars, ropes and stone anchors. ... The Crew told us

aftorwards that they found the [Gila] River shallow and full of Bars, and the Current very rapid; they

frequently found themselves aground and bad much difliculty in getting off. No event happened except that

on the third day out the Woman was taken with Labor Pains. ... In the evening they helped the Husband carry

his Wife and Baby on the Boat; the next moming they rvent on ... They arrived in Yuma six days before us."

[dcscribing evcnts of 1849]
(Hannum, Anna ed. I930, pages 250-25I)

ll/ooden Rafts on the Lower Colorqdo River
''West Bnnk of the Rio Colorado, Tuesdal'3Sih Nor,. [1849]. Crossed the riveryesterday 27th. After

all the ingenuity ofsome five hundred souls, together rvith the pretended labor thereofhad been in full play

since 22nd and without an accident, that is, a serious one. Master workmen, shipmakers, carpenters, coopers,

blacksmiths, majors and quartermasters, wagon masters, forage masters and boatmen, and generally artifrcers

and mechanics of all and every description (safing nothing of soldier folks and teamsters) all, all had a finger

in thc pic, or Raft, Everyone found a small place in the monster, of "Felix Grundy #2" to slip in an idea of
his orr¡. Shc rvas lounched on night of 25th and the welkin made to ring rvith tire shouts of the multitude (?)

asscmbled to rvitness the exhibition or baptism, and.as she glided into the turbid waters of El Colorado rvas

christened "Felix Grundy No. 2" after Evan's horse that departed this life at the Pima Village on 3lst ult. ...
"But the F.G.#2 she was not more than christened, before six or eight men jumped aboard of her and

under she rvent. ... The wood is too heavy, dead cottonwood, although 20 kegs are under her, and she sinlis

rvith about tcn men. Another was constructed on 26th of same wood, but kegs left out, much larger than the

"#2" callcd the "Pawnee Dash" ... The Dash d¡ew as nruch water as she well could without sinliing; but with

strctchcd ropes, pulleys, &c, or, on the whole by the assistance of all trades and professions,... We could

scnd ovcr nearly one wagon at a time. So near it that in a couple of days we had all over, making about six
trips pcr hour, a wagon with a very light load could go but othenvise her freight had to be landcd for another

trip. ... In crossing yesterday on the Raft, rvith Givens; baggage \vagon and some ten men, the Raft sunk as

soorì as it hit the channel, one corner of it going dorvn and the onc diagonally opposite tilting up. ..."
(Couts. Cave J., 196 1, pages 79-80, describing events in 1849)
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ll'ooden Ro/t on the Gila River
"Killcd four [cattle] and made a raft of cottonwood poles and started down the river." [Gila fuver near

Gila Bcnd.l
(Hattic Andcrson, 1858, page 76)

lI/ooden Rølt on the Lower Colorado River
"After traveling about l0 miles we struck ths Colorado river, at a large sand bar, and here there was

nothing for our animals but some cottonwood bark; we had to feed some corn as we were about to start across

a great desert of eighty miles and we had to get across the river in quick time which we did, We got 4 cotton

wood logs, d¡ied and cut them about 8 feet long put a wagon bed on them, caullied as well as we could'

lashcd all together tightly, making a very serviceable ferry boat. We were very fortunate in securing the

scrvices of 4 Indians who pushed the ferry boat over, one swimming at each corner."
(Etter, Patricia, ed. 1986, quoting from Robert Brownlee's journal of the 1849).

l{ooden Rafts on ¡he Colorado River near the Mouth of the Virgin River
"Thcy constructed a raft from the dry driftwood which had been washed up on the banli during flood

time. They remembered the boat and supplies they had cached about four months before on their first
journey. They found the boat in good conditio4 but the supplies were ruined. ... This crossing was later

named'Pierce's Ferry."'
(Corbett, P .H., lgs2,pages I 54- 15 5, L'l 3 -17 4 and 200, describing events of the I 85 0s)

Bullboats and Canoes

Bullboats on the Colorado River Near Present Day Loke Mead
"We slept here at night and started at dawn for the Colorado. It was entirely barren of wood, save for a

few scant osiers of green willow. But there was the river and to cross it there was not a bit of standing or drift
timber whcrewith to build a raft. By a long search we found willow enough to make an osier f¡ame for our

skin canoe sufficiently strong for our pupose. We killed two horses, made a canoe of their hides and landcd

safely over. ...

[On the retum trip] "Again we killed two of our few horses to make a canoe and we crossed well."

(Adams, Winona, ed.. 1930, pages I I and 16, journal of woman describing events of 1841, trappers crossing

the Colorado River twice somewhere near the mouth of the Virgin River.)

Conoes on the Rio Grande River
"Here rve had to cross the [Rio Grande] river [Joyeta, NM]. We sounded and found that the Channel was

over six feet deep. The nea¡est timber was th¡ee miles arvay ovet an almost impossible road; so we decided to

raise the bodies of our Wagons to the top of the standards and pull them over with ropes. We purchased a lot

of brushwood which the People had gathered for fuel, and nailed it across the standards to support the Wagon

bodies. This rvas no small labor, as it involved the unloading and reloading of the Wagons as rvell as that of
raising the bodíes upon the cross pieces. This done, we dug down the banlis to make a road, then canied the

linc over in a Canoe, and hitching a few yoke to the rope, pulled the Wagons over separately, wetting nothing

but the running gear. .,.

"Two ladies with rvhite veils and painted faces arrived on the opposite side of the River, riding in an Ox

Cart. Thcy were recognizedby two Young Mexicans on our side, who instantly stripped themselves naked,

s\vîn1 across the River, and embraced the Ladies, both Parties appearing to be rejoiced at the meeting. After

a slrort chat they rehrrned, procured a Boat, and fenied the ladies over.

"On Saturday night we passed over the River in Canoes and spent Sunday on the other side."
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(Hannum, Anna, 1930 pages223-225, describing events of 1849)

Canoe on the Lower Colorado River
"Wc notice also an Indian pirogue [dug-out canoe] which is moored to the Califomia shore. .., Large trces

must bc vcry scarco, for since Yuma we have seen only lwo pirogues. ... We are again taking wood on the

Arizona side. We see many Indians, men and women, some ponies and some pirogues. ..."
(Bcrton, Thomas, 1953 pages 68-73, describing a voyage up the lower Colorado in 1878).

Conoe on the Salt River and Grand Canal
"Mr. North Wilcox and Dr. Anderson inform us that they came in f¡om Fort McDowell, day before

yestcrday by canoe, coming down Salt River to the head of the Grand canal and down the canal to town.

Thcy camped one night on the way down and t¡aveled about a day and a half."
Plrocnix Hcrald 2-15-l 883

Common Rowboats and Skiffs

Rowboctt covered made of Indiø Rubber on the Lower Colorado River
"Our company are making two boats to cross their goods in. Their f¡ames are made of willow poles, in

shape of a ship's boat, and covered with India rubber blanliets. ,.. The company having completed a boat,

made trvo trips with her this afternoon. She is l8 feet long and shaped like a whaleboat, The others a¡e about

the same size, In crossing, the current carries the boat downstream, and in returning a little more distance is

added in spite of the most active rowing,"
(Clarke, A. B. 1988 page 84, describing crossing the lower Colorado in June I 849)

Rowboats and Rafts in the Grand Canyon
" ... rvith four boats constructed upon the gtound, the largest of which was twenty-hvo feet in length. The

limited time I had to constn¡ct these, the quatity of the lumber, the capacity of the mill for sawing, and the

rapid falling of the water in the river, prevented me building the boais in every respect as I could have desired.

In consequence of the reduction of our force, and sickness, I was compelled to take charge of my boat alone ;

this rvas swamped twice by running under a fallen tree, and by being dashed against the rocks below the

uppcr end of Cave Canyon ... The river here rvas fifry feet in breadth; the depth trventy-ttvo feet. ... lvfy boat

was so nruch injured by the late accidents that I was compelled to abandon it one mile from the mouth' .,'

S uch tvas the rocþ character of the river, that the lower edges of the sides of my boat were so much worn that

I was compelled to cut these down twice since starting. The water falling rapidly, made it more difficult to

run over the rocks. ... Our first boat was lost at the mouth of Rocþ Canyon; the second one mile from the

moth of Cave Canyon; the third one mile from the head of Grand Canyon; and the fourth one mile below this,

... Built a cedar raft, five by sixteen feet, and upon this we took passage ran down the river thily miles, '.' In
this our raft again struck, where we lost all our salt, all our cooking utensils, except one frying pan, and most

of our flou¡ and bacon. There was less elasticity to this than the Tulie rafts upon which I passed through the

canyons of the Lower Colorado, and in striking with much force against the rocks the material of the cedar

raft rvould part.... Built another raft, and descended forty miles further, when again, in tuming an angle in the

river, she struck a rock, and all our provisions, except frve days rations of flour and bacon were lost. [8]
(Adams, Samuel, 1869, pages 6-8)

Skiff on the Salt and Gila Rivers
"Messrs. Cotton and Bingham will leave tomorrorv for Yuma by rvay of the Salt and Gila Rivers. They

have constn¡cted for the trip an l8-foot skiff, flat bottom, which rvill draw very little water, while at the same

timc it has the appearance ofbeing very strong and du¡able, and able to stand pretty severe buffcting."
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(Phoenix Gazette 2- I 7- I 88 l)

Rowboot on the Salt qnd Gila Rivers
"The Yuma or Bust pafy which left Phoenix recently for the purpose of exploring the Salt and Gila

rivers rvere sccn yesterday, only twelve miles from here, all wading in mud and water up to their knees,

pulling the boat, and apparently as happy(?) as mud turtles."
(Phocnix Gazette I l-30-1881)

Rowboat on the Gila River
"Two men arrived here last week who had accomplished the dangerous feat of navigating the Gila River

from source to mouth. ... About six months ago they sold their horses and wagon and started down the Gila in
a boat of their ov,'n making. Their starting point was in the Black Range New Mexico, rvhere the Gila has its

source. ... Thcy met with no special incident until the high water of the February floods began to come down.

Their boat was upset and lost, but they built another and started on. ... The men hunted and trapped on the

rvay but met with only moderate success, They claim to be the first who ever made the whole length of the

nvcr.
(St. Johns Herald, 7-7-189I, quotingthe Yuma Times)

Rowboats on the San Juan River
"I am a carpenter and between I 893 and t 895 lived in Bluff and made 5 or 6 boats for miners who took

the boats down the San Juan River with their supplies. There were other men in Bluffwho made boats for
miners during that 2-year period and some of the miners made their own boats. They were a crude sort of row

boal,22' long, 3 t/z or 4' wide and with a draft of about I' loaded."
(William J. Nix, describing events of 1893 to I895, witness in the Utah Riverbed Case)

Convos Covered Rowboat on the Salt and Gila Rivers
"... We rvould build a boat and just drift down! [Salt-Gila rivers f¡om Phoenix to Yuma] We set about

building a boat in a corral ,.. It was a good boat, with a light wooden fiame, canvas covered. Vy'e gave the

canvas a good coat of white lead and oil, sold our burros and were ready to start. ... forflrnately the boat was

of light construction, which we found later was what saved the situation. For after eating our breakfast,

loading the duffel into what might well have been christened "The Pride of the Salt River: and shoving ofl
the rivcr went dry on t¡s. ... There wasn't enough water to float the boat with us in it, but by walking along

each side and helping the craft over the shallower places, we managed to mal¡e some progress. ... This kind

of thing kept up for some days, until at last we reached the Gila, and fiom then on we had a little better going.

There was not what could be called too much water, ever here, but most of the time one of us could stay in

the boat. ... After this we had as much desert but more water in the river bed, so we made pretty good time to

Yunra. I don't recall just how long it took us to make the trip. Th¡ee weeks or maybe a month would be my
guess now."
(Coconino Sun, Sept. 5, 1945 and A¡izona Wildlife and Sportsman, Aug. 1945. Stanley Sykes recalling a

trip he made "about 52 years ago" in the winter at low-water time.)

Rowboals and a small steamboat on the Lower Colorado River
"ltrvaspastmidday,the2l'tofDec. lg0l,whenourpartyofnine,in3rowboats(ablackcanvasboat,a

rcd boat and a green boat) pushed offfrom the muddy bank of the Colorado at the town of Needles, and

began our journay of 300 miles to the southward. The smoþ little railroad town was soon left behind ... The

current rvas srvift rvith many shoals and sandbars, but rvith a little practice we soon learned to keep the

channel....
"At Friant's ranch, on the AZ side, 3 miles above Williams Fork, rvas the first attempt at agriculture rve
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had sccn. Hcre Mr. Friant has a few acres of alluvial soil, above high water, to which he pumps water with

an cngine and windmill ... He owns a little steamboat and carries most of his produce to Needles, a distance of
55 milcs. ..."
(Thrce Hundred Miles on the Colorado, l90l)

Rowboots on Granfte Dells Lake
"Grand Opening of Granite Dells Resort. ... Dancing, boating, bathing, log riding, srvings for young and

old, a shooting gallery, and a ball game between the Diamond Jos and a team f¡om Jerome will bc among the

attractions to be found at this surnmer resort, so popular with Prescott people. ..."
(Prescott Journal-Miner, 5 -5- t 907)

Rowboat on the Sqlt River and Canals
"WATER ROUTE TO ROOSEVELT - Accomplishment of Two Mesa Voyagers

VIA CANALS IN ROWBOAT
Another Story of Two MenNot Including the Dog.

The Route is Not Yet Recommended for General Travel.
"The hrst trip ever made from Roosevelt to Mesa by way of boat was that of yesterday when Roy Thorpe

and James Crawford anived in Mesa by way of the Mesa canal, having made the entire joumøy from the dam

site by means of an ordinary row boat,

"The original idea of the voyagers in matiing the trip was to enjoy the sensations of going over a route

that is seldom frequented and also attempting a feat which has never yet been accomplished. It is understood

that at least two parties have made the trip by boat f¡om Roosevelt to Granite Reef, but the making of the

entire trip by water from Roosevelt to Mesa is a record.

"The rorv boat that was used was in a very dilapidated condition at the end of the trip. Before the start

was made three bottoms had been placed in the craft and one of these had been wom through by the constant

friction with the boulders and sands found in shallow waters. Many times the men were compelled to Iift

their craft from the water and carry it over obstacles and at other times had to haul it along the stands- ....

"One incident of the trip was that just prior to leaving Roosevelt one of the men exchanged a faithful dog

to which he had become attached for a puppy. The idea being that the older dog rvould be entirely too heary

for thc craft. The dog which was left at Roosevelt, in some manner chewed the rope ín trvo with which he

was tied,,and followed the master the entire distance, arriving at Granite Reef but a few hotus after the

boatmen had left. Those who understand the Salt river will recognize that the feat performed by the dog is

even greater than that by the men. Coming through the Box Canyon necessitated the animal swimming for a

considerable distance while the falis this side of Mormon Flat would offer many obstacles' The men a¡e well

pleased with their adventure, but have no serious intention of attempting to go into competition with the stage

company, nor did thøy attempt to break any speed regulations."
(The Arizona Republican. 6-28-1910).

Rowboot on the San Juan River
"Armed rvith the boat design from Billy's Alaska forays, Norman began construction of his first boat in

January, 1934. An old horse trough and a privy provided the lumber. Huge knot-holes were patched with tin,

and old undershirts shrffed into the cracks made it watertight. The boat had a six inch "kick" or upsweep

from the bottom to the top of the bow, and stood sixteen feet long by five feet wide. To keep out waves, a six

inch splashboard rvas tacked onto the twenry inch sides. Ttvo feet wide at each end, the boat looked

"something like a cracker box." This description was a distinct improvement over the recent honeymoon

expcdition in the Grand Canyon, that of Glen and Bessie Hyde. The Hydes disappeared in 1928, leaving

beirind fcrv clues and a boat described as resembling a coffin. Pumprods from a well served forNevills' oar

shafts, and "bororved" Utah State Highway signs made serviceable oar blades.
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On a test run in February, a rock tore open the bottom of the boat. The next day Norman cut some sheet iron

into three inch strips and covered the bottom and sides of the boat. On funre boats, oak stripping replaced

thc shect iron."
(Nelson, N., 1991, page 3, describing travel on the San Juan fuver) .

Rowboots on the Upper Colorado River to Lee's Ferry
"The party descended the canyon by using two l6-foot flat-bottomed rowboats, which were built in Los

Angeles, Calif., shipped to Green River, Utah and hauled 170 miles with a quad tmck to a point on the river 4

milãs below Bluff, Utah. The boats were launched and the canyon voyage began ..' I

"Numerous oil and gold prospectors have descended in rowboats and on rafß parts of the San Juan

bctrveen Bluff and Zahn's Camp. ... Some of the prospectors ascended the canyon with their boats, but thcy

had to torv the boats upstrean¡ because the current is too swift for upstream rowing.

"ln 1894 Water E Mendenhall, a gold prospector, of Lake City, Colo., made the trip alone in a crudc

hand-made boat f¡om Mendenhall Cabin to Lees Ferry."
(Miser, H. D., 1924,pages2-3)

Rowboot on the Upper Colorado River
"My brother and I went in a l6-foot rowboat with a S-foot beam, drawing only 4 inches of water loaded."

(John Gallorvay describing a trip in 1926, wit¡ness in the Utah Riverbed Case)

Scows, Flatboats, and Miscelleneous

llagons (Jsed as Boats on the Gila River
-"Thurs. 

Dec. 3l't. ... Here the Colonel ordered two wagons to be unloaded, their boxes put into the Gila

River [dorvnstream of Gila Bend, 9 days march from the Colorado River] and loaded with corn, bacon, and

flour, and set down the river with men to man them, with instructions to haul in every afternoon and camp

rvith the comrnand. This move of the Colonel's we did not like and we had forebodings it would not be a

success.

"Sun. Jan. 3rd ... Ou¡ boat have not come up since they left on the first and the Colonel has sent up the

river to knorv what is the matter and this evening a report came in that the boats had run aground and it was

doubtful about their coming any further. ...
"Wed. 6ù This evening the boats arrived minus the provisions. Part of it had been put ashore and part

lelÌ on a sandbar in the middle of the river. ..."
(Bigler 1932 p.52, speaking of events in 1847.)

Scow on the Lower Colorado River' "Major Lawrence P. Graham, in 1848, commanding a troop of US soldiers destined for California, had

abandoned here about twenty wagons. Selecting the most seaworthy body to be found among those wagons,

rvith nails extracted and lumber supplied from others, we constructed a scow, caullied it with strips of torn'up

shirts, for rvant of pitch using tallow supplied from the bladders bought f¡om the Mexicans for use as lard.

This tallorv ansrvered astonishingly well, the cool water keeping it hard and unmelted even under a blazing

hcat. Oarlocks rvere attached and, lo!, she floated the water - thing of life - though mayhap not of beauty."

(Hanis, B. 8., t960, p. 85, quoting travelers crossing the Colorado in 1848)

Flqtboots on the Gila River
"The Gila Copper Mines. These mines were discovered in the early part of 1856 by Richard Halstead,

rvell knoun in the Gadsden purchase ... They are situated about twenty-four miles from the junction of the
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Gila, with the Colorado, on the left bank, southern side of the Gila, and two miles f¡om the river.
"... The gfeat advantage in the location of this mine must make it immensely valuable - the ore or

smclted copper can be transported on flatboats down the Gila to the junction of the Colorado and Cila,
rvhcnce it can be carried by steamboats now nrnning on the river, and delivered on boa¡d vessels at the head

of the gulf at eighty dollars a ton, a rate which would defy competition from any distant part of the Gadsden

purchase. ..."
(Mining Magazine, May 1857, page 483. There is no record of such transport actually occurring.)

Flatboat on the Salt River and Canals
"Salt River is navigable for small craft, as last week L. Vandermoerk and Wm. Kilgore brought five tons

of rvheat in a flat boat f¡om Hayden Ferry, down the river to the mouth of Swilling canal and thence dorvn the

canal to Hellings & Co.'s mill."
(Weekly Arizona Miner Prescott, 5-3-1873)

Hond-Propelled Boat on the Gila River
"A nelv modcl of Gila craft was launched at the Florence pier Thursday, but did not mept the

expcclations of the inventor, Alex Gay. The new craft was provided with hand driven side propellers, but

rvhen the trial trip was undertaken it was discovered that the Gila current was mightier than human muscle

and the boat drifted with the stream for a mile or more before a return to the launching shore could be

effected. Nothing short of a ten horse power engine could drive a paddle wheel successfully in the Gila."
(Florence Blade-Tribune, 3- l8- 1905)

Houseboat Q) on the Salt and G¡la Rivers
"The Phoenix Shipyard. Its First Boat, a Suspicious Looking Vessel, Launched Yesterday.

"The People that live along the lower Gila are pretty well accustomed by this time to seeing all manner of
strange things drifting down on the breast of that ever surprising stream. Such odd collections as rail¡oad

bridges, ferry boats, farm houses, chicken coops, lumber yards, etc., no longer create surprise. But there was

launched here yesterday something that may make their eyes bug out for it was ostensibly a houseboat,

though it may be a torpedo boat in disguise or some new manner of war vessel that has been constructed here

on tlre quiet for the Russians with a plan of attacking Tojo's nest in the rear while he is busy heading off
Rodcjvehsþ's battle squadron as it enters Chinese waters. It will the same time be a matter of news to

Phoenix people to linow that this city has a real shipyard that the product of it is already in evidence.

"The master mind of this shipbuilding enterprise is Mr. Jacob Shively that came here not long ago from
Ashland, Oregon. While Phoenix was standing around in open mouthed wonder, not imagining before that

thcre rvas so much water in the world, Mr Shively was engaged in plans to make some use of it. He came

frorn a country rvhere they had had water before and a little surplus does not bewilder them. Mr. Shively

says he's 76 years old and therefore of suflicient matu¡e experience to conduct his own business without
taking the rvhole rvorld into his confidence or asking the advice of the whole town as the average man does

before he starts something.
"He sccured space for a drydock at the Chamberlain Lumber Co. and proceeded with the construction of

the kecl and first deck. A second deck was contemplated at first and the fact that the plans were changed

leads to the suspicion that Mr. Shively had a warship in mind and received a change of orders f¡om his

prospective purchaser or employer. In the event the plans had been previously perfected. Anyhow it is
surmised that a one decker could creep about more stealthily than a formidable appearing boat. In lieu of a
second deck or a cabin therefore he equipped the vessel with bows for a rvagon against which will turn

Arizona hailstones, the only thing one needs armor for in these waters. When stripped for motion or action

ilre wagon rvheel may be removed.
"Tlre boat rvas finished yesterday moming and the dry dock being some distance from the harbor a tlvo
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horse rvagon rvas pressed into service to assist in the launching which was accomplished without the slightest
troublc. The launching went on in the presence of a vast crorvd of lwo or three men and there was no
champagne wasted or ceremony of a public character. The builder announced his intention of accompanying
thc crerv as far at least as Yuma, but he was silent concerning the later plans. There are fea¡s in some
quarters that the boat may prove to be a submarine before it leaves American waters."

An article two weeks later reported that the boat had nearly reached Gila Bend with many trials and
tribulations before capsizing. Capt. Shiveley opined that "no one has any business on that river with a boat
les than 6 fcet wide 14 feet long 3 feet hie an 2 good men." [sic]
(Arizona Republican, 3-24-1905 and 4-3-I905)

FIot-bottom Boqt on lhe Verde River
"Word has been received at Cla¡kdale that Fred Fogal and Earl Gi¡eaux who left Clarkdale about th¡ee

wceks ago on a small flat-bottom boat, to brave the dangers of navigating the Verde river as far as Granite
Recf dam, have successfully traveled approximately seventy miles.

"The tlo adventu¡ers are at present trapping in the Bloody Basin country and report bagging coyote,
civet cat and many other fur-bearing varmints. They also state that the river becomes easier to navigate the

farthcr south they go and that they are thoroughly enjoying the trip."
(Jcrome Coppcr News, 2-6-193 L)

Sailboats

Sailboat on the Colorado River Delta and Lower Colorado River
"I had purposely designed and was building my craft of ample size and equipping it for both river and sea

use in order to carr), my reconnaissance down into the Gulf. She was turning out to be a clinlier-built
Mackinaw-type boat, about twenty-two feet in length by six feet beam, rather heavily framed and fitted with a

large iron center-board. She rvas schooner-rigged, and intended to balance üder either her full spread of
canvas (two pound boat sails and a jib), her mainsail and jib, or her foresail alone
... a small load of lumber in accordance with my specifìcations, were durnped on the river-banli and I set to
lvork on the boat."
(Sykes, Godfrey, 1945, pages 2L0 and,27T,descnbing the early 1900s).

Soilboot on the Salton Sea

"I shortly thereafter found myself camped alone on the shore of the still frlling "Salton Sea," building a
large and commodious sailing boat for botanical and eremographic investigation. ... I had designed and was

building the craft sufïiciently commodious to provide ample space not only for an unknown number of
co-cxplorcrs, but also for the usual load of specimens, botanical and otherwise, which I had already learned
would be collected upon a trip of the kind we were to make. I rigged her with a single large sail, a sprit-sail,
and equipped her with a lee-board in order that she might be rvorked to windward if the occasion arose. She

rvas of coarse flat-bottomed for making mud landings ..."
(Sykcs, Godfrey, 1945, pages 269-270, describing the early 1900s).

Ocean-going yacht on the Sea of Cortez
"Wcnt to Tiburon Island
Arizona Charley Meadows ... and party returned Saturday [to Florence] f¡om their trip to the gulf. On
account of the floods and high tides the hunting grounds about the mouth of the Colorado river, usually so

prolific of exciting sport for the hunter, were mostly submerged and the parly had little enjoyment in this
dircction, but in another rvay their expedition rvas interesting. Two or th¡ee days were spent in trimming up
and prcparing Charley Meadow's yacht for a voyage and the party then set sail for Tiburon Island about 500
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milcs distant. The wind and weather were favorable and they had a fine trip. Reaching the island they sailcd
all around it, landing in at least twenry different places. ..."
(Florence Blade Tribune 5-6-1905)

Ferries

l{ooden Ferry on the Colorado River at Yuma

"July 1850 Foster wrote in the SF Herald that 2 other ferry companies were being organized to take over

the lucrative job of transporting emigrants f¡om the east to the west banks of the river. Rumors had it that

one of thcsc was got up under the auspices of Col. Jack Hayes Whilom of Texas, and now sheriffof San

Francisco. Both of these parties numbering 20 men each had anived at San Diego one of thcm it was said,

with $20,000 worth of goods to trade with the Indians. In addition, an application for a license to keep a fcrry
at this point had bcen made by a brother of Major Fitzgerald.

"To make up the complement a couple of Yanlçees were actually on their way with goods to this point
and would be up in a few days. This being the state of affairs, it was at once concluded to be indispensable

that rve should proceed forthwith from our then camping ground, and take possession at this point, as this has

been heretofore the place where the ferries have been established, and it is also unquestionably the point

rvhere the military was to be stationed when it arrives. Accordingly the next night we yoked up our teams,

and pushed ahead, and without meeting any obsøcle worth relating, found ourselves at the point which my

letter is dated, This you must know is on a high bluffat the angle formed by the Colorado, immediately

before and after its junction with the Gila .. The spot we occupy has always been called Concepcion on the

Mexican maps. Etc. ...
"Dug a well, then rvent into the slough, cut down cottonrvood trees that gave us butts two and half to

three feet through and l0 to 15 fe¿t long. Sawed them into sized lumber necessary for flat boats. Between

doing guard duty daytime, and picket nighæ, sawing out lumber, building boats and cattle guard duty we were

busy."
(Srvceny, Lt. Thomas W, , Woodward, E, ed. 1956, in a journal from 1848)

l|'ooden Ferry on the Colorado River south of Yuma

"Paddock's Old Ferry which was about 23 miles belorv.Ft. Yuma, where there were ruins of an adobe

house. 3 miles lorver down was Gonzales Ferry which was a place where the Mexicans crossed the river (this

was an old and established place of crossing). Cooke's Old Ferry was about 6 miles below Algodones which

at that time belonged to L.J.F. Jaeger. He also operated the ferry about I mile below the fort. In 1848 Couts

built a raft, allegedly the first ferry to cross the Colorado. Many were simply made by covering wagon boxes

with waterproof sheets or tarpaulins, some of willow boughs covered with rubberized cloth, but these were in

the main cranþ, unstable and decidedly unsatisfactory craft. ... In t849 Couts lvas once again at the ferry and

helped immigrants across."
(Couts, 1960)

Ferry on the Gila River East of Gila Bend
"Boating in Arizona
"lt docs one so much good to read of boating in Arizona that we produce the following account of a

rweck on the Gila from the Arizonian:
"On thc 9ù inst, the large ferry boat which had been used for years on the Salt River at the Maricopa

crossing was floated down the river with the purpose of taking her to the Gila Bend crossing. Five men rvere

nranning her and everything rvas going on smooth urtil they reached a point about forty miles belorv Phoenix,

rvhcn the boat came into contact with a willorv snag just in the middle of the river. The current of the river

bcing about at the rate of fifteen miles per hou¡ the five men lost control of her and she struck the snag. She
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was cut in trvo parts as if she had come across a buzz saw. She is a total loss. Her olners, Messrs. Vol
Gcntry and W. Cox, valued her at about $1,000."
(Tombstonc Prospector, l-24- I 885)

Ferry Boat on the Salt River at Phoenix
"The ncrv ferry boat for the Gila is delayed for want of oakum for caulliing purposes."

(The Phocnix Herald 4-8-1894)

Aerial Ferry at Kelvin
"The Gila river is still up and dangerous to ford. At Kelvin a wire rope is stretched across the river on

rvhich runs a cage for carrying passengers and freight. On Thursday a cart was carried over and an attempt
was made to lead a horse across. The man in the cage foolishly tied the halter rope a¡ound his body, the other
end attachcd to the horse. As the cage started towards the middle of the river the horse bogged down in the
quicksand, the rope became taut and jerked the man out of the cage and it was by the skin of ths teeth that he

rvas rcscued alive. That historical animal, Thompson's colt, has many prototypes."
(Thc Florence Blade-Tribune, 2-16-190 I

Ferries on the Gila River at Florence and Kelvin at Flood Time
"Eight hundred feet of the Maricopa rail¡oad bridge across the Gila went out Sahrday and the break has

not becn repaired, hence the S.P. passengers booked for Phoenix are now coming from Casa Grande to
Florence by stage. They ferry the raging Gila here and go on to the capital by tlre P. & E."
(Florence Bladc Tribune 02- I 8- 1905)

"The Gila Queen, a finely constructed boat recently purchased by the Florence Commercial company,

rvas busy all day Sunday transferring freight for that company. Over 8,000 pounds, together with several

passcngers and trunlrs were hauled during the day. ...

"The Kelvin Navigation company launched thei¡ new flat boat Sunday afternoon. The boat is attached to

a rvire cable, extending across the Gila f¡om a point opposite the Ray mill, by means of two travelers and

ropes. The trial trip u/as an exciting one. When it struck the swift water it began to buck and phurge like a

true Arizona bronco. ,.. Jack was on the other side of the river watching the antics of that auÁrl monster. ... "
(Florence Blade-Tribun e 02-25 - 190 5)

"The Mayflower and the Rey del Gila have gone into active competition at the Florence port and both
norv issue tickets to passengers. The competition was particularly keen Thursday and the cost of a voyage

across lhe raging Gila fell to 20 cents."
(Florence Blade Tribune 03 - I 8- I905)

Àerial Ferry on the Gila River at Kelvin
"The Florence Commercial Co. and Troy-Manhattan are at present putting a cable at Kelvin which, rvhen

completcd, will solve the problem of safely crossing the Gila."
(Florence BIade-Tribune 3-25- I 905)

Acrial Fe rry on the Gila River at Kelvin
"E. O. Dcvine, the Kelvin merchant, was a visitor at Florence Monday and Tuesday. He says there are

no\v t\\,o cables in operation at Kelvin, across the raging Gila. The car on one of the lines is operated by
gravity and rvill carry 2,000 pounds of freight. These cable fenies are putting the marine fleet out of
business."
(Florcncc Blade Tribune 04-08 -1905)
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Fe rryboat on the Gila River at Maricopa
"Building Boat to Cross the Gila. Maricopa and Phoenix Expects to Transfer Passengers Tomorrorv.
"Carpcnters are busy today building a boat that will be used to cross the Gila River until such time as the

Maricopa and Phoenix road can malie repairs to the bndge, 400 feet of which has been swept away by the

high watcr of the past ferv days.

"H.W. Riley, who has the contract for building the boat, is working exEa men on it this afternoon in

ordcr to have it completed in time to be talie to the Gila river some time tomonow and given its first trial.
"... The boat will be eighteen feet long, five feet wide and th¡ee and a half deep. It will be fixed for

scvcral pairs ofoars. ...
"Transfers have been made in the past at the Gila River when the bridge was out, but never before has

the boat used been as large as the Maricopa & Phoenix is now having made. It will carry about three times

thc amount of the ordinary row boat. ..."
(Arizona Enterprise, l-6-1905. The location described must have been near the town of Maricopa, betrvcen

Cila Bcnd and Phoenix.)

Ferryboat on the Gila River at Maricopa
"At the Gila Bridge. M & P. Rail¡oad Cooperates with Gila RiverNavigation Co."
"Passengers who furd it imperative to travel can get across now, though the transfer is a disageeable and

provoking one, and it will be several days probably before the mails will begin coming regularly from that

direction.
"The ferry is across the south chamel of the river, and the train from this side cannot get within a quarter

mile of it. That is because the bridge over the north channel is too badly washed out to run an engine over.

Passcngers have to walk down this paralyzed structu¡s to the south channel and then descend to the muddy

bank and embark in boats. ...

"Another incident was the overturning of one of the ferryboats or canoes. Beside the boatman there rvere

trvo men in it, members of a party of eastem visitors who were enroute here on for a mining enterprise. ...

Both of them testify that the water \ilas very wet, norwithstanding it was chocolateJike in both color and

consistency."
(Arizona Republican, l-16-I905)

Ferries on the Gila River at Florence
"Jack Hanson had a good thing and did not know it. He thought the cage on the cable was too slow so, he

got the Gila Blunder back up the rivsr attached her to the cable and loaded down with whiskey and beer he

started across the river. In mid stream the cable parted and down the river they boù went. Jack jumped

overboard followed by Dave, maliing for shore. The Dutchman who was with them was sighted bobbing up

in the rvater amidst the floating barrcls, The Gila Queen crew started out and was able to rescue the crerv of
blundcrers. They then started down stream for the barrels of beer, which they were after to rescue at the peril

of their lives.
"The old Gila is doing business in the good old way this week. It has been impossible to cross it without

the use of boats and at present the water is higher than at any time this season."

(Florence Bladc-Tribune, 8- l - 1908)

Motorboats

Gos-Powered Boat on the Salt River and Canals
"Round Trip Voyage of the River Fleet

"La Primera" rvith hvo small boats in torv sails to Consolidated Heading and returns
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La Primera, with Capt. Le Baron in charge, C.C. Jacobs at the helm, loaded with passengers and having in

tow two smallcr boats carrying passengers left the dock at the division gates Tuesday evening for a trip to

Consolidatcd Heading and rehm. ...

"To all of those on board the experience \,vas a novel one. Here were l8 people, none of whom, with two

or three exceptions, had ever made a voyage on a gasoline power boat in Arizona. Few had ever ridden on

any boat and a large part of the passengers had resided in Arizona when the water supply for the

Consolidatcd Canal would hardly have damped a 6' X 9' dooryard. Only a few years ago and the idea of a

boat ridc in what was then called a desert would have been ridiculed. ... A beaver at work, unmindful of the

rcrvard offercd by the government for its scalp, paused in its labors to gaze on the unexpected sight and an

occasional coon, night hawk and owl sought to mal¡e themselves invisible. ...
"On the retum trip the two small boats were cut loose and came down with the current assistcd by oars in

thc hands of Messrs. Pomeroy and Lewis. ... Messrs. Le Baron and Jacobs were the hosts at the first voyage

but they have purchased the boats as a business proposition and will, it is understood, place them at thc

disposal of the public for picnic and business trips - for a consideration. Their plans have not yet been fully
given out."
Arizona Rcpublic 8-22-19 12

Outboard Motorboats on the Lower Colorado River
"M),boat tumed out to be a rectangular box, four feet wide and about eighteen feet long. One end,

supposed to be the bow, was sloped up in order to offer tess resistance to the water. The oarlocks were holes

bÑeen picces of boards nailed to the sides. The oars rvere lengths of inch board nailed to willow saplings.

The rvas a foot of difference in their lengths, and the shorter of them had been broken and repaired with a

couple of rusty nails and a shoestring. The craft tvas not exactly an Argosy (or at least it does not appear to

nrc suclr at this day), but still it had a capacity for considcrable freight in the way of Golden Hopes; also,

rvhich rvas of more practical importance, for several score of heads and hides. Boat room was not going to be

a matter of serious worry.
"The boats we were to take had been constnrcted by the Southem Califomia Edison Company for the use

of thcir engineers who had made surveys in Glen Canyon the previous sunmer. Very solidly built in the frrst

placc, thc rough bangings against rocls had Ieft the heavy planlis of thei¡ bottoms considerably shattered.

Water poured tkough in streams on launching and the worst of them required brisk bailing to be kept afloat

in pulling upstream to our camp. Twenty-four hou¡s of soaking stopped the worst of the leaks and careful

caulking most of the rest. A certain amount of seepage tluough some of the crushed planLs persisted,

horvcver, and it rvas evident that it was going to take a deal ofnursing to keep the aspiring flood ofthe
Colorado on the under side of those boulder-battered bottoms until the end of the trip.

"Tfic outboard motors were assembled and tried out during the aftemoon of the sixteenth, True to form,

my little Elto, clamped to the rail of the Ferry-boat started and ran like a top at the first tum. No less

satisfactory rvas its trial nrn on the stern of my still leaking boat. Tiny as it looked in comparison with the

óthcr motors, there was still power and to spare in its diminutive cylínders to drive the big skiff at good speed

against thc four-mile cÌurent. I had used an Elto dorvn three thousand miles of the Missouri and Mississippi

rhe preyious summer, unclamping it frnally in New Orleans in practically as good shape as when I shipped it
at Bisrnarck. But this was rururing with the current on a iight boat, and in rivers with bottoms of sand and

mud and offcring nothing to bump against harder than snags. Pushing a thousand-pound load in a

six-hundrcd pound boat against the current of a river florving in a continuously rock-rvalled canyon was quite

anothcr mattcr. AIso to be reckoned with was the fact that the abrasive action of the grit-charged waters of
thc Colorado rvas incomparably more severe than even that of the muddy Missouri. ... Tome, lvho had made

some use of ou(board motors in freighting for anothcr government partv in upper Glen Canyon the summer

bcforc, rvas determined to take full advantage of the expcricnccd gaincd on that occasion in preparing our

orrn nrotors for the stiff grind ahead. Against the inevitable and continuous bumping of rocks to be expected,
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hc hinged the section of the stern to which the motor clamped, so that the effect of striking an obstruction

rvould be to tilt rather to breali it. Having for¡nd that no plunger pump would stand the scouring of the

Colorado rvatcr for more than a few hours, he dispensed with pumps entirely, replacing them with five gallon

gasoline cans, set on boxes in the stern, from which water to cool the cylinders cold be circulated through

n¡bber tubes To minimize the scouring of the submerged gears, these were to be opened and greased trvicc a

day...
"Wc rvent on a USGS survey in a 16' Evinrude motor boat, in which we had two rolls of bedding,

supplies for a week, at least 25 gallons of gasoline and our camera and surveying instruments."

(Carroll Dobbin, a witness in the Utah Riverbed Case, describing events of 1926 on the Lower Colorado

River and Hardy River)

Motorboat on the Upper Colorado River to Glen Canyon
"The boat was 27 feet long, 5 feet wide, and d¡ew 10" of water with ordinary load; it had a 6-cylinder

autornobile engine. Another boat was 20' long, 4'wide, with a draft of 6-8" of water and was powered rvith a

Ford motor. Another boat was 18' long, 3 l/3'wide, and drew 10" of water."
(Virgin Baldrvin describing events of 1925-30, witness in the Utah Riverbed Case)

Tunnel-stern motorboat

Tunnel-stern Motorboat on the Colorado River near the Hoover Dam Site

"I was running the ferry at about 14 years old. So I developed the ability of navigating on the Colorado

River. No rapids, just muddy water. It was awfutly hard to find clear water to run the boat in. I became the

expert at it as time went along. I had to know what I was doing, because I could get the ferry to Arizona and

back to Nevada.
"Another highlight of my life was rvhen the beaver trappers came dorvn the river. What they rvould do'

abour Christrnas time each year they would wind up in St. Thomas Nevada. They would come in there, make

a dcal rvi(h sonrebody to load up their gear, and go by wagon dorvn the Vitg* River to Rioville. Part of their

load, outsidc of the necessary bacon and beans, their lard and whatnot - the load consisted of two-by-fours,

one-by-trvelves, a bucket of tar, and a handful of nails. They'd just built themselves a little flat-bottom boat

and make a pair of oars. And that's what they used coming down the river'
"So we built this little boat - 30 feet long, 6 feet wide. The only thing we had to go by was the old rule of

thumb that a boat on the Colorado River must be six times as long as it is wide. That was the most ridiculous

thing that ever come up. But tlrat was it. That was how you'd do it. It was made out of one'by'twelves and

trvo-by-fours, just like the fappers'. Thirty feet long, 5 feet rvide, tunnel stem. Up to the building of the

dam, all our boats were tunnel stern. That was a turnel-like arrangement at the stem of the boat, usually a

rhird as long as the boat. A propeller was n¡n into this opening so you could navigate. We hauled it down to

Cottonrvood, dorvn below the ferry line.

"l left there and went on up and got up to Boulder Canyon. I got over the roaring rapids, pushed my way

over that. We got over Rainbow Rapids. I got over the reverse rapids. I had to get out and pull a little, push

and pull a littlc to get over it. So we got up there, The boats were operated were homemade, flat'bottomed

boats with a tunnel built in the bottom contou¡ed to curve the water [as it went through], rvhich would keep

the propellers and the rudder above the bottom of the boat so they didn't hit rocks and things to damage them.

Thcsc boats uere powered by automobile engines. The one I operated had trvo Studebaker cngines in it. In
navigating the river you only navigated by what you could see on the surface, because you could not see

through lhe rvater at all. And you operated only by the currents to guide your boat back and forth. [quoting
Murl Enrergy and Ray Cutright]
(Dunar, Andrerv J and McBride, Dennis, 1993, pages 7 and 18, describing events in the 1920s and 1930s)
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Rowboats Adapted for Whitewater

Rowboats on lhe Colorado River from norlhern Utah through the Grand Canyon

"Thc boats for this trip were modeled on those used on the former descent, with such changes and

improvemcnts as experience had suggested. They were honestly and thoroughly constructed by a builder

namcd Baglcy, who had a yard where he turned out small craft at the north end of the old Clark Street bridge

[Chicago], and rve often felt a sense of gratitude to him for doing his work so well. They were three in number,

ofrvcll-seasoned, clear-gained, half-inch oak, smooth built, double-ribbed fore and aft, square-sterned, and all

practically thc same, the former trip having shown the needlessness of taking any smaller or f¡ailer boat for

piloting purposes. These were each22 feet long over all, and about 20 on ths keel. They were rather nÍùrow

for thcir lcngth, but quite deep for boats of their size, drawing, if I remember correctly, when fully laden, somc

t4 or l6 inches of water. This depth made it possible to carry a heavy load, which was necessary, and at the

same time which acted as a ballast to keep them right side up amidst the counter-currents and tumbling lvaters.

A rudder being entirely out of place in the kind of navigation found in the canyons, a heavy rowlock was

placcd at thc stern to hold a strong, l8 foot steering oar. The boats were entirely decked ovet on a level with

thc gunrvales, excepting two open spaces left for the rowers. These open spaces, or standing rooms, were

separated from thc decked portions by bulkheads, thus forming under the decks three water-tight

compartments or cabins, that would not only protect the cargoes and prevent loss in event of capsize, but

*orid ol.o serve to keep the boats afloat then loaded and full of water in the open parts, The rowlocks were of
iron, of the pattern that comes close together at the top, so that an oar must either be slipped through from the

handle end or drawn up toward the thin part above the blade to get out. By attaching near the handle a rim of
hard leather, there was no way for the oat to come out accidentally, and so well did this arrangement work that

in a capsize the oars remained in the rowlock. To anyone wishing to try the descent of the Colorado, I
comnrend these boats as being perhaps as well adapted to the work as any that can be devised; though perhaps

a pointed stern would be an improvement. hon construction is not advisable, as it is diflicult to repair.

"An arm chair obtained f¡om the freld was arranged so that it could be strapped on the deck of the middle

cabin of our boat, as a seat for Powell, to enable him to be comfortable and at the same time see well ahead'

This had a tendency to make the Dean slightly top-heavy, but only once did serious consequences apparently

result from it, and I am not su¡e that the absence of the high load would have made any difference.

(Dellenbaugh, Frederick, 1926, pages 236-240,349,359, describing Powell's second voyage. In l87t)

Cedar Rowboats on the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon
"After purchasing a boat, an ordinary flat-bottomed dory, fifteen feet in length, made of pine and ribbed

with oak, ... I rvent to the railroad yard and opened the box car to see ou¡ boats. As soon as I looked upon

them my heart sank within me, not on account of their size, their build or manner of fitting, but on account of
the material - thin, light, red cedar - with which they were planlied. The handling they had received in

transportation had split two of them almost from end to end. ... They were five in number, fifteen feet long,

forty inchcs rvide, and about eighteen inches deep, sharp at both ends, clinlier built, and planled with thin red

cedar. ... had had them strengthened with extra ribs and braces, decked over at both ends and long the sides,

thus giving thenr extra stiffness, and perfect strenglh for the material of which they were built, and they rvere

providcd ,uirh large air-tight compartrnonts in both ends. Their one defect was the material - thin, red cedar -

ivith rvhich they rvere planked and the way it was put on, clinker built," which made them more diffrcult to

rcpair. Thcse boats were well fitted in form for the water, even the rough waters of the Colorado, but the

dclicote cedar of their sides and bottoms could not stand the bumping on the rocks of the River, and not be

split at cvcry contact.
"Profìting by the experience of the surnmer before, our new outfit rvas vastly different from the first. I

hnd built. at Waukegan, Illinois., th¡ee boats, tlvenl.y-t\\'o feet long, four and a half feet beam, and trvenly-trvo
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inchcs dcep. Thcse were made of oak, from plans of my own, with ribs of one and a half by three-quartcrs of
an inch, placed four inches apart, and planlsed with one-half-inch oak, all nveted together with copper rivets.

Each boat had tcn separate air+ight compart¡nents, two large ones in the ends and four along each side. (Two

watcr-tight lockers were built in the ends, for meats and other things, which, if possible, we did not wish to
unpack rvhen making a portage.) Two cross seats were built into the sides, which with the bulkùead division
in tlrc centcr (without deck) completely braced and stiffencd the sides. A flrfty-foot line in the bow, and trvo
hundrcd and fifty feet of th¡ee-quarter-inch line at the stem, a life line rigged all around the whole boat, and a
plentiful supply of selected eight-foot oa¡s for rowing, and twelve-foot oars for steering, constituted the

equipment of the boats.
The best cork life preservers, rnade expressly for us from my own pattern, were provided for all the men, and

during the expedition, everyone was compelled to wear them, whenever on the water."
(Stanton, Robert, 1987, pages 36-37 and 95, describing events of 1889)

Rowhoats on lhe Upper Colorado
"We started rvith 6 boats, (15' boats rvith a 3' beam and a depth of 2' and keel bottom) rvhich were so

heavily, loaded that the water came within 3-4" of the grurnel. Thereafter lve pulled ashore and made a raft,
rvhich the 6ù boat towed with part of our cargo on it. We lost 2 boats in Cataract Canyon and broke up a 3'd

boat in order to get nails to make repairs on the other 3 boats. Below Cataract Canyon we encountered the

Tickaboo Rapid, where one boat was damaged and repaired and we had more trouble at Trachyte Rapid,

where rve stopped and repaired leaks."
Onanother l889trip-"Weshipped322' boats,with a3Vz' beamandadepth of22",havingadraftof

fronl 15- I8" loaded."
(Fredcrick A Nims describing the 1889 Stanton expedition, witness in the Utah Riverbed Case)

Galloway Style Rowboat on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon
"In 1896 Nathan Galloway, a Utah trapper, with one companion, made the complete voyage through the

canyons frorn Wyoming to Needles. Galloway designed the type of boat rvhich has since been used almost

exclusively in the canyons of the Colorado, and later parties have profited much by his careful study of the

fcatures and conditions of the river. Our little navy consisted of fou¡ wooden boats of the Galloway type, I8
fcct long by 4 feet beam, decked over fore and aft and fitted with water-tight hatches and airtight
compartmcnts, The oarsmen sat in an open cocþit in the centeq running the rapids stern first, so as to have

as much chance as possible to avoid the rocks and rough waves. A strong, light canvas boat was provided to

aid in the work of the rodman.
(Birdscye, C. H., l9l I, page 179-181)

Galloway Style Rowboat on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon
"A simpler, less pretentious boat than Mr. Galloway's could not be conceived, yet experience has

demonstrated that it is the safest yet constructed for mnning tlre rapids of the Colorado River and going over

its dangcrous places. Mr. Galloway is his own architect and builder. A fer,'three-quarter inch planls; a linle
heavicr tinrber for braces; oars with holes in them, th,rough rvhich iron rods, fastened to the sides of the boat,

scrve alrvays to keep the oa¡s in the same place and are more secure than ordinary oarlocks; with canvas

outriggers and cover to keep her form being filled with rvater and swamped when nlrning the rapids; a borv at

both ends, and a flat bottom with the merest pretense of a keel, and the boat is ready. For our trip the

outriggcrs were taken off, as we had np dangerous rapids to encounter."

{Jamcs, G.W., 1903, page23l)

Gallow'ay-Stone Type Boats on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon
"Threc boats had been built for this expedition and paid for by the Southem Califomia Edison.
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Trvo of them rvcre of the Galloway type and were on the same lines as the Edith, but larger, because tcn men

in all had to bc transported down the [Colorado] river, and no supplies were available after leaving the town

of Grecn Rìvcr until the Cata¡act Canyon survey was completed. These hvo boats were named the L.A. and

the Edison. Thc third boat had different lines f¡om the others, being short and broad with deep sloping sides

and a flat deck, and was equipped with an outboard motor.
"Latcr it rvas christened the "Static," All boats were of wood, flat bottomed, with a ten-inch rocker both

borv and stcm. Emery Kolb's Edith was the fourth boat. We had two sixteen-foot skiffs, about sixteen inches

dccp, rvith probably a four foot beam. The boats would be used mainly for transportation of supplies and

equipment, but occasionally both men and equipment had to be transported. On these occasions the boats sat

very low in the water.
That spring H.E. built a twenty-foot boat equipped with a fourteen-horsepower enginc, naming it the lda

B. tor his rvife. He made several trips on the river with the Ida B. before deciding to build anothcr boat, one

rvith lcss draft. The second boat was longer and narrower and used the engine from the lda B. He callcd it
the Utah. ... On the trip to Moab the Utah carried 2,000 pounds of freight besides the passengcrs. ...

Threc boats for the expedition had been built in Wilmington, California and shipped by rail to Green

Rivcr, Wyoming. Two of them were of the Galloway type, eighteen feet long and about fou¡ and a half fcet

o[bcam. The other one was sixteen feæt long with a hull like a common flat-bottomed rowboat. The boats

were similar to those used by the Kolb brothers in l9l I and tlre Chenoweth parly in Cataract Canyon the year

before. ...

Thcse boats were far different from those used the year before on the San Juan. They were decked over

at cach end rvith an open cocþit in the center for the oarsman. The end compartments were equipped with

hatch covers fastened with wing nuts, and these covers had been made watertight by lining the contact edges

rvith rubber. The frames of the boats were oak, and the trvo larger ones had shiplap sides. The bottoms were

flat and protected by oak strips rururing lengthwise.
"When the boatmen looked over the two longer boats before unloading them, they seemed too large for

one nìan to handle. For a rvhile they considered having them cut doun. But the plan was soon abandoned

because rvhen the boats were in the water they did not seem nearly as large and unwieldy,
"The nerv boat was eighteen feet long, made of oak, and weighed 800 pounds. It had a fou¡-inch rake

(thc anrount of overhang or incline from perpendicular at the boÐ its bottom was protected with
trvo-and-a-half-inch slats spaced two inches apart, and it had thin sheet copper at the chines (the intersection

ofbottom and sides).
"Each of these boats was equipped with a three-quarter inch lifeline that led all around the gunrvale (the

uppcr edge ofthe boat's side) through iron eyes. The rope u'as stopped by turlsheads (turban-shaped knots

u'orked on the rope with a piece of small line) at both sides of each ring. The oars were copper-covered at the

tips. A metal handle or portage bar was fitted at the sterns, and all the boats had air tanks for safety and

buoyànry. All were without keels.
"The fifth boat was a fourteen-footer made of canvas. It had tire inner tubes on each gunwale for

bumpcrs and oil cans fitted inside for buoyanry. Life preservers for everyone were of cork with a kapok

collar. Of the four rvooden boats, the new one handled the mosl easily."
(Wcstrvood, Dick, 1992, pages 6, 10, 5l-53, 74-75, and 130-131, describing events of the early 1900s)

Callovay-Stone Type Boats on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon
"The four boats to be used on the expedition, while differing slightly in size and details, rvere all of the

flat-bottomed, decked-over, one-man type that is appropriately called the Galloway-Stone. The somervhnt

crude original rvas designed and built by Nathan Callorvay, a Mormon hunter, for use on his lonehand

trapping cxpcditions to stretches ofthe upper Colorado canyons not reachable except by boats. One the very

sound thcory that it is better to avoid a rock in a light boat than to hit it with a heavy one, Gallorvay sacrificed

strcngth for handiness, but built a boat which he repeatedly ran single-handed through rapids in which the
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large, heavy boats of Powell and Stanton had encountered much trouble.
"Whcn Julius F. Stone, an Ohio manufacturer, scientist and sportsman, decided to make a voyage to

photograph and study the geology of the Colorado River canyons in 1909, he had Galloway come to his home

in Columbus, where the two men put their heads together to build an ideal boat along the lines of that already

used rvith such success by the Utah trapper. The present type of the Grand Canyon boat was the result. It
was entirely dccked over except for a cocþit for a single oarsman, and weighed less than 250 pounds. Its

lcngth rvas sixteen feet, four inches, it beam forty-six inches and its depth sixteen inches. The material was

Michigan rvhite pine, five-eighths of an inch thick. The fou¡ boats of this type built to Mr. Stone's order were

uscd rvith signal success on his voyage through the canyons. The run from Green River, Wyoming, to

Necdlcs, California, was made in one week over two months. Both Stone and Galloway brought their boats

through all the rvays rvithout an upset and with but a single light collision each while under control of the

oars. These are by long odds the best records ever made in the Colorado Canyons, both for time and for
skillful boatsmanship. [describing a voyage in 1909]
(Frccman, Lervis R., 1924, page 3l l)

Stecl Rowboats on the Colorado Rive Through the Grond Canyon
"In I 907 three miners, Cha¡les Russell, E-R. Monett, and Albert Loper, with tluee steel boats, each l6

fect long, left Grcen River, Ucah, September 20 to make tho descent. Lopez and one damaged boat were left

at Hitc, near thc nrouth of Fremont River, while Russell and Monett proceeded. In the beginning of the Grand

Can¡,s¡ they lost a boat, but with the remaining one, after various disasters, finally made their exit from the

Grand Canyon January 31, 1908. Their boats of steel were unsuited to the river work".
(LaRue, E.C., l9l6)

Golloway-Stone Type Boaîs on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon
"They rvere beauties - - these boats of ou¡s - - graceful, yet strong in line, floating easily, rvell up in the

rvatcr, in spite of their five hundred pounds' weight. They rvere flat-bottomed, with a ten-inch rake or raise at

either end; built of white cedar, with unusually high sides; with arched decks in bow and stern, for the safe

storingofsupplies. Sealedairchamberswereplacedineachend,largeenoughtokeeptheboatsafloateven
if filled rvith rvater. The compartment at the bow was lined rvith tin, carefully soldered, so that even a leak in

tlre bottom lvould not admit water to our precious cargoes. We had placed no limit on their cost, only

insisting that they should be strictly in accordance with our specifications. In every respect but one they

pleascd us. Imagine our constemation when we discovered that the hatch covers were anything but

rvatcr-tight, though we had insisted more upon this, perhaps, than upon any other detail. Loose boards with

cross-pieces, fastened with little thumbscrews - - there they were, ready to admit the water the very first upset.

... Certainly the boats acted so beautifully in the water that we could almost overlook the defective hatches.

"Directly underneath and beyond the roots of the tree were large rounded boulders, covered with slippery

mud. Past this banier the full force of the water raced, to hurl itself and divide its current against another

rock. If was useless to try to take a boat a¡ound the end of the rock. The boat's sides, tkee-eighths of an

inch thick rvould be crushed like a ca¡dboa¡d box. If lifted into the V-shaped groove, the weight of the boats

rvould rvcdge them and crush their sides. Fortunately, an upright log was found tightly wedged between these

bouldcrs. A strong limb, with one end resting on a rock opposite, rvas nailed to this log; a triangle of stout

sticks, rvith the point down, was placed opposite this first limb, on the same level, and was fastened to the

upriglrt log with still another piece; and another diffrculty Ìvas overcome. With a short rope fastened to the

iron bar or handhold on the stern, this.end was lifted on to the cross-piece, the bow sticking into the rvater at a

sharp angle. The short rope was tied to the stump, so lve rvould not lose rvhat we had gained. The longer

rope lrom the borv rvas th¡own over the roots of the tree above, then we both pulled on the rope, until finally

the borv was on a level rvith the stem. She was pulled fonvard, the ropes were loosened and the boat rested on

the cross-pieces. I foolishly insisted on making anothcr trial at it rvith the Edith, for I felt sure I could make it
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if I only had anothcr chance, and the fact the Emery had the empty boat at the end of the rapid and could

rcscuc me if an upsct occurred greatly lessened the danger. The idea of making a portage, with the.loss of
ncarly a day, did not appeal to me.

"lt is difficult to describe the rapids with the foot-rule standard, and give an idea of their power. One

unfamiliar with "white water"usually associates a hvelve-foot descent or a ten-foot rvave with a similar wave

on the ocean. There is no comparison. The waters of the ocean rise and fall, the waves travel, the water

itsclf, exccpt in breakers, is comparatively still. In bad rapids the water is whirled tluough at the rate of ten or

tlvclve miles an hour, in some cases much swifter; the surface is broken steams shooting up from every

subnrcrged rock; the weight of the river is behind it, and the waves instead of tumbling fonvard, quite as often

brcak upstream. Such waves less than six feet high, are often dangers to be shunned. After being overtumed

in thcm rve learned thei¡ tremendous power, a power we would never have associated with any water, beflore

such an expericnce, short of a waterfall.
(8.L. Kolb., 1989. pages 7-8, 186-188 and240-24l,describing events of 1909)

Galloway-Stone Type Boaîs on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon
"Ths current is swift and the water, loaded with sand and silt, has tremendous power. Except where the

rocks actually extend above the surface of the muddy rvater, it is impossible to know precisely where they are

and falls cannot be avoided when the men wade out into the stream to work the boats along. If the boats are

kept too near the shore they must be lifted over the rocks and if they are mn too far out there is constant

danger of their being capsized in the river or jammed against rocks and held there by the force of their

current."
(Eddy, Ctyde, 1919.)

Galloway-Stone Type Boats on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon

"We obtained 3 boats of the Galloway t)rpe and used them down the Green River and through Cataract

Canyon. \ilhen rve brought the boats down the Green and made our survey through Cataract Canyon we had

an Evinrude motor in one boat. It was 16' long, 4'beam, and d¡ew about 10" when loaded with about 1000

pounds. Thc other boats were 16' boats with rounded sides. ... just above the confluence we hit a sand bar and

broke the propeller shaft of our motor. ... I don't thi¡rl¡ rve could have brought the same loads they had up the

river rvith that motor."
(Leigh Hunt, describing a trip in 1921, witness in the Utah Riverbed Case)

Golloway-Stone Type Boats on the Colorado River Through the Grand Canyon

"Nathan T. Galloway and S.S. Dubendorf come in from Vernal, Utah. AII set about unloading the boats,

rvhich are apparently in good condition, except that the canvas decking over the front and rear cockpits is not

natcr proof, as it should have been, and the method provided for fastening it down is not as arranged for.

The iron standards at each corner of the cockpit which should have been provided to hold the canvas sides

and cnds havc been omitted entirely. Neither are the small borv and stern compartments provided with

airtight covers according to contract.
"Hcre rve find signs of a party consisting of two men and a half-grorvn boy just ahead of us. ... They

have but one flat-bottomed -and that not a very large one. The bottom is not protected rvith sheet metal and

alrcady carrics some patches. ... [4 days later] Just belorv the head of this rapid rve find a wrecked boat,

evidcntly bclonging to the partyjust ahead, and on a rock nearby a blue serge coat spread out as though to be

dricd in the sun. Near the coat is a crude oar and a push pole. ... The boat is inevocably lost. ... We flnd no

furthcr trace ofthcm
"Wc are up at daybreak and begin patching my boat by nailing a strip of tin rvith a double strip of cotton

cloth covercd rvith rvhite lead, underneath it, all the wav around the lorver seam, then clinching the nails on the

insidc oI thc boat. ..."
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(Stone, Julius, 1932, pages 45,71, and 73, describing events of 1909)

Rowboots on the Colorado River Ihrough the Grand Canyon
"The boats were designed after those used by Powell and Stanton. His 2 large boats were 22' long,5'

beam, built of %" Mexican mahogany, on very heavy oak ribs and keels, having 3 water-tight compartments,

fonvard, amidships, and aft, and intended to be unsinkable. The small boat was l6' long, built of 5/8" cedar,

on same heavy oak ribs and keels, decked over for 4' at each end, and had a splash board, but no water'tight

compartment. The draft was 14-18" loaded."

(Parley Gallorvay describing a trip made n 1927,witness in the Utah Riverbed Case)

Canoe Construction
Our canoes, or boats, as they were usually called, were made of one-half inch marine

plywood. They were shaped like sadirons and were 16 feet long, 6 feet wide and about l8 inches

deep. They had been "cockpitted" for the baling bucket, an extra oar and ropes for both bow and

stern. Behind the boatmen \¡/as the bow deck, which had a small hatch and a place for storing

some of the lighter material. ...

The stern deck was wide -- extending on out to the squared-offend of the boat. And here

was where the passengers mostly rode. If there were too many, the smallest would be put behind

the oarsman n the bow, usually on the bow deck with his feet hanging over into the cockpit. It
was customary to keep the minimum weight on the bow to allow for quick maneuvering.

The boats were flat-bottomed, but rocker shaped from bow to stern. And with oars remaining

almost in the same spot, it was possible to spin the boat rapidly enough to give the passengers a

bad time. If the oarsman reversed quickly, they needed to be awarg or they might be dumped

into the water. They were a little sluggish at the beginning of a roll, but they could spin rapidly,

which was essential in the rapids.
Wayne McConkie 1940
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